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Syllabus 

Computer Networking 

Learning Objectives  

- The course introduces main concepts of networking; application areas; classification; 

reference models; transmission environment; technologies; routing algorithms; IP, UDP 

and TCP protocols; reliable data transferring methods; application protocols; network 

security; management systems; perspectives of communication networks.  

- Students will be able to gain knowledge about the above given components and application 

of the same in real work situations.  

UNIT I  

INTRODUCTION: Network applications, network hardware, network software, reference 

models: OSI, TCP/IP, Internet, Connection oriented network - X.25, frame relay. THE 

PHYSICAL LAYER: Theoretical basis for communication, guided transmission media, wireless 

transmission, the public switched telephone networks, mobile telephone system.  

UNIT - II  

THE DATA LINK LAYER: Design issues, error detection and correction, elementary data link 

protocols, sliding window protocols, example data link protocols - HDLC, the data link layer in 

the internet. THE MEDIUM ACCESS SUBLAYER: Channel allocations problem, multiple access 

protocols, Ethernet, Data Link Layer switching, Wireless LAN, Broadband Wireless, Bluetooth 

UNIT - III  

THE NETWORK LAYER: Network layer design issues, routing algorithms, Congestion control 

algorithms, Internetworking, the network layer in the internet (IPv4 and IPv6), Quality of Service. 

UNIT – IV  

THE TRANSPORT LAYER: Transport service, elements of transport protocol, Simple Transport 

Protocol, Internet transport layer protocols: UDP and TCP.  

UNIT - V  

 

THE APPLICATION LAYER: Domain name system, electronic mail, World Wide Web: 

architectural overview, dynamic web document and http. APPLICATION LAYER PROTOCOLS: 

Simple Network Management Protocol, File Transfer Protocol, Simple Mail Transfer Protocol, 

Telnet.  
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Introduction

Computers are used as an information tool. It was developed with the concept of independent

operation' The individuals use computer networks almost daily to conduct personal and professional

business. This trend is accelerating as more people discover the power of computers and

communication networks both for businesses and for homes. The day-to-day transactions at

department stores, banks, reservation counters and other business are all dependent upon computer

networks. The information age is equally dependent on the computer and the computer network.



1.1 What is Gomputer Network?

A computer network is a number of computers interconnected by one or more transmission paths.

Network is a group of two or more computer systems linked together.

Figure 1.1 : A simple network

All the networks must have thefollowing..

i. Something to share (data)

ii. A physical pathway or transmission media (cable)

iii. Rules of communication (Protocols)

A network consists of two or more computers that are linked in order to share resources (such as

printers and CD-ROMs), exchange files or allow electronic communications. The iomputer on a

network may be linked through cables, satellites or infrared light beams.

Definition

A network is a set of devices (often referred to as nodes) connected by communication links. A node

can be a computer, printer, or any other device capable ofsending and/or receiving data generated by
other nodes on the network.



1.2 Goals of Networks

The goals of computer networking are to provide services and to reduce equipment costs. It enables
computers to share their resources by offering services to other computers.

Following are some main goals of computer network:

i. Resource sharing: Multiple users can share hardware like
scanners and printers. They can also share software-resources
such as programs, databases, and files simultaneously. This
reduces cost by reducing the number of hardware items
bought. Resources are available to all users on the network
without regard to the physical location of the resources and
users.

ii. High reliability: Provides high reliability by having alternative sources of supply.
Information can be replicated on two or more machines, so that if one machine fails, the other
one can be used to access it. Very important in applications where loss of information is not
tolerable, for example, banking and military applications, air trafftc control, nuclear
reactor etc.

iii. Saving money: Small computers have a much better price/performance ratio than large ones.

The cost of building network is less because of cheap hardware. All users can share costly
devices such as printers, scanners or Xerox machines by connecting them in the network.

iv. Scalability: The ability to increase system performance gradually as the workload grows just
by adding more devices is called scalability. We can extend network just by adding more
computers, printers etc. without affecting overall performance.

v. Powerful communication medium: Now-a-days it becomes easy for people living in
different locations of the world to work together using computer networks. They can exchange
documents, reports, e-mails on-line without any delay. They can share ideas, views through
videoconferencing without considering actual distance between them.

vi. Protecting information: Networking provides the protection to the data by providing
passwords and usernames, encryption of data etc., i.e., data is more secure.

vii. Distribution of workload: If any one of the computer get saturated due to a heary workload,
then its work is distributed among other computers having no or very little workload on the
network.

viii. Preserving information: Information can be backed up to a central location. It is difficult to
maintain regular backups in stand alone computers. It keeps back up of data on server.
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{.3 Applications of Networking

The use of networking allows a very flexible working environment. Employees can work at home by
using terminals tied through networks into computers at the office, thus accounting for flexibility in
working hours. Some of these are sunrmarized,below:

i. Access to remote programs information

Access to remote programs involves interaction between a person and a remote database.
Access to remote information comes in many forms like:

a' Home shopping, paying telephone, electricity bills, e-banking, online share market etc.

b' Newspaper is available online and is personalize.d. Digital library consisting of books
magazines, scientific journars etc. are arso easily available.

c' World Wide Web which contains information about arts, business, cooking,
government, history etc.

ii. Person to person communication

Person to person communication includes:

a. Electronic-mail (e-mail)

b' Real time email, i.e., video conferencing allows remote users to communicate with no
delay by seeing and hearing each other.

c' World wide new groups in which one person posts a message and all other subscribers
to the newsgroup can read it or give their feedbacks.

iii. fnteractiveentertainment

' Interactive entertainment includes;

'a. Multiperson real time simulation qames.

b. Video on demand

c. Participation in live TV programmes like quiz, contest, discussions etc.



1,4 Network Structure

In any network there are collection of machines which are intended for application user programs.

Any network should have following elements:

i. Host: Hosts are the machines intended for running user application. They are also called as

. end system because they are the end users.

ii. Communication subnet: Hosts are connected with each other by communication subnet. The
job of the subnet is to carry messages from host to host. The subnet plays an important role in
network addressing which is needed in internetworking. Depending upon the boundary of the

communication subnet. network is classified as:

LAN: Local Area network

WAN: Wide Area network

MAN: Metropolitan Area network

Followinglgzre shows relation between hosts and subnets:

Figure 1.2

{.5 Gomponents of Network

A data communication is exchange of data between 2 machines. A data communication system is
made up of five components.



They are asfollows;

i' sender: This is a device which sends the data message. It can be a computer, workstation,telephone handset and so on.

ii' Receiver: This is a device which receives the message. It can be a computer, workstation,telephone handset and so on.

iii' Message: The message is nothing but the data or information which is to be communicated. Itmay have texts' numbers, picfures, sound or video or combination of anything from these.iv' Medium: The transmission medium is the physical path by which a message travels fromsender to receiver' It may be twisted pair wise, coaxial cable, fiber optic cable and so on.v' Protocol: It is a set of rules required for data communication. It represents the agreementbetween the two communicating devices. The job of protocol is similar to that of a translator.

Tst"p1, I
I Step2: Itll.trl
Protocol

Sender 
Receiver

Figure 1.3: Data communication system components

1.6 Gomputer Network Griteria

Network is a broad term similar to system. Network is a communication system which supportsmany users' A 'computer network' is a system which allows commu.nication among the computersconnected in the network. A network -urib. abre to meet certain criteria.
The most important of them are;

i' Performance: Performance is measured in terms of transit time and response time,

Tst"plf
I stenz: 

It-lt-ltttt
Protocol
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a. Transit time: lt is defined as the amount of time required for a

one device to the other.

message to travel from

b. Response time: It is the time elapsed between enquiry and response.

Otherfactors deciding the performance are as follows:

a. Number of users.

b. Types of transmission medium

c. Capability of connected hardware.

d. Efficiency of software

Reliability: The network reliability is important because it decides the frequency at which

network failure takes Place.

It also decides the time taken by the network to recover and its robustness in the catastrophe.

Security: Security of the network is considered as the important aspect for improving the

network performance. The network security may be affected due to viruses and unauthorized

access ofother users. To provide network security:

r Avoid opening unknown e-mail attachments which may contain virus.

o Use anti-virus software for securing the systems from virus'

. Firewalls can be implemented foi detecting and preventing unauthorized access of other

users in the network'

. Use backup tools to store the important data on removable media like CD or ZIP disks'

This helps to secure Your data.

o Turn off the system and remove the network cable when not in use, to avoid

unauthorized interference in the systems.

2. TopologY

In communication networks, a topology is a usually schematic

description of the arrangement of a network, including its nodes and

connecting lines.

There are two ways of defining network geometry: the physical topology and the logical (or signal)

topology. The physical topology of a network is the actual geometric layout of workstations'



2.1 What is Topofogy?

1:_:1y*Ui:Ootogyis the shape or the physical connectivity of thenetwork. The topology refeis to td ;hG;i'l"r"r,.r"i ,r,.computers, servers, hubs, cabling etc.

Following are the most commonly used meanings of topolog,t:
a' A toporogy defines the arrangement of nodes, cabres andconnectivity devices that make up the network.
b. A toporogy is a map of computers which ailows how toconnect the computers with each other.

2.2 Types of Topology

.*l Following are some basic types of topotog,,:
.t.i.;:'ji i. Bus topology
ii,r
n i 

1^i^"r"t:,tt that atows alr nerwork nodes to receive the same+i message through the network cable at the same time is calred ,,bus,,J' topologyt'.
The bus pattern connects the computer to the same communication line. In bus topology, allnodes/stations are connected to a common link/mediu*. ro flrir, communication goes both directionsalong the line. It is a multipoint network connection type of topology.
In bus topology' one long cable acts as a backbone to link alr the devices in a network. Vario'sworkstations (or nodes) are connected to the bus by drop rine and tap.
A drop line is a cable through which worksiation (or node) connects to the bus. A drop line is aconnection nrnning between a device and the main cable.
A tap is a point where dropline connects to the network cabre. A tap is a connector that either spricesinto the main cable or punctures the sheathing of a cabre;;;;;;" a contact with the metaric core.Followingfigure shows bus topolog,t with dropline and taps;

'r!r!::"?':logv is usuallv used when a network instailation is smau, simpre or temporary as shown
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Figure 1.4: Bus topology

When one computer sends a signal to, all the computers on the network receives the information but
only the one whose address matches will accept the encoded information while all the others rejects
the message.

The speed of the bus topology is slow as only one computer can send a message at a time.
A computer must wait until the bus topology requires proper termination at both the ends of the
cable.

Without termination at both the ends of the cable, it returns back and travels back up the cable.

Bus topology is the cheapest way of connecting computers to join a workgroup or departmental
LAN.

Advantages

a' Easy installation: It is very easy to install and connect a computer or peripheral to a bus.

b. Requires less cabling length as drop lines are available.

c. Cheaper or less cost due to less cabling length.

d' Does not affect the other computers in bus, if any one computer or device fails.

e. Fast as compared to other topologies.

Dlsadvantages

a. Cannot connect alargenumber of computers.

b' Fault isolation is difficult. A fault or break in the bus cable stops all transmission. Difficult to
identify the problem if the entire network shuts down.

c. Collision may occur.

d. signal reflection at the taps can cause degradation in quality.

e. When backbone (main cable) fails, whole transmission of a network fails.
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Terminators are required at both ends of the backbone cable.

Limited number of stations are possible and spaces between two stations are also considered.

Only one cable is used for whole transmission. It has huge workload and ultimately it
becomes slow.

Usage

Ethemet and local talk network uses the bus topology.

ii. Star topology

A star topology links the computers by individual cables to a central unit, usually a hub, as shown in
figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5: Star topology

When a computer component transmits a signal to the network, the signal travels to the hub.

Then, the hub broadcasts the signal to all other components connected to the hub.

A star network can be expanded by placing another star hub.

1.,$istm1.

1. Ethernet 10 base T is a popular network based on the star topology.

2. Intelligent hubs with microprocessor that implement features in addition to
Signals provide for centralized monitoring and management of the network.

It is the most flexible and the easiest to diagnose when there is a network fault.

repeating network.
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Advantages

a. Failure of a single computer or cable doesn't bring down the entire network.

b. [t is easy to modify and add new computers to a star network without disturbing the rest of the
network.

c. The centralized networking equipment can reduce costs in the long run by making network
management much easier.

Disadvantages

a. If the central hub fails, the whole network fails to operate.

b. It is slightly more expensive than bus topology.

iii. Ring topology

In Ring topology, each computer is connected to the next computer, with the last one connected to
the first as shown infigure L6.

Figure 1.6: Ring topotogy

Rings are used in high performance networks where large bandwidth is necessary.

Every computer is connected to the next computer in the ring and each transmits what it receives
from the previous computer hence the ring is an active network. The message flow around the ring is
in one direction.
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Ring networks also do token passing. A short message called a token is passed around the ring until
the computer wishes to send information to another computer. The computer modifies the token,
adds an electronic address and, data and sends it around the ring. Each computer receives the token
and the information and passes it to the next computer until the electronic address matches the
address of a computer or the token returns to its origin. The receiving computer returns a message to
the originator indicating that the message has been received. The sending computer then creates
another token and places it on the network, allowing another computer station to capture the token
and begin transmitting. The token circulates until a station/computer is ready to send and capture the
token. Faster networks circulate several tokens at once.

]ctr,rtvN;Gl
i
i Token ring networks are defined by JEEE g02.S standard.:

I

Advantages

a' one computer cannot monopolize the network, as every computer is given equal access to the
token.

b. A ring is relatively easy to install and reconfisure.

c. Fault isolation is easy.

Disadvantages

a. Failure of one computer affects the whole network.

b. It is difficult to troubleshoot.

c. Adding and removing computers disrupts the network.

d. Traffic is in one direction only.

iv. Mesh topology

In mesh topology every device has a dedicated point to point link to every other device as shown in
figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.7: Mesh topology

The term dedicated means that the link carries traffic only between

two devices it connects. A fully connected mesh network therefore
has n(n-1)/2 physical channels to link n devices. To accommodate

that many links every device on the network must have n-l inpuV
output ports. In a mesh topology each computer on a network has

redundant data paths as shown inJigure 1.7.

The mesh topology provides fault tolerance - if a wire, hub, switch or other component fails, data

can travel along an alternate path. The mesh topology is most often used in large backbone of a
single switch or router and can result in a large portion of the network going down.

lirrry6qr.
Mesh topology is usually implemented as a backbone connecting the main computer of a hybrid network

that can include several other topology.

Advantages

a. It is more reliable compared to others.

b. The use of dedicated links guarantees that each connection can carry its own data load, thus

eliminating traffi c problems.

c. It is robust because the failure of any one computer does not bring down the entire network.

d. It provides security message sent along a dedicated line.

Disadvantages

a. Since every computer is connected to every other computer, installation and reconfiguration is

difficult.
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b. Cabling cost is more.

c. Hardware required to connect each rink to input/output and cabre is expensive.

v. Tree topology

A tree topology is a variation of a star. As in a star, nodes in a tree are linked to a central hub that
controls the traffic to the network.

Here all computers are not connected to the central hub, but are connected to a secondary hub which
in turn is connected to the central hub as shown infigure 1.8.

Figure 1.9 : Tree topology

The central hub in the tree is the active hub which contains repeater. The repeater amplifies the
signal and increases the distance a signal can travel.

The secondary hubs may be active or passive. A passive hub provides a simple physical connection
between the attached devices.

Advantages

a. Failure of one or more nodes does not affect the entire network.
b. It is easier to isolate a defective node.

c. It is easier to add new nodes or branches to the network.



Disadvantages

a. The cabling cost is more.

b. If the central hub fails the system or network breaks down.

c. Installation can become costly and complex.

3. Types of Networks

LAN WAN MAN
(Local Area (Wide Area (Metropolital
Networks) Networks) Area Networks)

Peer to Client
Peer Server

Network Network

3.{ LAN - Local Area Networkp

LAN can be thought as a combination of hardware and software that

enables computers to share resources across a network that spans a

short distance.

It is the interconnection of computers located at different places at a

short distance.

LAN lets the user to communicate with other users, share files and

share peripherals.

It is usually a privately owned and links the devices in a single office, building or campus of upto

few kilometers in size as shown infigure 1.9

LANs are typically owned, controlled and managed by a single person or organization. They also use

certain specific connectivity technologies, primarily ethgrnet or token ring.

C-la5$ific*tion.' : :11.':, r';
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Figure 1.9: LAN

Features of LAN

Resource sharing: It allows workstations to share peripherals like hard disks, plotters,printers, tapedrives etc.

Productivity: It increases productivity as people have timeiy access to the equipment andinformation required to perform their job.

:""j:i;ilation: 
It helps in providing fast responses and transmitting urgent notes, messages

iv' Management: LAN.manages and caters to ever increasing need of the organization and its
i.,.?i,ll;,Jl,,ir:]ps 

in improving erficiencv and p;;il;; security by giur'if authority with

) Advantages

i' It provides a cost effective murtiuser computer environment.
ii. It is flexible and growth oriented.

iii. It offers email as an built in facility.
iv. It allows sharing of central storage and printer.
v. High rate of data transmission is possible.

vi. Allows file/record locking.

vii. It provides security.
viii. It provides data integrity.
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) Disadvantages

i. Used for small geographical area lLimited area.

ii. Limited computers are connected in LAN.

(a) Single building LAN

(b) Multiple building LAN

Figure 1.10: Features of LAN

3.2 WAN- Wide Area Network

A WAN spans a large geographical area often a country or continent.

When the computers to be connected to each other are at widely separated lociions a LAN cannot
be used. A WAN must be installed.

Basicg 'cf Cqfi puter Netyvort.q
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It is cheaper and more efficient to use the phone network for the links.

Most wide area networks are used for transferring large blocks of data between it users.

It contains a collection of machines intended for running user programs called as hosts. The host are
connected by a communication subset. The job of the subset is to caryy messages fiom host to host.
The network contains number of transmission lines, each one connecting a pair of routers. Routers
are used to connect the networks as well as route the data packets.

Figure 1.11: WAN

Advantages

Allows many people to use the same network from many different locations.

Large geographical area, covered.

Cost effective.

Disadvantages

Open to attacks from hackers.

Can be expensive.

Slow speed than LAN.

Not easy for design and installation.

Maintaining is too difficult because where the exact fault is not identified quickly.
Operates on low data rates.

Each station cannot transmit the data.

i.

ii.

iii.



3.3 MAN - Metropolitan Area Network

MAN can be defined as a large LAN, as a collection of interconnected LANs, operating over a
metropolitan sized area.

It covers a city, the best known example of MAN is the cable television network available in many
cities. In MAN there is connectivity of number of LANs into a large network so that resources may
be shared LAN to LAN.

Figure 1.12: MAN based on cable TV

) Advantages

MAN can cover a wider area than a LAN. MAN networks are usually operated at airports, or a

contbination of several pieces at a local school. By running a large network connectedness,
infonnation can be disseminated more widely, rapidly and significantly. Public libraries and
government agencies typically use a MAN.

) Disadvantages

MAN will only apply if the personal computer or a terminal can compete. If a personal computer is
used as a terminal, move the file (file transfer software) allows users to retrieve files (downioaded)
from the hose or hose to deliver the data (upload). Download files means open and retrieve data from
a personal computer to another and deliverlh e datato the computer pertaining requested by the user.
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) Gomparison of LAN and WAN

3.4 Internet

Corporate LAN
Figure 1 .13: Overview of the internet
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Internet means nothing but internetwork.

lnternetworking involves connecting of two or more distinct computer networks or network
segments via a common routing technology. The result is called as internetwork.

Any interconnection among or between public, private, commercial industrial or government
networks may also be defined as internetwork. In modern practice, the interconnected networks use
the internet protocol.

There are atleast three variants of intemetwork, depending on who administers and who participates
in them:

i. Intranet: An Intranet is a set of networks, using the Internet protocol and lP-based tools such
as web browsers and file transfer an application that is under the control of a single
administrative entity.

Most commonly, an intranet is the internal network of an organization. A large intranet will
typically have at least one web server to provide users with organizational information.

ii. Extranet: An extranet is a network that is limited in scope to a single organization or entity
but which also has limited connections to the networks of one or more other usuallv. but not
necessarily, trusted organizations.

Technically, an extranet may also be categorized as LAN, WAN, MAN or other types of
network. An extranet cannot consist of a single LAN it must have with at least one connection
with an external network.

iii. Internet: Internet is the extensive, worldwide computer network available to the public. An
internet is a more general term for any set of interconnected computer networks that are
connected by internetworking.

a. The internet, or simply the net, is the physical available worldwide system of inter
cottnected computer networks that transmit data by packet switching using standardized

. Internet Protocol (ISP) and many other protocols.

b. It is made up of thousands of smaller commercial, academic and government networks.

c. It carries various information and services, such as electronic mail, online chat and
interlinked web pages and other documents of the world wide web.

d. Hypertext is viewed using a program called a web browser which retrieves pieces of
information, called 'documents' or 'web pages' from web servers and displays them,
typically on a computer monitor.

e. One can then follow hlperlinks on each page to the other documents or even send
information back to the server to interact with it.
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Customer
router

WAN link

Customer
router

Web Prory EmailsetYer server server

Commercial organization (LAN)

Web Prory Emailseryer seryer server

Govemment (LAN)

J.

4.

5.

The act of following hyperlinks is often called 'surfing'or'browsing'the web. web
pages are often arranged in collections of related material called 'web sites'.

Typical network schematic is shown in fieure.

ISP
router

WAN link WAN link

Customer
router

Web Prory EmailselYer server server

Academic organization (LAN)

Figure i.14: Typical internet connection components

tr'unctions

L Function of web server is to host website.

2' Function of proxy server is to provide internet connectivity to the different machines
with private IP addresses.

Email server is used to provide different email accounts for email transactions.

Thus, routers are used to interconnect different LANs to forrn internet.

organization router and IsPs router are interconnected to form internet.
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6. Customer router to ISP router link can be

o Dial up line

r Leased line

e ISDN line etc.

3.5 Transmission Technology

Transmission technology means the way in which two devices are connected through connecting
links. There are two different ways to connect the devices. They are as follows:
i. Point to point connection: ln point to point connection, the computer is connected directly to

another device/computer by a dedicated communication channelilink. As shown
infigure 1.15.

Figure 1.15: Point to point connection

Point to point can be an inefficient and costly configuration if a terminal is not active enough
to keep the line busy.

Multipoint connection: In this method, three or more devices are connected to the same line.
This means it has a single communication channel that is shared by all the computers on the
network.

ll.

tB_r.dIF=lr=lf,;:o



It uses communication channel
needed, thus lowering the cost.

t s#j#i.{*fi#,ffi$$

amount of inter cablinemore efficiently and reduces the

Figure 1.1 6: Multipoint connection

) comparison of Broadcast and point to point Networks

Broadcast Network

Broadcast networking refers to a type of networkingthat is done on
shared-media networks such as Ethernet where multiple nodes are
attached to the same LAN. It is a one-to-many method of
transmitting information. All the devices attached to the network that
receive the broadcast are part of the same broadcast domain.

A transmission on a broadcast network consists of frames that include the MAC (Medium Access
Control) address of the destination node. Netu'ork interface cards have built-in MAC addresses that
are programmed at the factory. A sender puts the destination system MAC address in a frame and
transmits it on the network. Each node listens to traffic on the network and reads the destination
address in the frames. If a node receives a frame that has been addressed to it, it accepts the frame.
Other nodes ignore the frame. There is also a broadcast address that is used to address frames to
every node on the network.

Applications that produce broadcast messages include ARP (used by hosts to locate Ip addresses on
a network), routing protocols like RIP, and network applications that advertise their services on the
network.

Point to Point Network

In point to point network, a point-to point link is an unshared connection between two systems. on apointto-point link, there is no contention for the cable because it connects only the sender and
receiver, not a number ofshared devices.
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A point-to-point network is one of the simplest networks because it only involves two nodes. Each

node is connected to the other with one connection line. This is one of the cheapest and most

effective network architectures because it doesn't involve the cost of redu,dancies and it doesn't add

the complexity of needing several nodes functioning to make a connection.

However, the point-point-to network is impractical from a networking standpoint because rarely is

only one connection between two nodes adequate. The point-to-point network can be compared to

two soup cans connected by a string. Although there is nothing to interrupt the connection, there is

no ability for the network to branch out and make more connections.

A good example of a point-to-point network is a computer that is connected to a local printer by a

USB cable. Although highly reliable, there is no way for either node to connect to anlthing else

using that one USB connection. Also, without any redundancy, the entire connection is dependent on

the USB cable as well.

4. Gommunieation Types Types oJ , ,;

Communlcatlon,,:
i, Synchronous,
il. 'Asynchronous

In data communication, timing control of the reception of bits rs

important. There are two methods of timing control for the reception

of bits. They are:

4,1 Synchronous Transmission

In this type of transmission blocks of characters are transmitted in

timed sequences.

It is canied out under the control of a common master clock' Here

the transmitted bits are synchronized to a reference clock.

No start and stop bits are used, instead the bytes are transmitted as a

block in a continuous stream of bits, as shown infigure 1.17.

5
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idle Flag Data byte
Data

byte

(-one block (-one block ---------+

Data
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idle Flag Data byte

Data

byte

Figure 1.1 7: Synchronous transmission

The receivers operate at exactly the same clock frequency as that of transmitter.
This is essential for error free reception of data. Flag is a sequence of fixed number of bits which isprefixed to each block as shown infigure I. t 7. Flagis useful ln identifying the start of a block.
Here the bit stream to be transmitted is combined into longer 'frames, which may contain more thanone byte.

There is no gap between it and the next one.

) Block Diagram of Synchronous Transmission

10101011 i 10111001 | oooorrrr

Advantages

Speed is increased.i.

Transmitter
Receiver
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ii. Due to the absence of gaps between the data units and absence of start and stop bits.

a. Start and stop bits are not needed.

b. Timing elrors are reduced due to synchronization.

) Disadvantages

i. The timing is very important.

ii. The transmitter and receiver have to operate at same clock frequency.

4.2 Asynchronous Transmission

In this transmission system, one character is sent at a time.

The transfer of data is controlled by start bit and stop bit.

Each character is surrounded by bits that signal the beginning and end ofthe character.

The start bit is always '0' and stop bit is always'1'. As shown infigure L19.

Start Stop

Figure 1.19: Asynchronous transmission

) Block Diagram of Asynchronous Transmission

Figure 1.20

Wdddil6'1ffi
Start bitJ rD"t" bilr-I L Stop bit



) Advantages
.i rr B. .16;of .Oo,nrlu.th. r Nef 4,Arfi 0

i. Synchronization between the transmitter and receiver is not necessary.

ii. It is easy to implement.

iii. It is a easy and cheap scheme.

iv. It is an effective scheme.

) Disadvantages

i' Additional bits called start and stop bits are required to be used.

ii' It is difficult to determine the sampling instants hence the timing error can take place.

) comparison of synchronous and Asynchronous Transmission

) Differentiate Synchronous and Asynchronous
Communication

oct,2011 - 5M,
Differentiate ' ,

synchronous anU
asyncJ|rono$s. .r

commUnicattol.

Synchronous communication is
a data transfer method in which
a continuous stream of data
signal is accompanied by timing
signals (generated by an
electronic clock) to ensure that
the transmitter and the receiver
are in step (synchronized) with
one another.

Asynchronous communication is
transmission of data without the
use of an external clock signal,
where data can be transmitted
intermittently rather than in a
steady stream.

ii. A synchronous operation blocksa process till the operation
completes.

An asynchronous operation is
non-blocking and only initiates
the operation.
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5. Modes of Gommunication

Based on whether the system communicates only in one direction or

otherwise, the communication systems are classified as,

i. Simplex system: In simplex mode, the communication is

unidirectional, as on a one way street. Only one of the two
devices on a link can transmit, the other can only receive.

Examples are TV and radio broadcasting, pager, keyboard and

traditional monitors are also simplex devices.

In simplex signals are sent in only one direction.

Not used in true networks because stations on a network generallv needs communication both

ways.

Figure 1.21 : Simplex system

1

Oct.20t1- 5M :,

Define followrng: '
i.-, Sfrnpiex,, . .: i

ii. Half Duplex
iii, FullDUP!9x :,.
iv, Computer Nelwgrk'
v., ,Gateways 

,

ilt. The notion of synchronous operations requires an
understanding of what it means for an operation to
complete.
In the case of remote assignment, both the send
and receive is complete when the message has
been delivered to the receiver.
In the case of remote procedure call, the send,
receive, and reply is complete when the result has
been delivered to the sender, assuming there is a
return value. Otherwise, the send and receive is
comolete when the orocedure finishes execution.

In asynchronous operations, the caller could
discover completion by polling, by software
interrupt, or by waiting explicitly for completion
later. An asynchronous operation needs to return
a call/transaction id if the application needs to be
later notified about the ooeration. At notification
time, this id would be placed in some global
location or passed as an argument to a handler or
wait call.

tv. Hardware is more exoensive. Cheap, timing is not as critical as for synchronous
transmission, therefore hardware can be made
cheaper.

Slightly more complex. Simple, doesn't require synchronization of both
communication sides.
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Figure 1.22: HalJ duptex system

FuIl. duplex system.: In this mode, both stations can transmit as well as receivesimultaneously. It is like a two way street with traffic flowing in both directions at the sametime. In this mode, signal going in eiiher direction share the "ffityof the link.
Sharing can be done in two ways;

' lt:lmust_contain 
two physically separate transmission paths, one for sending and otherror recervlns.

o Capacity of-channel is divided between signals traveling in both directions.
Ex amp I es, telephone networks

Figure 1.23: Full duplex system

6. Types of Network

Half duplex system: Each station can both transmit and receive, but not at the same time (not
simultaneously).

Both end devices can send and receive but not simultaneously. When one device is sending, theother can only receive and vice versa. The entire capacity ofa channel is taken over by devicewhich is transmitting at that time.

For example, Walkie-talkie, Communication through traditional Ethernet networks.

lll.

There are two major types of network systems.
i. Peer to Peer LAN,s
ii. ClienVServer LAN's

They are as follows:

- .? Direction of data at time 1

€ Direction of data at time 2
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6,{ Peer to

sr#o{au,iffiifi

Peer LANts

It allows users to share resources and files located on their computers and to access shared resources

found on other computers.

However, they do not have a file server or a centralizedmanagement source, as shown infigure L24.

Figure 1.24: Peer to peer network

i. In peer to peer network, all computers are considered equal, they all have the same abilities to
use the resources available on the network.

ii. Peer to peer networks are designed primarily for small to medium local area networks.

iii. In peer to peer network, there are no dedicated servers or hierarchy among the computer.

Peer to peer networlrs are good choices for environments where:

a. There are fewer than 10 users.

b. The users are all located in the same general area.

c. Security is not an issue.

d. The organization and the network will have limited growth future.

) Advantages

i. Easy set up and lower cost.

ii. No extra investment in server hardware or software is required.



iii. No network administrator is required.

iv. Ability of users to control resource sharins.

') Disadvantages

i. Lack of centralization

ii. Does not provide the security available on a clienv server network.

iii. Users are supposed to manage their own computers.

6.2 Glient server LANts

3

'Apr:.2012 * 5M ;

gibgin seroeibasba, ,,

LANsland peer io peCi',
LANs. " :'

Apr..t{, Oct.fO-5/!/l,'
Write a strort note on: I ,

$ervJr oaset *nd P"ur.
to-peer L,ANs,

It allows the network to centralize functions and applications
in or more dedicated file servers, as shown infigure 1.25.

Client

fr--ilililL::=t

Client
l-r--r I

LLJ]

Figure 1.25: Client / server network

ii. The server becomes the heart of the system, providing access to the resources and providing
security.

iii. Each client has access to the resources available on the server.

iv' The network operating system provides the mechanism to integrate all the components of the
network and allows multiple users to share the same resources simultaneously.

fllIfiIIITEI
F%

Cli*t 
"

llT[I|TInrH

"ie"



v. In clienVserver computing, processes are divided between
relationship is based on a series ofrequests and responses.

riliii*ijliirirri

the client and the server. This

Client: Requests services or information from another computer/server.

Server: Responds to the clients request by sending the result of the request back to the client
computer.

Figure 1.26: Communicatlon of cllent with server

In a clienVserver setting, the client's computer nms a software application called as a client
program. This software allows a computer to act as a client. The client program:

1. Enables the user to send a request for information to the server.

2. Formats the request so that the server can understand it.

3. FormatS the response from the server in a way that the user can read.

In clienVserver setting, the server runs a software application called as server program. This
software allows a computer to act as a server.

The server progrcm:

1. Receives a request from a client and processes the request.

2. Responds by sending the requested information back to the client.

b.

) Gomparison between Peer to Peer versus Client Server Networks

, i i,, lir tji;iiittio'.
[+iiii+firiti'!1i

Each PC is an equal participant on the network. One PC acts as the Network controller.

il. Access to the network is not centrally controlled.
Network access and security are centrally
controlled.

ilt. Can operate on a basic PC operating system. Needs a special operating system.

tv. Less expensive. More exoensive.

Are generally simpler.
Are generally more complex but give the user
more control.

vt. Size of network is good for 10 or fewer computers.
Size of network is limited only by server and
network hardware.
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7, Protocols and Standards

7.1 Protocols

A protocol is a set of rules that governs the comrnunication between computers on a network. Aprotocol is a set of rules and conventions. These rules include guidelines that regulate the followingcharacteristics of a network access method, allowed physical topologies, types of cabling and speedol'data transfer' It is very important for networking that withoui a protocol, network is meaningless.Thc sender and the receiver, the two parties in data communication must agree on a common set ofrules' i'e'' protocols before they can communicate with each other. protocol defines, what iscommunicated? How is it communicated? And when is it communicated?
Key elements of the protocols are:

i' Syntax: Syntax refers to the structure or the format of the data, meaning the order in whichthey are presented.-For exarnple, a simple proto.otrnign, expect the first g bits to be theaddress of sender, the second ti bitr to beitre uddr.r, of tfre receiver, and the rest of the streamto be the message itself.

ii' semantics: Semantics means the meanings of each section of bits, or how to interpret aparticular pattern' It also gives the informaiion about what action is to be taken based on theinterpretation' e'g' The semantics could define that if the last two bits of the receivers addressfield contain a 00, it means that the sender and the recei.rrer are on the same network.

Any time the network can be established. Initial planning is required for network
established.

It tends to overburden user workstations by having
them play the role of server to other users.

It allows user workstations to function as
unburdened clients.

It is unable to provide system-wide services since
the typical workstation will run a standard desktoo
operating system incapable of hosting any major
service (e.9., a post office).

It can provide sophisticated system_wide

A peer-to-peer network is often " ,"a"on"bl"
choice in a home network or other environment
where significant growth in numbers of users or
quantity of computer-based worfi is not expected,
where security is not a serious concern, and where
there is litfle or no need for major system-wide
services.

The client-server architecture is usuallv the
correct choice, even in a small business, where
growth is anticipated, security matters, and
sophisticated server-based services will be
beneficial to productivity.
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iii. Timing: Timing refers to the arrangement between the sender and the receiver about the data

transmission rates and duration.

The purpose of a network is to exchange information among computers, and protocols are the rules

by which computers communicate. Let us consider a general example that clears the idea about

protocol.

Let us assume that railway stations are nodes just like computers in the computer network.

Railway tracks is the communication path just like seven layers of OSI model (we will see this in

unit 2). Suppose someone wants to go from one station to another he will go in correct railway train

to go to his destination station. So just like a railway train, which carries passenger, protocol is a
communication media, which carries or exchanges data among computers.

Definition

A protocol is a set of rules for communication or sending information over a network as shown in

figure 1.27.

Computer (physical communication) Computer

Figure 1.27: Protocols - logical communication

) The Functlon of Protocols

Protocols are rules and procedure for communicating. The following points have to be kept in mind

when thinking about protocols:

i. For a computer network, there is not a single protocol, there are many protocols. While each

protocol allows basic communication, they have different purposes and accomplish different

tasks. Each protocol has its own advantages and restrictions.

ii. Some protocols work, the layer at which a protocol works describes its function.

iii. Several protocols may work together in what is known as a protocol stack or suite.



) How Protocols Work?
The entire technical operation of transmitting data over the network has to be broken down intodiscrete systematic steps. At each step, 

;1rtuL 
actions taL- ilace which ,u*ot tut. ptu.. at anyother step' Each step has its own niles and procedures, or protoior.

i. The sending computer: At the sending computer, the protocol
a' Breaks the data into smaller sections, called packets that the protocol can handle.b' Adds addressing information to the packets so the destination computer on the networkwill know that the data belongs to it.
c' Prepares the data for actual transmission through the network adapter card and out ontothe network cable.

ii' The receiving computer: At the receiving computer a protocol caries out the same series ofsteps in reverse order. The receiving computer

a. Takes the datapackets ofthe cable.
b. Brings the data packets into the computer adapter card.c' 

:ff"r:T 
data packets of all the kansmining information added by the sending

d' copies the data from the packets to a buffer for reassembry.e' Passes the reassembred data to the apprication in a usable form.
Both the sending and the receiving computers. need to perform each step the same way so thatthe data wil rook same when it is ieceived as it did when it was sent.

) Protocolstacks

A protocol stack is a combination of protoclr: Eu.h layer specifies a different protocol for handling" ocess. Each layer has its own set of rules.

lnitiates a request or accepts a request.
Adds formatting, display and encryption information to packet.
Adds traffic flow information to determine when the packet getssent.

Adds error-handling information.
Sequencing and address information is added to the packet.

199^. ^:"*:checking 
information and prepares data for givingon to the physical connection.

Packet sent as a bit stream.

Figure 1.28: The OSI model "to*inffi



7.2 Standards

Skndards are essential for maintaining an open and competitive
market for equipment manufacturers and in guaranteeing national
and international interoperability of data and telecommunication
technology and processes.

Standards provide guidelines to manufacturers, vendors, government agencies and other service
providers to ensure the kind of interconnectivity necessary in todays market place and in
international communication.

Data communications standards can be classified into two types:

i. Defacto standards: Defacto standards that have not been approved by an organized body, but
have been adopted as standards through widespread use. These standards are often established
originally by the manufacturer.

Defacto standard is further divided into proprietary and non- proprietary standards. The
proprietary standards are invented and owned by an organization who first uses them, and

which .gain popularity. It is closed, because they close-off communication with
devices/systems of other vendors.

Non-proprietary standards are those that are developed by an organization/ committee/group,
which become popular and vendors start supporting them. These are open because anybody
adhering to those automatically gains access to all others following those standards.

ii. De jure standards: De jure standards have been legislated by an official body. These are

usually led by governments or government-appointed agencies.

) Standard Stack

In computer industry, there are several stacks as standard protocol models. Following are some of
the most imporlant standard protocol models.

i. ISO/OSF protocol suite

ii. IBM systems network architecture

iii. Digital DEC net

iv. Novell Netware

v. Apple Talk

vi. Intemet protocol suite, TCP/IP.
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iv. Half duplex v. Simplex
Explain IEEE 802.3 (Ethemet) in detail.
Explain Star and Mesh Topology with

8.

9.

10.

11.

t2.
13.

14.

i5.
16.

17.
18.

19.

20.
21.
22.

zJ.
24.

Explain any one in detail.
25. Write note on Protocols and Standards.
26. Explain Synchronous Communication in detail.
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Explain Synchronous and Asynchronous communication in
detail.
Define Computer Network. State any goals and applications
of Computer Network.
Write a short note on Modes of Communication.
Define following:
i. Repeaters Topology

Synchronous and Asynchronous communication in

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Broadcasting

advantages and

Write short notes on Acynchronous communication.
Write a note on protocols and standards.

Define Network. What are the types of Network? Explain.
Explain the goals and applications of computer networks.
Explain server based LANs and peer to peer LANs.
Write short notes on Synchronous communication.
Compare broadcast and point to point networks.
Write a note on network topologies.
Differentiate synchronous and aslmchronous communication.
Define following: i. Simplex ii. HalfDuplex

iri. Full Duplex iv. Computer Network
vi. Gateways

Define topology. Explain its various types.
List various goals of Networking.
Explain Goals and Applications of Computer Networks.
Explain Network Classification.
Explain Synchronous Transmission.
What is Topology? Explain its types.
Write a short note on Server based and Peer-to-peer LANs.
Define Network Topology. List different types of topologies.
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1. lntroduction

Network's architecture can be described in two ways: peer to peer and client setrver. A peer to peer

network is a grouping of personal computers that all share information between each other. Peer to

peer networks usually comprise of less than ten computers. Designing the architecture of a system

requires a model. A model helps in visualizing and understanding the structure of the system.



Layer N-l

Layer N

Layer 0

Figure 2.1: Layered architecture of a computer network

Each layer has an active element, a piece of hardware or software, which carries out the layerfunctions. It is called layer entity.

2.

ul.

lv.

since the physical channels are imperfect, error control is very important. Both ends mustagree upon the error detecting and correcting methods to be used. Moreover, the receiver musthave some way of telling the sender which messages have been received correctly and whichhave not.

In some communication channels, the messages are not delivered in the same order that theyare sent' so' some provisions have to be made so that the receiver can put them back in order.One scheme is to have sequence numbers.

Flow control is another desigr issue' A fast sender should not be allowed to swap a slowreceiver with data. Therefore, s,ome form of feedback from the receiver is needed.

Design fssues of the Layer

i. There should be a mechanism for identifuing senders and
receivers. Since a network has many computers, some form of
addressing is needed in order to identify machines.

ii. Another design issue is the rules for data transfer. In some
cases' data transfer is simplex, in others it may be half duprex
or firll duplex.



vl, When the message is very long, it cannot be accepted by all processors. Thus, there should be

mechanisms to disassemble, transmit and then reassemble the long messages.

On the other hand, if the data units are very small, it is inefficient to transmit them separately.

Here, several small messages to the same destination are gathered into a single message,

transmitted and then separated at the other end.

Multiplexing and demultiplexing needs to be done to share a single communication channel

among several unrelated conversations. This is required if it is expensive or inconvenient to

set up a separate connection for each pair of communicating processes.

viii. Routing is another design issue, when there exist multiple paths from source to destination.

3, Protocol Hierarchies

To reduce the design complexity, most networks are organized as a stack of layers or levels, each

one built upon the one below it. The number of layers, the name of each layer, and the function of

each layer differ from network to network. The purpose of each layer is to offer certain services to

the higher layer, shielding those layers from the details of how the offered services are actually

implemented. In a sense, each layer is a kind of virhral machine, offering certain services to the layer

above it.

The fundamental idea is that a particular piece of software/trardware provides a service to its users

but keeps the details of its internal state and algorithms hidden from them.

Layer n on one machine carries on a conversation with layer n on another machine. The rules and

conventions used in these conversations are collectively known as layer n protocol. Basically, a

protocol is an agreement between the communicating parties on how communication is to proceed.

vu.
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A five-layer network is illustrated infigure 2.2.

Host 1 Host 2

Layer 5
Laye.r 5 protocol

Layer 5

Layer

Layer 4
Layer 4 proloco'

Layer 4

Layer

Layer 3
Ldyct J prLltocol

Layer 3

Layer

Layer 2
Layer z prQtocol

Layer 2

Layer 1

Layer 1

Ldyet I prot()uol
Layer 1

Physical medium

4/5 interface

3/4 interface

2/3 interface

/2 interface

Figure 2.2: Layers, protocols and interfaces

ln reality, no data are directly transferred from layer n on one machine to layer n on anothermachine' Instead, each layer passes data and, controi information to the layer immediately below ituntil the lowest layer is reached. Between each pair,there is an interface which defines whichprimitive operations and services the lower lay.rrnui.. available to the upper one.

4. ISO-OSI Reference Model

Actually all networks in use today are based on the open System Interconnection (oSI) standard.oSI was developed by the International Organization fo, Standardization (ISo), u gtotut federationof national standards organizationr..pr.r.nt-ing approximatety i:o counkies.
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The OSI refbrence model is the hierarchical structure of seven layers that defines the requirements

for communication between two computers. The model was defined by the international standards

organization It was conceived to allows interoperability across the various platforms offered by

vendors. The model allow all network elements to operate together, regardless of who built them. By

the late 1970's ISO was recommending the implementation of the OSI model as a networking

standard, unfortunately, TCP/P had been in use for years.

The OSI model was created with the following principles in mind:

i. A layer should be created where a different level of abstraction is necessary, so that each layer

can perform a well defined function.

ii. Function of each layer should confirm to the internationally standardized protocols.

iii. Layer boundaries should be such that minimum information flows across the interfaces. Also

the number of layers should not be so large that distinct functions have to be thrown together

in the same layer out of necessity and at the same time it should not be very small fbr thc

architecture to become useless after a certain time period.

Following points summarize the OSI model:

a. The OSI is a model consisting of seven layers such as

. Application layer

o Presentation layer

. Session layer

o Transport layer

o Network layer

r Data link layer

. Physical layer

b. The OSI model is a model consisting of seven layers and it is used for the communication

between two computers.

c. OSI model organizes communication protocols into seven layers and each layer is used to

perform specific functions.



Layers in the OSI Model

The OSI is a model consisting of 7 layers as shown below:

7. Application layer

Provides service to user application

6. Presentation layer

Provides network communication services

5. Session layer

Establishes, maintains and terminate node to node communication

4. Transport layer

Ensures reliable end to end network communication

3. Network layer

Establishes, maintains and terminates end to end communication

2. Data link layer

Logical link and medium access control

1. physical layer

Establishes, maintains and terminates point to point data links.

Flgure 2.3: OSI model



) Functions of Layers of ISO-OSI Model

) Functions of Different Layers

Layer 1: The Physical Layer

Layer 2:

Defines network transmission media, signaling
methods, synchronization architecture and cabling
topologies. Defines how Network Interface Cards
(NICs) interact with the media (cabling).

Functions of physical layer are asfollows:

i. To activate, maintain and deactivate the physical connection.

ii. To define voltages and data rates needed for transmission.

iii. To convert the digital bits into electrical signal.

iv. To decide whether the transmission is simplex, half duplex or full duplex.

Data Link Layer

i. Specifies how data bits are grouped into frames and specifies frame formats.

ii. Responsible for error correction, flow control, hardware addressing and how
devices such as hubs, bridges, repeaters etc operates.

i;'.'' , :r't.a
:i.i.1 i:.'::1

1 Physical layer

Make and break connections, define voltages and data rates,
convert data bits into electrical signal. Decide whether transmission
is simplex, half duplex or full duplex.

2 Data link layer
Synchronization, error detection and correction. To assemble
outgoing messages into frames.

3 Network layer
Routing of the signals, divide the outgoing message into packets, to
act as network controller for routing data.

4 Transport layer
Decides whether transmission should be parallel or single path,
multiplexing, splitting or segmenting the data, to break data into
smaller units for efficient handling.

5 Session layer
To manage and synchronize conversation between two systems. lt
controls logging ON or OFF, user identification, billing and session
management.

6 Presentation layer It works as a translating layer.

7 Application layer Retransferring files of information, login, password checking etc.
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Layer 3:

Layer 4:

Layer 5:

iii. The project 820 specifications divides this layer into two sublayers.

a' MAC (Media Access Control): MAC dbals with network access and
network control.

b' LLC (Logical Link Control): LIC operates above MAC and is concerned
with sending and receiving the user message.

iv. It establishes and maintains rinks between communicating devices.

Network Layer: Defines logical host addresses, creates packet headers, and routes
packets across an internetwork using routers and switches. Strips the headers from the
packets at the receiving end. This layer is responsible for the entire route of a packet,
from source to destination.

' Functions of network layer are asfollows:

i. To route the signals through various channels to the other end.

ii. To act as the network controller by deciding which route data should take.

iii' To divide the outgoing messages into packets and to assemble incoming packets
into messages for the higher levels.

Transport Layer: Sequences packets so that they can be reassembled at the destination
in the proper order. Generates acknowledgements and retransmits packets. Asscmblcs
packets after they are received. If a duplicate packet arrives, the transporl laycr
recognizes it as duplicate and discards it.

Functions of transport layer are as follows;
i' It decides if the data transmission should take place on parallel paths or si.glc

path.

ii. It does the functions such as multiplexing, splitting or segmenting of the data.

iii. It guarantees transmission of data from one end to the other.

iv' It breaks the data groups into smaller units so that they are handled more
efficiently by the network layer. '-

Session Layer: Defines how connections can be established, maintained and
terminated. Also performs name resolution functions. This layer enables applications
running at two workstations to co-ordinate their communication into a single session.

Functions of session layer are as follows;
i' This layer manages and synchronizes conversations between two different

applications. This is the level at which the user will establish system to svstem
connection.
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ii. It controls logging ON and OFF, user identification, billing and session
management.

iii. ln the transmission of data from one system to the other, at the session layer
streams of data are marked and resynchronized properly so that the ends of
massages are not cut prematurely and data loss is avoided.

iv. It allows process to add check points.

Presentation Layer: Translates data to be transmitted by applications into a format
suitable for transport over the network.

Functions of presentation layer are as follows:

i. It makes sure that the information is delivered in such a form that the receivine
system will understand and use it.

ii. The form and syntax of two communicating systems can be different.

iii. Under such conditions the presentation layer provides the 'translation'.

Application Layer: It interfaces user application with network functionality, controls
how applications access the network and generates error messages.

Functions of application layers are asfollows:

i. It provides services to user applications such as manipulation of information in
various ways, retransfeniirg the files of information etc. to the user settling above
this layer.

ii. The functions such as LOGIN or password checking are also performed by the
application layer.

5, Terminology

lffi,

Layer 6:

Ltyer 7z

5.1 SAP

) History of SAP

SAP, started in 1972 by five

Germany, states that it is the

company and the world's
supplier, overall.

a_

former IBM employees in Mannheim,
world largest inter-enterprise software

fourth largest independent software
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The original namefor SAP was German:

Systeme, Anwendungen, Produkte, German for 'systems Applications and products.' The original
SAP idea was to provide customers with the ability to interact with a common corporate database for
a comprehensive range of applications. Gradually, the applications have been assembled and today
many corporations, including IBM and Microsoft, are using SAP products to run their own
businesses.

SAP applications built around their latest R/3 system, provides the capability to manage financial,
asset and cost accounting, production operations and materials, personnel, plants and archived
documents. The R/3 system runs on a number of platforms including windows 2000 and uses the
client/server model. The latest version of R/3 includes a comprehensive internet-enabled package.

) What is SAP?

SAP is the leading enterprise information and management package worldwide. Use of this package
makes it possible to track and manage, in real time, sales, production, finance, accounting and human
resources in an enterprise.

> SAP Application Modules

SAP has several layers. The basic system is the heart of the data operations and should be not
evident to higher level or managerial users. Other customizing and implementation tools also exist.
The heart of the system from a managers viewpoint are the application modules. All these modules
may not be implemented in a typical company but they are all related and are listed below:

i. FI: Financial Accounting: Designed for automated management and external reporting of
general ledger, accounts receivable, accounts payable and other sub ledger accounts with a
user defined chart of accounts. As entries are made relating to sales production and payments
journal entries are automatically posted. This connection means that the 'books' are desisned
to reflect to real situation.

ii. CO: Controlling: Represents the company's flow of cost and revenue. It is a management
instrument for organizational decisions. It too is automatically updated as events occur.

iii. AM: Asset Management: Designed to manage and supervise individual aspects of fixed
assets including purchase and sale of assets, depreciation and investment management.

iv. PS: Project System: is designed to support the planning, control and monitoring of long term,
highly complex projects with defined goals.

v. WF: Workllow: links the integrated SAP application modules with cross application
technologies, tools and services.



vi. IS: Industry Solutions: It combines the SAP application modules and additional industry
specific functionality. Special techniques have been developed for industries such as banking,
oil and gas, etc.

vii. HR: Human Resources: is a complete integrated system for supporting the planning and
control of personnel activities.

viii. PM: Plant Maintenance: ln a complex manufacturing process maintenance means more than
sweeping the floors. Equipment must be serviced and rebuilt. These tasks affect the production
plans.

ix. MM: Materials Management: supports the procurement and inventory functions occurring
in day to day business operations.

x. QM: Quality Management: is a quality control and information system supporting quality
planning, inspection, and control for manufacturing and procurement.

xi. PP: Production Planning: is used to plan and control the manufacturing activities of a

company. This module includes, bills of material, routings, work centers, sales and operations
planning etc.

xii. SD: Sales and Distribution: Helps to optimize all the tasks and activities canied out in sales,
delivery and billing. Key elements are pre-sales support, inquiry processing, quotation
processing, sales order processing, delivery processing, billing and sales information system.

5.2 Gonnection Oriented Services

In a connection-oriented network, there is a guaranteed delivery of data: any data that is not
received by the destination system is re-sent by the sending device. Communication between sending
and receiving device continues until the transmission has been verified. Because the connection-
oriented protocol has higher overhead, it places greater demand on the bandwidth.

It is modeled after the telephone system. To talk to someone, we pick up the phone, dial the number,
talk and then hang up.

Similarly, to use a connection oriented network service, the service user first establishes a
connection, uses the connection and then releases the connection. The essential aspect of a
connection is that it acts like a tube. Here, the sender pushes objects (bits) in at one end, and the
receiver takes out at the other end.
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) Advantages

i. These services provide guaranteed delivery ofdata.

ii. This service is more reliable than connectionless services.

iii' Some connection-oriented services will monitor for lost packets and handle resending them.

There are two types of connection-oriented services-reliable and unreliable connection-

oriented services. In reliable connection-oriented service, it sends acknowledgement sisnal to
each byte of sender.

iv' When receiver gets errorneous bytes. Sender needs to only retransmit that byte.

v. Reliable connection-oriented service is very useful when quality of data is needed of the

system, whereas unreliable connection-oriented service is very useful when urgent data is
required to the system.

vi. Reliable con:rection-oriented service is suitable for such environment where quality of data is
more important than fast data.

Unreliable connection-oriented service is suitable for such environment where soeed of data

transfer is more important than quality of the data.

Disadvantages

A connection must be required with this before passing the data.

These services have more overhead than connectionless service.

Is a complex method for data transferring.

Reliable connection-oriented service is very time consuming system because if receiver gets

errofneous packet, sender needs to retransmit all 1 ki10 bytes packet.

Reliable connection-oriented service is a lengthy process, spends more cost for confirmation
and positive response and speed of data transmission is low.

ln unreliable connection-oriented service, retransmission is not allowed, and if channel is

noisy then poor quality data is accepted bv the receiver.

V.
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5.3 Gonnectionless Services

In connection less network, the information sent has no confirmation that data has been received.
If there is error in transmission there is no mechanism to resend the data, so transmission by the
connectionless is no guarantee that the data is received by the destination. Connectionless

communication requires far less overhead than connection oriented communication. It is popular in
applications such as streaming audio and video where small number packets might represent a

significant problem.

It is modeled after the postal system. Each message (letter) carries the full destination address, and
each one is routed through the system independent ofall the others.

Normally, when two messages are sent to the same destination, the first one sent will be the first one

to arrive.

Connection
oriented

Connectionless

{
I

L

I
I

t

Reliable message stream Sequence of pages.

Reliable byte stream Remote login

unreliable connection Digitized voice

unreliable datagram Electronic junk mail

Acknowledged datagram Registered mail

Requested reply Database query

Figure 2.4: Six different types of services

) Advantages

i. Does not require any connection.

ii. This service is very simple and easy for data transfer.

iii. Used for periodic burst data transfer.

iv. Less overhead than connection-oriented services.

Connectionless services are of three types:

a. Unreliableconnectionlessservice

b. Acknowledgeddatagramconnectionlessservice

c. Request reply connectionless service



v. Unreliable connectionless services has advantases as:

a. Speed of data transmission is good.

b. Not time consuming.

c. It will not send any receipt or acknowledgement signals.

d. Cost is low.

e. Physical connection is notrequiredbetween sender andreceiver.

vi. Acknowledged datagrarn connectionless service has advantages as:

a. Speed of transmission is good.

b. Reliable and gives assurance of data transmission.

c. Quality of data transmission is very good.

d. Cost of this is low as compared to connection-oriented system.

e. Physical connection between sender and receiver is not required.

vii.' Request-reply connectionless service has advantages as:

a. Is reliable and gives assurance of data transmission.

b. Quality of data transmission is good.

c. Cost is low.

d. No physical connection between sender and receiver is required.

) Disadvantages

i. Less reliable than connection-oriented services.

ii. No guarantee for delivery of data.

iii. It provides minimal services.

iv. Order of data arrival is not sequential.

v. In unreliable connectionless service, retransmission is not
allowed.

In acknowledged datagram connectionless service and request -

reply connectionless service, retransmission is allowed but it is time
consumins.



} Compare Connection Oriented and Connectionless Services

t.

It establishes physical
link between sender and
receiver,

There is no direct physical
link between sender and
recetver.

il. It is time consuming. It is very fast.

ilt.
It provides some level of
delivery guarantee.

It does not provide delivery
guarantee.

iv.

Maximum time is required
in establishing the
connection between the
sender and receiver.

No time wasting for
connection of sender and
receiver.

It is a very costly system
(expensive), It is not costly (cheap).

vt.

Bandwidth of physical
line is wasted if sender
and receivers are not
communicated with each
other.

Bandwidth of channel is not
wasted at all.

vil.
It does not require data
sequenclng process.

It requires data sequencing
algorithms at receiver's
side because data does not
come sequentially.

5.4 Peer Entities

A five layer network is illustratedinfigure 2.2.The entities comprising the corresponding layers on
different machines are called peers. The peers may be processes, hardware devices, or even human
beings. In other words, it is the peers that communicate by using the protocol.

6. Internet Model (TGP/|P)

TCPAP, a pair of protocol known as transmission control protocol/ internetworking protocol one of
the most popular and powerful protocols currently in use. It is the protocol that defines how data
transmissions are performed across the Internet.
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Under TCPAP, an lnternet appears as if it were a single huge
network as shown in figure 2.5, connecting a wide variety of
machines of different sizes and types. Internally the Internet is an
interconnection of thousands of independent physical networks.

(a) Internet without TCp/lp

Figure 2.5: Internet modet (TCp/tp)

6.1 Overview of TCp/lp Architecture

OSI model

Application

Presentation

Session

Transport

Network

Data link

Physical

Not present
in the model

Host-to-network

Figure 2.6: TGp/lp reference model

Transmission control protocol and lnternet Protocol (TCp/p) was developed by thedepartment of Defence's projects Research Agency (ARPA, nahpa) under iti fro;ect o'network interconnection.

(b) Internet under T0pilp

TCP/IP
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ii. It is a set of protocols that allow commurication across multiple diverse network.

iii. ARPA originally created TCP/IP to connect military networks together, but
protocol was also given to govemment agencies and universities free of cost.

iv. TCP/P is the most widely used protocol for interconnecting computers and it is
ofthe Internet.

6.2 OSI Reference Model and TGP/IP

Application

Session

Presentation

Transport

Network

Data link

Physical

Figure 2.7: Comparison of OSI and TCP/IP
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later on this

the protocol

6.3 Layers

TCP/IP consists of five layers,

Layer 1: Physical Layer

i. This is the
takes place.

they are:

first layer. This is the only layer in which the actual communication

FNFI @ t=rP-l FNMFI @
FELNETI

f- rcF--l f- uDP-_l

[-cMFl ITcMP-] rP IARFI FARPI

- Protocols of the Underlying network'

Message

Segment i
Datagram

Datagram

Frame

Bits



Layer 2:

Layer 3:

Layer 4z

Layer 5:

ii. All the other layers in the protocol are there to direct and modifr the behavior of
the physical layer.

iii. This layer defines electrical and mechanical interface between the hosts on the
internet.

iv. This includes the cabling system and electrical signaling. TCPAP has been
designed to operate independent of the type of physical and elechical media used.

Data Link Layer: The TCP/P data link layer defines the formatting, framing and
sequencing of data placed on the NIC (Network lnterface Card).

Network Layer

i. The network layer is often referred to as the internet layer or the Intemet Protocol
(IP) Layer.

ii. The IP provides the basic datagram service of routing packets around the network
and is implemented in all computers on internet.

iii. The main task of IP is addressing of computers as well as fragmentation and
reassembly of datagrams. [P makes best 'effort' to move data to its destination
but it contains no fi.rnction for end to end message reliability.

Protocols: IP, ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol), ARP (Address Resolution
Protocol).

Transport Layer: The transport layer of TCP/P ensures reliable and efficient end ro
end transportation of data between host computers for the layers above it.

Two end to end protocols are defined in this layer:

i. TCP (Transmission Control Protocol): TCP is reliable connection-oriented
protocol. It ensures end-to-end, error free delivery. It also handles reassembling
of packets at the receiver and flow control to ensure thata fast sender does not
slow down the receiver.

ii' UDP (User Datagram Protocol): Which is an unreliable connectionless protocol.
It is mainly used in client-server, request-reply and one shot applications where
prompt delivery is more important than accurate delivery.

Application Layer: This model does not have a session or presentation layer. The
application Iayer contains all higher-level protocols for 

"ornrnoniy 
required usei service

like ernail (SMTP), File Transfer (FTp), Remote Terminal Acceis gnrxnr;, Domain
Name System (DNS) for mapping host names to network addresses, access to the world
wide web (HTTP), etc.
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) Gomparison of OSI and TCPIIP Model

The main similarities between the two models include thefollowing:

i. They share similar architecture: Both of the models share a similar architecture. This can

be illustrated by the factthatboth of them are constructed with layers.

ii. They share a common application layer: Both of the models share a common 'application

layer'. However in practice this layer includes different services depending upon each model.

iii. Both models have comparable transport and network layers: This can be illustrated by the

fact that whatever functions are performed between the presentation and network layer of the

OSI model similar functions are performed at the Transport layer of the TCP/P model.

) Differences between ISO-OSI and TGP-IP Reference Models

ISO-OSI has seven layers. TCP-IP has four layers.

ii.
Services are clearly
mentioned in OSI model.

Services are not clearly
mentioned in TCP/IP model.

|il.
OSI model is useful in
describing networks, but
protocols are too general.

TCP/IP model is weak, but
protocols are specific and
widely used.

tv.

It is a conceptual model.
Designers didn't know what
functionality to put in the
layers.

It is a practical model.
Designers know the
functionality of each layer and.
used in real world networks.

Model is general and eaSier
to replace protocols.

Model is not general, and
difficult to replace protocols.

vt.
Model has to adjust when
networks do not match the
service soecifl cations.

Model need not adjust too
much in this scenario.

vii.
Model describes any type of
network.

Not useful for describing any
other networks, only describes
TCP/IP,

viii.
Network layer supports both
connection.oriented and
connectionless service.

Network layer supports only
connectionless service.

tx.
Transport layer supports
only connection-oriented
service.

Transport layer supports both
connection oriented as well as
connectionless services.

x.
It is general purpose
network and so suitable for
all networks.

It is not suitable for all the
networks.

Aprr 13, Oct. t0 * $M
lrVdte differences
between lSO,.OSl and
TCF-IP reference :

Models. 
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7. Addressing

A network address serves as a unique identifier fbr a computer on a network. when set up correctly,
computers can determine the addresses of other computers on the network and use these addresses to
send messages to each other.

one of the best known forms of network adciressing is the Internet protocol (Ip) address. Ip
addresses consist of four bytes (32 bits) that uniquely identify all comp'uters on the p.,uti" Internet.
Another popular form of address is the Media Access control (MAc) address. MAC addresses aresix bytes (48 bits) that manufacturers of network adapters burn into their products to uniquelyidentify them.

7.1

i.

Types of Addressing

unicast: unicast is a single destination node. It is the term used to describe communication
where a piece of information is sent from one point to another point. In this case there is just
one sender, and one receiver.

unicast transmission, in which a packet is sent from a single source to a specified destination,
is still the predominant form of transmission on LANs and within the Internet. All LANs(e'g'' Ethernet) and IP networks support the unicast transfer mode, and most users are familiar
with the standard unicast applications (e.g., http, smtp, ftp and telnet) which employ the TCp
transport protocol.

Broadcast: Broadcast is used to send information to all nodes on the network. It is the term
used to describe communication where a piece of information is sent from one point to all
other points' In this case there is just one sender, but the information is sent to all connected
receivers.

Broadcast transmission is supported on most LANs (e.g., ethernet) and may be used to send
the same message to all computers on the LAN (e.g., the Address Resolution protocol (ARp)
uses this to send an address resolution query to all computers on a LAN). Network layer
protocols (such as IPv4) also support a form of broadcast that allows the same packet to be
sent to every system in a logical network (in IPv4 this consists of the Ip network ID and an all
1's host number).

ll.
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Multicast: Multicast is used to send information to some subnet of nodes on the network. It is

the term used to describe communication where a piece of information is sent from one or

more points to a set of other points. In this case there may be one or more senders, and the

information is distributed to a set of receivers (there may be no receivers or any number of

receivers).

One example of an application which may use multicast is a video server sending out

networked TV channels. Simultaneous delivery of high quality video to each of a large

number of delivery platforms will exhaust the capability of even a high bandwidth network

with a powerful video clip server.

The multicast mode is useful if a group of clients require a common set of data at the same

time, or when the clients are able to receive and store (cache) common data until needed.

Where there is a common need for the same data required by a group of clients, multicast

transmission may provide significant bandwidth savings (upto 1A{ of the bandwidth compared

to N separate unicast clients).

7.2 Physical Address

A physical address is a binary number in the form of logical high and low states on an address bus

that conesponds to a particular cell of primary storage(also called main memory) or to a particular

register in a memory-mapped VO (Input/Output) device. Frames need to be transmitted to different

systems on a network. Data link layer adds a HEADER to frames. Header defines the physical

address ofsender (source address) and receiver address (destination address). Frame is intended for a

device outside the network.

7.3 Logical Address

If a packet is going from one network to another, another addressing system is required to help to

distinguish source and destination systems. Layer adds header to the data coming from upper layers

that among other things include LOGICAL ADDRESS of the sender and receiver.
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7.4 Port Address

Port address is a feature of a network device that translates TCP or UDP communications made

between a host and port on an outside network. It allows a single IP address to be used for many
internal hosts. Port address can automatically modify the IP packets destination or source host Ip and
port fields belonging to its internal hosts.

Difference of Physical, Logical and Port Address

Logical address is IP address which is not fixed and it regularly changes and it depends upon
the Network layer.

Physical address is called as MAC address which is fixed for every system and it depends
upon the network layer.

Port address is used for each process from client to server and it depends on the ranspon
layer.

8. lP Addressing

An IP address is a binary number that uniquely identifies computers and other devices on a TCP/P
network.

. An IP address is a unique global address,for a network interface.

o An IP address

i. is a32bit long identifier

ii. encodes a network number (network prefix) and a host number

An IP address can be private - for use on a Local Area Network (LAN) - or public - for use on the
Internet or other Wide Area Network (WAN). IP addresses can be determined statically - assigned to
a computer by a system administrator - or dynamically - assigned by another device on the network
on demand.

An IP address is an identifier for a computer or device on a TCP/P network. Networks using the
TCPAP protocol route messages based on the IP address of the destination.
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of ServiceffOS
(8 bits)

Totallength (in bytes)
(16 bits)

ldentification (1 6 bits)
Flags

(3 bits)
Fragment offset (13 bits)

Header checksum (16 bits)TTL -I'ime-to-Live

(8 bits)

Source lP address (32 bits)

Destination lP address (32 bits)

Ethernet frame

Figure 2.8

32 bits

Ethernet frame

Figure 2.9



The first byte of IP address defines its class. Different classes have been defined to accommodate
different types of organizations. There are five different classes, labeled A-E. Here are the layouts ofthe address for the five classes ofaddresses.

It is numerically the lowest' one byte is used to identify the Network ID and the remaining 3 bytes
are used to determine the host. It can accommodate alargenumber of hosts compared to class B and
class C' This is due to the reason that class B address provides a two blte host ID field and class Cnetwork provides a single ble host ID field.

class D is reserved for multicast addressing. Multicasting refers to sending the same message to agroup of hosts rather than an individual. Broadcasting ,"f"r, to sending u L"rrug. to all available
hosts. Class E addresses are reserved for further use.

) Dotted-decimal Notation

It is difficult to remember and rcad'32 bit internet address. Hence it is easy and convenient to write
the IP address in decimal form with decimal points, separating the by'tes. This notation is known asdotted-decimal notation. The following example shows zz bit pattern of an address and its dotted
decinral form.

8,{ Assigning lp Address

Each device connected to the internet must have aphysical address (as specified by NIC), but it must
also have an address field that identifies the connection of a host to its network. An internet address
has the followine format:

Class type I Netid I Hostid

10000000 00001010 00000101 00001111

128.10.5.15

Hence by looking at first byte of the address in decimal form itself, allows us to determine the classto which the particular addresses belongs. The followi ng figure denotes the address range used indifferent class of networks.

There are 5 classes available:

i' Class A: This class of IP addresses starts with binary number 0. The network is identified by
the first octet. IP address 127 .0.0.1is a special IP reserved for internal loopback testing.

From

Netid Hostid Netid HostidctassAl o i .o .o - 127 i .255 .255 .255

To
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is identified byii. Class B: This class of IP addresses starts with binary number 10. The network

the first two octet. The network ID is 178.95 where as node lD is 234.23.

To

Netid Hostid

191 .255 i ,ZSS .255

iii. Class C: The binary number starts with 110. The network is identified by first three octet. The

network lD is210.233.99 whereas node ID is 145.

iv. ClassD: The binarv dieit starts with 1110. These classes of ID's are reserved for multicost

purpose.

From

Netid Hostid

Class B | 128 .0 .0 .0

From

Netid Hostid

Gfass G I tgz .o .o i .o

From

Group Address

Cfass D | 224 .0 .0 .0

From

Undefined

Cfass E | 240 .0 .0 .0

To

Netid Hostid

223 .225 .255 t .255

To

Grouo Address

239 .255 .255 .255

To

Undefined

255 .255 .255 .255

ClassE: The binary digit starts with 1111. This class of IP address are reserved for testing

purpose and not assigned for public usage.

0 lo 127 0

B 128 lo 191 10

192 to 223 110
D 224 to 239 1110
E 240 to 255 11110

8.2 AutomaticallyAssignedAddresses

There are several IP addresses that are automatically assigned when you setup a home network.

These default addresses are what allow your computer and other network devices to communicate

and broadcast information over your network.



192.168.1.0 0 is the automatically assigned n'btwork address.
192.168.1.1 1 is the commonly used a€ldress used as the gateway.
192.168.1.2 2 is also a commonly used address used for a gateway.
192j68.1 .3 - 254 Addresses beyond 3 areessigned to computers and devices on the networtc
192.168.1.255 255 is automatically assigned on most networks as the broadcast address,

Most commonly assigned network addresses in a home network are:

Ifyou have ever connected to your home
or 192.168.7.1, which is the address vou
settinss.

network, you should be familiar with the gateway address
use to connect to your home network router and change its

8.3 Glassful Addressing

All the classes of IP address such that A, B, and c comes in classful. A classful network is a networkaddressing architecture used in the Internet from 1981 until the inhoduction of classless lnter-
f-gmain Routing in 1993' The method divides the address rpu.. ro, Internet protocol version 4
GPva) into five address classes' Each class, coded in the first four bits ofthe address, defines either adifferent network size, i.e. number of hosts for unicast addresses (classes A, B, ai, or a multicastnetwork (class D)' The fifth class (E) address range is reserved for future or experimental purposes.
In classful addressing, the network address (the first address in the block) is the one that is assignedto the organization. The range of addresses can automatically be inferred from the network address.
There were three addres s classes to choose from: A, B, or C, corresponding to g-bit, l6-bit, or 24-bitprcfixes' No other prefix lengths were allowed, and there *u, no concept of nesting a group of 24-bitprettxes,.for example, within a l6-bjtprefix.

An address was slotted into one of three address classes based on its high-order bits.
Addresses beginning with 0 were considered class A; addresses beginning 10 were class B;addresses beginning 110 class C. Two other classes were also defined,.l-lus D-addresses beginning1110 and class E addresses-beginning i111, though neither ofthese two address classes werenormally used' For humans,-the easiest way to distinfrish between different address classes is to usethe first decimal number in the Ip address:

0-127 Class A

128-191 Class B

192-223 Class C
224-239 Class D

240-255 Class E
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) Problems with Classful lp Addresses

The original classful address sclteme had a number of problems;

Problem 1: Too few network addresses for large networks

Class A and Class B addresses are gone

Problem 2: Two-layer hierarchy is not appropriate for large networks with Class A and Class
B addresses.

Fix #1: Subnetting

Problem 3: Inflexible. Assume a company requires 2,000 addresses

Class A and B addresses are overkill

class c address is insufficient (requires g class c addresses)

Fix #2: Classless Interdomain Routing (CIDR)

Problem 4: Exploding Routing Tables: Routing on the backbone Internet needs to have an entry
for each network address. In 1993, the size of the routing tables started to outgrow the
capacity ofrouters.

Classless Interdomain Routing (CIDR)

Problem 5: The Internet is going to outgrow the 32-bit addresses.

IP Version 6

Basic ldea of Subnetting

Split the host number portion of an IP address into a subnet number and a (smaller) host
number.

Result is a 3Jayer hierarchy

Extended network prefix

Figure 2.10
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Then:

i. Subn'.ets can be freely assigned within the organization.

ii. Internally, subnets are treated as separate networks.
.\:

iii. Suhhet structure is not visible outside the organization.

Subnef'Jtfaslrs

Routers and hosts use an extended network prefix (subnet mask) to identify the start of the host
numbers

Class B

with
subnetting

Subnet mask
(255.255.255.0)

1 Network Host

Network prefix (16 bits) 16 bits

1 0 Network Subnet Host

FIgure 2.11

rere 
'lre 

different ways of subnetting. Commonly used netmasks for university networks with 16

''efix (Class B) are 255.255.255.0 and 255.255.0.0

Advantages of Su bnefting

r. With subnetting, Ip addresses use a 3_layer hierarchy:

o Network

o Subnet

Improves efficiency of IP addresses by not consuming an entire address space for each
physical network.

Reduces router complexity. Since external routers do not know about subnetting, the
complexity of routing tables at external routers is reduced.

ij Length of the subnet mask need not be identical at all subnetworks. i
i

Host

ll.

ll1.

Extended network prefix (24 bits)
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8.4 Glassless Addressing

As the early internet began to grow dramatically, three main problems arose with the original

'classful' addressing scheme. These difficulties were addressed partially through subnet addressing,

which provides more flexibility for the administrators of individual networks on an intemet.

Subnetting, however, doesn't really tackle the problems in general terms. Some of these issues

remain due to the use of classes even with subnets.

All IP addresses other than the above prefix length are called classless. While development began on

IP version 6 and its roomy 128-bit addressing system in the mid-1990s, it was recognized that it
would take many years before widespread deployment of IPv6 would be possible. In order to extend

the life of IP version 4 until the newer IP version 6 could be completed, it was necessary to take a

new approach to addressing IPv4 devices. This new system calls for eliminating the notion of
address classes entirely, creating a new classless addressing scheme sometimes called Classless

lnter-Domain Routing (CIDR).



@ PU 0uestion$

lApr.2013 - SMl

IAor.2013 - \Ml

IApr.13.1 1.10.Oct.10 - 5Ml

lOct.2012 - 1Ml

lOct.2012- 5M

lApr.2012- SMl

14or.2012,2011 - 5M1

IOct.2O11- 5M

IAor.2011 - SMl

IApr.2011 - SMl

lOct.2010 - 1Ml

lOct.2010 - Slull

IOct.2010 - 5M

lApr.2010 - \Ml

IAor.2010 - \Ml

l. Explain connection oriented and connection less models with
advantages and disadvantages.

2. Compare ISO/OSI reference model and TCPAP.

3. Write a short note on SAP.

4. What are the functions of each layer in ISO/OSI Reference
Model?

5. Write a short note on TCP/IP Model.

6. What are the functions of following layers in ISO-OSI
reference model?

i. Physical Layer

iii. Network Layer

ii. Data Link Laver

7. What are the design issues of the layer?

8. Draw TCP/IP model and state function of each layer.

9. Draw ISO/OSI Model and state functions of each layer.

10. Compare Connection Oriented and Connectionless Services.

1 1. What are different advantages and disadvantages of
Connection Oriented and Connectionless Oriented Models?

12. Write differences between ISO-OSI and TCp-Ip reference
Models.

13. Write short note on Functions of each layer in ISO-OSI
Reference Model.

14. Write down classification of IP Addresses with example.

15. Explain OSI Reference Model.

Q*
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MEDIA

1. Introduction

Transmission media is a medium thougir which data can be transmitted over long distances. The

speed or rate at which data is transmitted over a communication channel is denoted by a parameter

called bandwidth. Transmission media having higher bandwidths are used now-a-days for better

performance. This section introduces the characteristics of various transmission media used for

connecting computers.

Different media have different properties and are used in different environments for different

purpose. The purposes of the physical layer is to transport a raw bit stream from one computer to

another.



Glassification of Transmission Media

We can classify the transmission media into two categories.

2.1 Guided Media / Wired Transmission

Grridr'rl \'[*dia ic a conrn,'urrication Medium which allor,vs the data to get guided along it. For this the

media needs to have a point to point physical connection.

In this type of media, the signal energy is contained and guided within a solid media. The examples

of wired media are copper pair wires, coaxial cables and fiber optic cables.

0

Guided / wired media Unguided / wireless medii

Twisted pair
cable

) Comparison

Guided indicate, medium is contained within
physical boundary.

Unguided medium does not have any
Physical boundary.

ii. Transmission takes place through wire. It is a wireless transmission.
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Co-axial cable

The common transmission medium is the coaxial cable (called

as coax). The name 'coax' comes from its two-conductor

construction in which the conductors run concentrically with
each other along the axis of the cable. This has been largely

replaced by twisted pair cabling for local area network

installations within buildings and by fiber optic cabling for
high speed network backbones. It supports both analog and

digital signal.

ateriai Braided.
outer tnouctor

Figure 3.1: Go-axial cable

Protective
plastic covering

Physical description

a. The construction of co-axial cable is as shown in figure 3./. It consists of two

concentric conductors separated by a dielectric material'

b. A co-axial cable consists of a stiff copper wire as the core, this is surounded by an

insulating material.

c. The insulator is encased by a cylindrical conductor, often as a closely woven braided

tnesh.

The outer conductor is then covered in a protective plastic qheath.

The construction of the co-axial cable gives it a good combination of high bandwidth

and excellent noise immunity.

Higher data rates are possible on shorter cables.

It is available for either baseband or broadband transmission'

l. Baseband: Baseband transmission passes digital iignals from one workstation to

next upto distances of 13,000 feet at speed of 10 mb/sec.

d.

e.

r,

g
D'



2. Broadband: Broadband transmission passes voice, video and other data signals
and hence is commonly used for television transmission. It passes signals upto a
distance of 36 miles at a speed of around 5 mb/sec.

I mile:1.61 km

I mile :4991 feet

Several coaxial cable standards are used in computer networking. The most
common types meet one of the following ohm and size standards:

75 ohm RG - 6 (used for satellite TV)

50 ohm RG - 8 and RG - 1l (used in thick Ethernet specifications)

50 ohm RG - 58 (used in thin Ethernet specifications)

75 ohm RG - 59 (used for cable TV and cable modems)

93 ohm RG - 62 (used for ARC net specifications)

a

a

Performance

The attenuation is much higher in coaxial cables than twisted pair cable. In other words,
although co-axial cable has a much higher bandwidth, the signal weakens rapidly and requires
the frequent use ofrepeaters.

Applications

a. coaxial cable was widely used in analog telephone networks where a
network could carry 10,000 voice signals.

b. Cable TV networks also use coaxial cables.

c. It is used in kaditional ethernet LANS.

Connector for coaxial cable

single coaxial

a' Coaxial cable is an important type of guided transmission media. It has hisher
bandwidth as compared to that of twisted pair cable.

b. To connect coaxial cable to a device, we need coaxial cable connector.

c. The most common type of connector used for coaxial cables is the
Concelman or BNC connectors.

Bayone-Neill

Figure 3.2 shows the various types of BNC connectors. The BNC connectors are
available in three different types:

l. BNC connector



BNC-T connector

BNC terminator

50 ohm BNC
terminator

7
L

BNC connector

Figure 3.2: BNG connectors of different types

BNC connector: The BNC connector is used to connect the end of the cable to a
device such as TV set.

BNC-T connector: The BNC-T connector is used in Ethernet networks for
branching out a cable for connection to a network of other devices.

BNC terminator: The BNC terminator is used at the end of the cable to prevent

the reflection of the sisnal.

Twisted pair cable

A pair of wire twisted together form a twisted pair. They have

more noise immunity than the two wire open lines.

This is the oldest and still the most common transmission medium used for communication. It"
consists of two insulated copper wires typically about 1 mm thick. The wires are twisted
together in a helical form to eliminate a lot of the noise and interference associated with
cabling system.

There are two types of twisted pair cable. They are:

a. Shielded Twisted Pair (STP)

b. Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP)

a. Shielded Twisted Pair (STP): IBM has produced a version of twisted pair cable for its
use called shielded twisted pair. It has a metal foil or braided-mesh covering that
encases each pair ofinsulated conductors.

2.

a
J.

2.

3.



b. Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP): The most common twisted pair cable used in
communication is referred to as Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP). It comes in seven
categories out of which category 6 andT are not still in use, most used is category 5 and
category 3.

Plastic cover Copper
conductor

Plastic cover

Two twisted
pairsMetal

shielding
Conductors

(a) UTP (b) STP

Figure 3.3: UTp AND STp

Need for twisting the wires

Twisting of wires will reduce the effect of noise or external interference

Number of twists per unit length will determine the quality of cable. More twists means better
quality.

Connectors for twisted pair cable

a. The urP cable is most commonly used cable in computer communication.

b. The most common UTP connector is RJ45 where RI is thershort form of Registered
Jack. It is male-female type keyed connector as shown infigure 3.4.

c. This connector can be inserted in only one way.

Applications of twisted pair cable

a. Most common transmission media for both digital and analog signals.

b. Twisted pair cables are used in telephone lines to provide voice and data channels.

c' The line that connects subscribers to the central telephone office is most commonly
UTP cable.

d. LAN (Local Area Network) also uses twisted pair cable.
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12345678

RJ45 Female RJ45 Male

Figure 3.4r UTP RJ45 connector

Comparison of Cables

Fiber optics cable

This cable transmits signals in the form of light beam over a

glass threaded wire.

The light signals are immune to outside interference and

signals do not go beyond this cable.

l{ence it proves to be excellent for high security use.

t?S*afire
lr6a=

mglrggDs
Figure 3.5: Fiber optic cable

AFr.2012.; $/1f,,., .:',,'
Write.a short note. on,.Fiber:

iflFll "
,Ext'iltLont*trlber','

i, 
j.,r': ::,+ :li.iiil{*tj

ti

Bandwidth capacity
1-155 mbps
(typically 10 mbps)

1-155 mbps
(typically 16 mbps)

Node Capacity per segment 2 3

Attenuation High High

lnstallation Easy Fairly easy

Electro Magnetic Interface (EMl) Very high High

Cost Lowest Moderate

FfuhE
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Characteristics of fiber optics

a. High bandwidth therefore it can operate at higher data rates.

b. Reduces losses as the signal attenuation is low.

.c. Distortion is reduced hence better quality is assured.

d. Small size and light weight.

e. Used for point to point communication.

Fiber optics cable connectors

Fiber optic cables use three types ofconnectors. They are:

Subscriber Channel (SC) connector

Straight Tip (ST) connector

MT'RI connector

$T connector

Figure 3.6: Fiber optic cable connector

a.

b.

MT-RJ connector

Applications

a. Fiber optic cable is often found in backbone networks because its wide bandwidth is
cost effective.

b. Some cable TV companies use a combination of optical fiber and coaxial cable.

c. Telephone companies also use optical fiber cable.

d' Local Area Networks (LANs) such as 100 Base FX network use fiber optic cable.

Advantages

a. Higher bandwidth than twisted pair and co-axial cable.

b. Less signal attenuation that means fiber optic transmission distance is significantly
gteater than that of other guided media.
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c. Noise resistance it specifies that fiber optic transmission uses light rather than

electricity.

d. Light weight

e. More security is provided.

f. Reliability is more than other and longer life span.

Disadvantages

a. Installation and maintenance need expertise.

b. Propagation of light is unidirectional.

c. Fiber optic is more expensive.

) Gomparison of Wired Media

iiij':',0miC'nbe.ifi

Transmission of
signals takes
place in the
electricalform
over the metallic
conducting wires.

Transmission of
signals takes
place in tfle
electricalform
over the inner
conductor of the
cable.

Signal
transmission
takes place in an
opticalform over
a glass fiber.

il.
Noise immunity is
low.

Higher noise
immunity.

Highest noise
immunity.

ilt.

Affected due to
external magnetic
field.

less affected due
to external
magnetic field.

Not affected by
the external
magnetic field.

tv.

Short circuit
between the two
conductors is
possible.

Short circuit
between the two
conductors is
oossible.

Short circuit is not
possible.

Cheapest Moderately
expensive.

Exoensive.

vl.
Can support low
data rates.

Moderately high
data rates.

very high data
rates.

vil.

Power loss due to
conduction and,
radiation.

Power loss due to
conduction

Power loss due to
absorption,
scattering,
dispersion and
bending.

APrr ilSi'Oct. t0*5fif , 'j,

Wrtte:Oitferences netween

ftriil3'"g#1e 
and' 
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Node capacity per
segment is 2.

Node capacity per segment
is 30 to 100.

Node capacity per segment is 2.

Attenuation is very low.
Installation is fairly easy.

Electromagnetic
lnterference (EMl)can
take place.

EMI is reduced due to
shielding

EMI is not present.

2'2 Unguided Media / wireress Transmission

unguided media are naturar parts of the Earth's environment that can
be used as physical paths to carry elechicar signars. The atmosphere
and outer space are examples of 

'nguided 
media that are commonly

used to carry signals. These media can carry such erectromagnetic
signals as microwave, infrared light waves and radio waves.

Network signals are transmitted through all transmission media as a
type of waveform. when transmitted through wire and cable, the
signal is an electricar waveform. when transmitted through
fibre-optic cable, the signar is a right wave: either visibre or infrared
light. when transmitted through Earth's atmosphere or outer space,
the signal can take the form of waves in lrre radio spectrum,
including VHF and microwaves, or it can be right waves, incruding
infrared or visible light (e.g., Iasers).

Typically, a wireless network uses infrared light or radio transmissions to distribute data.Infrarednetworks communicate by using beams of infrared light. They have a maximum range of 100 ;;;;;Theoretically, they can transmit at l0 mbps, urit i-: mbps is more typical. Narrow band radionetworks can cover an area upto 5000 square meters at upto 4.8 Mbps. Their disadvantage is thatthey offer little security. Spread-spectrum radio networks use multiple frequencies. These multiplechannels provide network security. They can transmit data upto 1 Mbps at a range of g00 feetindoors, though 300 Kbps is more typical.

some common applications of wireres s communication incrude the fottowing ;

i. Accessing the internet using a cellular phone

ii. Establishing a home or business internet connection over satellite.



Node capacity per
segment is 2.

Node capacity per segment
is 30 to 100.

Node capacity per segment is 2.

Attenuation is very low.
Installation is fairly easy. Installation is difficult.

Electromagnetic
Interference (EMl)can
take place.

EMI is reduced due to
shielding

EMI is not present.

2'2 Unguided Media / wireress Transmission

unguided media are naturar parts of the Earth,s environment that can
be used as physical paths to carry erechicar signars. The atmosphere
and outer space a.re examples of unguided media that arc commonly
used to carry signals. These media can carry such erectromagnetic
signals as microwave, infrared light waves and radio waves.

Network signals are transmitted through all hansmission media as a
type of waveform. when transmitted through wire and cable, the
signal is an electricar waveform. when transmitted through
fibre-optic cable, the signar is a right wave: either visible or infrared
light. when transmitted through Earth's atmosphere or outer space,
the signal can take the form of waves in 1ne radio spectrum,
including VHF and microwaves, or it can be right waves, incruding
infrared or visible light (e.g., Iasers).

Typically, a wireless network uses infrared light or radio transmissions to distribute data.Infrarednetworks communicate by using beams of infrared light. They have a maximum range of 100 ;;;;;Theoretically, they can transmit at l0 mbps, urit i-: mbps is more typical. Narrow band radionetworks can cover an area upto 5000 square meters at upto 4.8 Mbps. Their disadvantage is thatthey offer little security. spread-spectrum radio networks use multiple frequencies. These multiplechannels provide network security. They can transmit data upto 1 Mbps at a range of g00 feetindoors, though 300 Kbps is more typical.

some common applications of wireles s communication include the Jbilowing ;

i. Accessing the internet using a cellular phone

ii. Establishing a home or business internet connection over satellite.



Transrnisslon Media

iii. Beaming data between two hand-held computing devices'

iv. Using a wireless keyboard and mouse for the PC.

) Advantages

i. Electromagnetic waves can travel longer distance.

ii. It is cost effective.

iii. Air, water or vacuum medium is used which is free'

) Disadvantages

i. No security, as signals can be tapped by anyone.

ii. Anybody can join the channel by broadcasting at the same frequency.

iii. Although the medium is free but connections to it are not free.

)> Electromagnetic spectrum for the wireless Gommunication

The electromagnetic spectrum used for wireless communication is shown rnfigure 3'7'

Visible light----rr"
Infrared

Figure 3.7: Wireless communication

Frequency

kHz

400 900
THz THz

300
GHz

Radio waves

Radiowaves are widely used for both indoor and outdoor communication because they are

easy to generate, can travel over long distances and can penetrate buildings easily'

Frequency range of radio waves is from 3l*7zto 1 GHz. This range covers AM and FM radio

as well ur uttru High Frequency (uHF) and very High Frequency (VHF).
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The omini-directional (travel in all directions) characteristics of radio waves makes themuseful for multicasting, in which there is one sender but many receivers. AM and FM Radio,television, mari-time radio, cordless phones and paging are examples of multicasting.
' The range of electromagnetic spectrum between 10 KHz and lGHz is called Radio

Frequency (RF).

Radio waves include thefollowing types;

a. Short wave used in AM radio

b. Very High Frequency (VHF) used in FM radio and TV
c. Ultra High Frequency (UHF) used in TV

Radio waves are omni directional. various kinds of antennas are used to broadcast these
signals as shown infigure 3.8.

\f
/14- a .- -

)d7' I Tt\
Ia

I-
[r-trul

Radio tower

il
il

IJ

Halfwave dipole

Figure 3.8: Various types of antenna

Important applications of radio transmission systems are:

l. Cellularcommunication

2. Wireless LAN

3. Point to point and point to multipoint radio system.

4. Satellitecommunication.

Micro waves

The elechomagnetic waves having frequencies between
mlcrowaves.

Microwaves are unidirectional. Microwave propagation is
support high data rates.

t\
o<q
q

1
t

Random-length wire

1 GHz and 300 GHz are called

a line of sight propagation. It can



At frequencies of 1 GHz and above, electromagnetic waves
travel in straight lines and can be nanowly focused.
Microwave is the upper part of the RF spectrum. Because of
the larger bandwidth, microwave is used in many applications
such as wireless PAN, wireless LAN, wireless MAN. satellite
communication, radar. etc.

A parabolic dish antenna can be used to focus the transmitted power into a narow beam to
give a high signal to noise ratio. As microwave travel in a straight line, the curvature of the
earth limits the maximum distance over which microwave towers can hansmit, so repeaters
are needed to compensate for this limitation. At higher frequencies, hansmitted waves do not
easily pass through buildings. Some waves may be refracted by low lying atmospheric layers,
and takes longer to arrive at destination than direct waves. The delayed waves may arrive out
of phase with direct waves and cancel out signal. This effect is called as multipath fading.
At higher frequencies expensive electronics are required, transmission is subject to
interference from radar installations and microwave ovens. Obstacles like roads, railways and
dvers are not a problem for microwave. However, weather and solar conditions may affect
transmission.

Often used to communicate over long distance like cellular phones, garage door openers, and
much more.

There are two types of microwave data communication systems;

a- Terrestrial microwave transmission: Communication is accomplished through line of
sight parabolic dish antenna located on elevated sites. Long distance communication is
possible by using a series of relay stations. The distance between the stations is
dependent on the height above the ground. Used for voice and television transmission,
private communications and telephone networks.

Attenuation can rise markedly in poor atmospheric condition for example. rain, but
adversely affects the higher end of the frequency band, which is only used for short
distance transmission. Natural noise severely affects transmission frequencies below 2
GHz. Quick to install and overcomes the problems of laying cables in congested
locations or over difficult terrain.
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lr:i,-:iji r:i :i"lit "i'errestrial and satellite microwave links

Satcllife ;3;ir.:;'s.ri'110e'r1 t;*nrsmission: Overcomes the line of sight problems of terrestrial
lllicro\\'il\'. ''l:,ii iiilii i;c itseil for point'to point or broadcast transmission. Uses an Lrplilk
ntrcl tf'.rri"rtiiitk fi'i,'i;'.t':tt,r.r3'. a colnmon frequency set is referred to as the 416 range which
rusts a rlt;i','riilr"tk ir'r1u,.:r'icy of 4 GHz and an uplink frequency of 6 GHz.

ro
t'

\Satellite \ 
\

FiEur"i;3.'lC: Foint to point link via satellite microwave
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iii. lnfrared waves

Infrared (IR) light is a wavelength of energy that is invisible
to the human eye. The most common source of this energy is
heat; objects can have their relative temperatures measured by
how much of this energy they give off. Lower wavelengths or
near infrared closest to the visible light color red are not hot,
and are often used to transmit data in elechonics. A remote
control,.for example, may use a particular wavelength of near
infrared to communicate with a receiver, sending pulses of
light that transmit a signal to the device, telling it what to do.

A form of energy, IR is part of the electromagnetic spectrum. This spectrum is comprised of
radio waves; microwaves; infrared, visible, and ultraviolet light; X-rays and gamma rays. Each
form of energy is ordered by wavelength; infrared falis between mioowaves and visible light
waves because its waves are shorter than microwaves but longer than those of visible light.

The prefix infra comes from the Latin word which means 'below'; the term means 'below red',
indicating its position in the electromagnetic spectrum. Visible light has a range of
wavelengths that are manifested in the seven colors of the rainbow; red has the longest
wavelength and violet has the shortest. Infrared, with wavelengths longer than the color red, is

invisible to the human eye.

Infrared waves acquire frequencies from 300 GHz - 400 THz (Ierahertz). Wave lengths from I
mm to 770 nm can be used for short range communication.

It has high frequencies which cannot penetrate walls. It means it can be easily contained
within a room.

It can be used in development of very high speed wireless LANs in future.

There are two dffirent ways of infrared waves:

a. Point to point infrared media

b. Broadcast infrared media

Apr. 2013 * Sltf
Explain Infrared as
wiref ess transrnission.

Oat.2011* 0M , ,

Whai iswlreles$ .

transmiS$isn? :Expla ih

lnfrared,aawirbiess,:.,

&*a;illl**g
tffil
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(a) Point'to'point infrared media 

Figure 3.11

(b) Broadcast infrared msdia
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) Differences of Bounded and Unbounded Media

3. Propagation Methods

The unguided signars are the wireress media. It simpry transports
electromagnetic waves without using any physical conductor.
Signals are normally broadcast through the air and thus are available
to anyone who has the device capabre of receiving them. Unguided
signals can travel from source to the destination in several-ways.
These ways include ground propagation, sky propagation and line of
sight propagation.

ln the ground propagation, the radio waves travel through the lowest portion of atmosphere, huggingthe earth' These very low frequency signals emanate in all directions from transmitting antenna andfollow the curvature ofplanet.

In slry propagation, tlte higher frequency radio waves radiate upward into the ionosphere, where theyare reflected back to the earth.

ltt llte line of sight propagation, very high frequency signals are transmitted in straight lines directlyli.nl antenna to antenna'-Antennas -ui u. directionaitacin!-each other and eithJr tatt enough ort'losc cnough together not to be affected by curvature of the earth. The line of sight propagation istr icky as radio transmissions cannot be completely focused.
'l'ltc trttgtrided signals can travel from the transmitter to receiver in many different ways.
I'ltt' tlrrc<' most important methods are;

i. (lround wave propagation
r. Sky wave propagation
iii. Space propagation or line-of_sisht
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i.

ii.
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Ground Wave Propagation

Radio waves in VLF band propagate in a ground, or surface wave. The wave is connected at
one end to the surface ofthe earth and to the ionosphere at the other.

The ionosphere is the region above the troposphere (where the air is) from about 50 to 250
miles above the earth. It is a collection of ions, which are atoms that have some of their
electrons stripped off leaving two or more electrically charged objects.

The ground waves travels between two limits, the earth and the ionosphere, which acts like
dust.

Since the dust curves with the earth, the ground wave will follow. Therefore very long range
propagation is possible using ground waves.

It has low frequency. These low frequency signals emanate in all directions from the
transmitting antenna and follow the curvature of the planet.

Distance depends on the amount of power in the signal. The greater the power, the greater the
distance.

The range of ground propagation is below ZMHz

))))
Radio
lower

Figure 3.12: Ground waves

Sky Wave Propagation

Radio Waves in LF and MF ranges may also propagate as

ground waves, but suffer significant losses, or are attenuated,

particularly at higher frequencies. But as the ground wave

mode fades out, a new mode develops: the sky wave.

3,2

i.

lonosphere



ii. Sky waves are reflections from the ionosphere.

While the wave is in the ionosphere, it is strongly bent, or refracted, ultimately back to the
ground.

iii. From a long distance away this appears as a reflection.

iv. Long ranges are possible in this mode also upto hundreds of miles.

v' Sky waves in this frequency band are usually only possible at night, when the concenhation of
lons ls not too great since the ionosphere also tends to attenuate the signal.

vi' However, at night, there are just enough ions to reflect the wave but not reduce
much.

its power too

vii' It has higher frequency radio waves which radiate upward into the ionosphere where they are
reflected back to earth.

viii. This type of transmission allows for greater distance with lower owpur power.

ix. The range of this propagation is 2-30 MHz.

Radio
tower

Figure 3.13: Skywaves

3.3

t.

Space or Line-of-Sight propagation

Line-of-sight propagation refers to electromagnetic rad,iation including light emissions
traveling in straight line. The rays or waves are rlefracted, refracted, reflecied Jr absorbed by
atmosphere and abstractions with material and generally cannot travel over the horizon or
behind obstacles.
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ii. Especially radio signals, iike all electromagnetic t'atliliiort

including light emissions, travel in straight lines.

iii. At low frequencies (below approximately 2 MHz or srt) llt"'iri:

signals travel as ground waves, wliich follorv tilt '''lti1ll's

curvature due to diffraction rvith the layers of attrrosph,:r"i:.

It has very high frequency signals and are liit:.lsirjrr,i:i. ttr

straight iines directly frorn antenna to anteillla. Atlt,j!:'lii; liitl:,t

be directional facing each other and either tall ertoLrgir rir crrts,.:

enough not to be affected by the curvature of the ear1.h'

---.-..*--** --r1

€---- 50 km *--""^****-*n'

Earth

Figure 3.14: Line of sight piqpagnti{!rx
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lApr.2013 - SM

lAor.2013- 5M
lOct.2012.2010 - 5Ml

lOct.2012 - SMI

14pr.13.12.10 - 5M

IApr.2012 - SM

1Aor.2012.2010 - SMI

lOct.2011 - SM

tOct.201t - SMI

lOct.,2011 - Shrfl

lApr.20i1 - 5Ml

tOct.2010 - SMI

IOct.2010 - SMI

lOct.2010 - 1Ml

IApr.2010 - SMI

1. Explain Infrared as wireless transmission.

2' Differentiate between coaxial cable and twisted pair cabre.
3. Write a short note on Wireless Transmission.

4. Write a short note on Line_of_Sight.

5. Explain propagation methods.

6. Write a short note on Fiber optic cables.

7. Explain Twisted pair Cable in detail_

8. Explairi in detail sky wave propagation.

9. Write a short note on coaxial cable.

10' what is wireless transmission? Explain infrared as wireless
transmission.

11. Explain Optical Fiber Cables.

12. Explainindetail'Line-of-Sight,.

13' write differences between co-axiar cabre and rwisted pair.
14. Write short note on Unguided Medias.
15. Explain Microwave as a Wireless Transmission.
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WIRED AND
WIRELESS Lnils

1. Introduction

A wired network connects devices to the internet or other network using cables. The most common
wired networks use cables connected to ethernet ports on the network router on one end and to a
computer or other device on the cable's opposite end.

'Wi-Fi' is the universal standard for wireless networks and is the wireless equivalent of wired
ethernet networks. In the office, Wi-Fi networks are adjuncts to the wired networks. It links two or
more devices using some wireless distribution method and usually provides a connection through an
access point to the wider internet. This gives users the ability to move around within a local coverage
area and still be connected to the network. Most modern WLANs are based on IEEE 802.11
standards, marketed under the Wi-Fi brand name.

A wired network uses ethernet cable to connect the computers to the network router. It is less
expensive, faster and more secure than wireless networks. Wireless LAN provides the flexibility to
connect computers to the network using wireless network adapter devices.
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2. IEEE Standards

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers is an organi zation of engineering professionals.
It is probably best known for the work of its IEEE Standards Association, a standards body that
defines specifications for many different technologies. For example, the IEEE Standards Association
defines such wireless technologies as Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1) and wiFi (g02.11).

The IEEE standards development process can be broken down into seven basic steps;

i. Securing Sponsorship

ii. RequestingProjectAuthorization

iii. Assembling a Working Group

iv. Drafting the Standard

v. Balloting

vi. Review Committee

vii. Final Vote

A set of'network standards developed by the IEEE include;

IEEE 802.1 Bridging (networking) and Network Management
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IEEE 802.2 Logical link control (upper part of data link layer)

IEEE 802.3 Ethernet (CSMA/CD)

IEEE 802.4 Token bus (disbanded)

IEEE 802.5 Defines the MAC layer for a Token Ring (inactive)

IEEE 802.6 Metropolitan Area Networks (disbanded)

IEEE 802Jl Broadband LAN using Coaxial Cable (disbanded)

IEEE 802.8 Fiber Optic TAG (disbanded)

IEEE 802.9Integrated Services LAN (disbanded)

IEEE 802. 1 0 Interoperable LAN Security (disbanded)

IEEE 802.11 Wireless LAN & Mesh (Wi-Fi certification)

IEEE 802.12 demand priority (disbanded)

IEEE 802.13 Not Used

IEEE 802.14 Cable modems (disbanded)

IEEE 802.15 Wireless PAN

IEEE 802. 1 5. 1 (Bluetooth certification)

IEEE 802. 1 5 .4 (ZigBee certifi cation)

IEEE 802.16 Broadband Wireless Access (WiMAX certification)

IEEE 802.16e (Mobile) Broadband Wireless Access

IEEE 802.17 Resilient packet ring

IEEE 802.18 Radio Regulatory TAG

IEEE 802.19 Coexistence TAG

IEEE 802.20 Mobile Broadband Wiieless Access

IEEE 802.21 Media lndependent Handoff

IEEE 802.22 Wireless Resional Area Network



3. Standard Ethernet

The basic concept ofethernet networking is that packets are given destination addresses by senders,and those addresses are read and recogni zed byih" upp.opri"ut receivers. Devices on the networkcheck every packet, but fully process only those pu.t.i, add.ersed either to themselves or to somegroup to which the device belongs.

It recognizes three types of addresses: physical addresses, logical addresses and symbolic namesassigned to either ofthese.

i' Physical addresses: A physical address is the hardware-revel address used by the ethernetinterface to communicate on the network. Every device must have a unique physical address.This is often referred to as its MAC (Media Access control) address. an Btt "*.t physical
address is six bytes long and consists of six hexadecimal numbers, usually separated by coloncharacters (:).
'For 

example

Card lD
Vendor lD

ll.

Typically, a hardware manufacturer obtains a block of physical address numbers from theIEEE and assigns a unique physical address to each d;;; builds. The vendor brock ofaddresses is designated bythe fiist three bytes ofthe six-byte physical ethernet address. In thisway, ethernet physical addresses_ are generally distinci from each other, although somenetworks and protocols will override this built-inmechanism with one of their own.
Logical addresses: A logical address is a- network-layer address that is interpreted by aprotocol handler' Logical addresses are used by networking-rort*ur. to alow fJciets to beindependent of the physical connection of the network, dr"flr, i" work with different networktopologies and types of media' Each type of protocol ho, oir6"r"nt kind of logical address;for example,

o an IP address (Pva) consists of four decimal numbers separated by period (.)characterc, for examp I e :

t30.57.64.11

' an AppleTalk address consists of two decimal numbers separated by a period (.), forexample:

2010.42

368.t2

08:56:27:6f:2b:9c
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Depending on the type of protocol in a packet (such as IP or AppleTalk), a packet may also

specify source and destination logical address information, either as extensions to the physical
addresses or as alternatives to them.

iii. Symbolic names: The strings of numbers typically used to designate physical and logical
addresses are perfect for machines, but awkward for human beings to remember and use.

Symbolic names stand for either physical or logical addresses. The domain names of the

internet are an example of symbolic names. The relationship between the symbolic names and

the logical addresses to which they refer is handled by DNS (Domain Name Services) in IP
(Internet Protocol).

The standard was adopted by the American National Standards Institute (ANSD. ln 1987, the

Intemational Organization for Standardization (ISO) also approved it as an international standard

under the designation ISO 8802. The relationship of the 802 Standard to the traditional OSI model is
shown infigure 4.1.The IEEE has subdivided the data link layer into two sublayers:

a. Logical Link Control (LLC) and

b. Media Access Control (MAC)

IEEE has also created several physical layer standards for different LAN protocols.

LLC: Logical Link Control
MAC: Media Access Control

Figure 4.1: IEEE standard for LANs

) Data Link Layer

As we mentioned before, the data link layer in the IEEE standard is divided into two sublayers:

i. Logical Link Control (LLC) and

ii. Media Access Control (MAO

iiilr

Ethernet ,

physical lay.ei
r{seVeral} 'r

Transmission medium

OSI or internet Model IEEE standard
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i. Logical Link Control (LLC): In IEEE Project 802, flow control, error control and part of the
framing duties are collected into one sublayer called the logical link control. Framing is
handled in both the LLC sublayer and the MAC sublayer. The LLC provides one single data
link control protocol for all IEEE LANs. In this way, the LLC is different from the media
access control sublayer, which provides different protocols for different LANs. A single LLC
protocol can provide interconnectivity between different LANs because it makes the MAC
sublayer transparent. Following figure shows one single LLC protocol serving several MAC
protocols.

Framing: LLC defines a protocol data unit (PDU) that is somewhat similar to that of HDLC.
The header contains a control field like the one in HDLC; this field is used for flow and error
control. The two other header fields define the upper-layer protocol at the source and
destination that uses LLC. These fields are called the destination service access point (DSAp)
and the source service access point (SSAP).The other fields defined in a typical data link
control protocol such as HDLC are moved to the MAC sublayer. In other words, a frame
defined in HDLC is divided into a PDU attheLLC sublayer and a frame at the MAC sublayer.

Need for LLC: The purpose of the LLC is to provide flow and error control for the upper-
layer protocols that actually demand these services. For example, if a LAN or several LANs
are used in an isolated system, LLC may be needed to provide flow and error control for the
application layer protocols. However, most upper-layer protocols such as IP do not use the
services of LLC.

ii. Media Access Control (MAC): The MAC sublayer has two primary responsibilities:

Data encapsulation: Includes frame assembly before transmission, frame parsing upon
reception of a frame, data link layer MAC addressing, and error detection.

Media Access Control: Because Ethemet is a shared media and all devices can
transmit at any time, media access is controlled by a method called Carrier Sense
Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) when operating in half-duplex
mode.

MAC frame

Figure 4.2: HDLC frame compared with LLC and MAC frames

b.

LLC PDU
DSAP: Destination Service Access Point
SSAP: Source Service Access Point

D

A
P

s
S
A
P

Control Upper-layer
data

Address Control Upper-layer
data FCS

HDLC frame
MAC

header
MAC payload FCS
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At the physical layer, Ethernet specifies and implements encoding and decoding schemes that

enable frame bits to be carried as signals across both unshielded twisted-pair (UTP) copper

cables and optical fiber cables. In early implementations, Ethernet used coaxial cabling.

4. Fast Ethernet

Fast ethernet is a collective term for a number of ethernet standards that carry traffic at the nominal

rate of l00Mbit/s, against the original ethemet speed of i0MbiVs. Of the Fast ethernet standards

10OBASE-TX is by far the most common and is supported by the vast majority of ethernet hardware

currently produced.

Fast ethernet uses the same cabling and access method as l0Base-T. With certain exceptions, Fast

ethernet is simply regular etherneqlust ten times faster. Whenever possible, the same numbers used

in the design oi lOBase-T were used in Fast Ethernet, just multiplied or divided by ten.

l.ast etlremet supports a maximum data rale of 100 Mbps. It is so named because original ethernet

tcchnology supported only l0 Mbps. Fast Ethernet began to be widely deployed in the mid-1990s as

the need for greater LAN performance became critical to universities and businesses.

Full motion video for video conferencing requires, tlpically, at least 25 Mb/sec' That means that a

legacy ethernet, at 10 Mb/sec, can only deliver poor quality real-time video. With 100 Mb/sec.

ho*e1r"t, you can be watching a broadcast presentation in one window while you're in conference

with three people in three other windows for a total of 100 megabits of bandwidth.

A key element of fast ethernet's success was its ability to coexist with existing network installations.

Today, many network adapters support both traditional and fast ethernet. These so-called'10/100'

adapters can usually sense the speed of the line automatically and adjust accordingly. Just as fast

ethernet improved on traditional ethernet, gigabit ethernet improves on fast ethernet, offering rates

upto 1000 Mbps instead of 100 MbPs.

Fast Ethernet was designed to compete with LAN protocols such as FDDI or Fiber Channel (or Fibre

Channel, as it is somitimes spelied). IEEE created Fast Ethernet under the name 802'3u. Fast

Ethernet is backward-compatibli with Standard Ethemet, but it can transmit data 10 times faster at a

rate of 100 Mbps. The goals of Fast Ethernet can be summarized as follows:

i. Upgrade the datatate to 100 Mbps.

ii. Make it compatible with Standard Ethernet.

iii. Keep the same 48-bit address.

iv. Keep the same frame format.

v. Keep the same minimum and maximum frame lengths'
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4.1 MAC Sublayer

A main consideration in the evolution of Ethernet from 10 to 100 Mbps was to keep the MAC
sublayer untouched' Howevet, a decision was made to drop the bus topologies and keep only the startopology' For the star topology, there are two choices, half duplex and full duplex. In the half-duplex
approach' the stations are connected via a hub; in the full-duplex approach, the connection is madevia a switch with buffers at each port.

The access method is the same (csMA/cD) for the half-duprex approach; for full duplex. FastEthernet' there is no need for cSMdcD. However, the implementations keep csMA/cD forbackward compatibility with standard ethemet.

) Aut6negotiation

A new feature added to Fast Ethernet is called autonegotiation.

It allows a station or a hub a range of capabilities. Autonegotiation allows two devices to negotiate
the mode or data rate of operation. It was designed particularly for the following purposes:
i' To allow incompatible devices to connect to one another. For example, a device with a

maximum capacity of l0 Mbps can communicate with a device with a 100 Mbps capacity (but
can work at a lower rate).

ii. To allow one device to have multiple capabilities.

iii. To allow a station to check a hub,s capabilities.

4.2 Physical Layer

The physical layer in fast ethernet is more complicated than the one in etandard ethernet.

) Topology

Fast Ethernet is designed to connect two or more stations together.
they can be connected point-to-point. Three or more stations need to
with a hub or a switch at the center, as shown infigure 4.3.

If there are only two stations,

be connected in a star topology



(a) Point-to-point (b) star

Figure 4.3: Fast ethernet topology

5. Giga Ethernet

Gigabit ethernet is part of the family of Ethernet computer networking and communication

standards. The Gigabit ethernet standard supports a theoretical maximum data rate of I gigabit per

second (Gbps) (1000 Mbps).

When first developed, some thought achieving gigabit speeds with ethernet would require using fiber

optic or other special cables. However, today's Gigabit ethernet works using twisted pair copper

cable (specifically, the CAT5e and CAT6 cabling standards) similar to older 100 Mbps Fast Ethernet

(that works over CAT5 cables).

Gigabit ethernet allows connection between two devices in either a full-, or a half-duplex mode. In

half-duplex mode, Gigabit ethemet uses the CSMA/CD access method, just like it's l0 and 100 Mb/s

predecessors. In full-duplex mode, the MAC uses frame-based flow control as defined in the IEEE

802.3x standard.

The need for an even higher data rate resulted in the design of the Gigabit ethernet protocol

(1000 Mbps). The IEEE committee calls the Standard 802.32. The goals of the Gigabit ethernet

design can be summarized as follows:

i. Upgrade the datarate to 1 Gbps.

ii. Make it compatible with standard or fast Ethernet.

iii. Use the same 48-bit address.

iv. Use the same frame format.

v. Keep the same minimum and maximum frame lengths.

vi. To support autonegotiation as defined in fast ethernet
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A main consideration in the evolution of ethernet was to keep the MAC sublayer untouched.
However, to achieve a data rate 1 Gbps, this was no longer possible. Gigabit ethernet has two
distinctive approaches for medium access: half-duplex and full-duplex. Almost all implementations
of Gigabit ethernet follow the full-duplex approach. However, we briefly discuss the half-duplex
approach to show that Gigabit Ethemet can be compatible with the previous generations.

) Full-Duplex Mode

In full-duplex mode, there is a central switch connected to all computers or other switches. In this
mode' each switch has buffers for each input port in which data are stored until they are transmitted.
There is no collision in this mode. This means that csMA/cD is not used. Lack of collision implies
that the maximum length of the cable is determined by the signal attenuation in the cable, not by the
collision detection process.

) Half-Duplex Mode

Gigabit ethemet can also be used in half-duplex mode, although it is rare. In this case, a switch canbe replaced by a hub, which acts as the common cable in which a collision might occur. The half-
duplex approach uses cSMA/cD. However, as we saw before, the maximum length of the network
in this approach is totally dependent on the minimum frame size. Three methods have been defined:
traditional, carrier extension and frame bursting.

i' Traditional: In the traditional approach, we kei ii :rr r]rinimum length of the frame as in
traditional ethernet (512 bits). However, becauser lt; , , : ::h of a bit is 1/100 shorter in Gigabit
ethernet than in 10 Mbps ethernet, the slot time ll rt ethernet is 512 bits x li 1000 ps,
which is equal to 0.512 ps. The reduced slot time ii'r,":i , 'ir:ir collision is detected 100 times
earlier. This means that the maximum length of the ncl, , _i,5 m.

This length may be suitabre if ail the stations are rn oi;
enough to connect the computers in one single office.

i':nt it may not even be long

ii' carrier extension: To allow for a longer network, we inrli::;,.;.. the minimum frame length.The carrier extension approach defines the minimum iength of a frame as 512 by,tes(4096 bits)' This means that the minimum length is B times longer. This method forces astation to add extension bits (padding) to any frale that is less than 40g6bits. In this way, themaximum length of the network can be increased 8 times to a length of 200 m. This allows alength of 100 m from the hub to the station.



iii. Frame bursting: Carrier extension is very inefficient if we have a series of short frames to

send; each frame carries redundant data. To improve efficiency, frame bursting was proposed.

Instead of adding an extension to each frame, multiple frames are sent. Howevet, to make

these multiple frames look like one frame, padding is added between the frames (the same as

that used for the carrier extension method) so that the channel is not idle. In other words, the

method deceives other stations into thinking that a very large frame has been transmitted.

5,2 Physical Layer

The phySical layer in Gigabit Ethernet is more complicated than that in Standard or Fast Ethernet.

We briefly discuss some features of this layer.

) Topology

Gigabit ethernet is designed to connect two or more statiotls. If there are only two stations, they can

be connected point{o-point. Three or more stations need to be connected in a star topology with a

hub or a switch at the center. Another possible configuration is to connect several star topologies or

let a star topology be part of another as shown infigure 4.4.

(c) Two stars

fFfr'l t:r
ILJHL$lr,G I-H

":-
(a) Point-to-point

ffi
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(d) Hierarchy of stars

Figure 4.4: Topologies of Gigabit ethernet

In contrast to the LLC sublayer, the MAC sublayer contains a number of distinct modules; eachdefines the access method and the framing format specific to the corresponding LAN protocol.

Network Interface Gards (NlG)

Each PC or workstation, that is to be connected in a network has its own Network Interface card(NIC).

The NIC fits inside the station and provides the station with a 6 bytephysical address.
The ethernet address is 6 bytes (48 bits) and it is normally written in hexadecimal notation usinghyphen to separate bytes from each other as shown below:

06 _ 02 _ 03 _04_ 4c _28

NIC is housed inside the computer on the motherboard, It provides physical connection between thenetwork and the computer station.

The speed of NIC is important in determining the speed and efficiency of a network. It allowscomputer to be joined together in LAN. NIC is used to connect a computer to an ethernet network.The card (shown in the figure 4.5 below) provides an interface to the media. This may be eitherusing an external transceiver or through an internal integrated transceiver mounted on the networkinterface card PCB' The card usually also contains the protocor control firmware and ethernetcontroller needed to suppbrt the MAC (Media Access control) data link protocol used by ethernet.
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Figure 4.5: Network interface card for connection of a computer to an ethernet network

Network Interface Cards (NIC) are also called as, 'Network Adapters' NIC are installed in a

computer that provides the connection point to a network.

Network Interface Cards (NIC) allows a network capable device access to a computer network such

as the internet.

Every computer on a network communicates with another through this network adapter.

Network adapters perform all the functions required to communicate on a network. They convert
data from the form stored in computer to the form transmitted or received on cable and provides a

physical connection to the network.

Data stored in computer's memory is transmitted to NIC across system buses. This data is stored in
buffer of NIC. NIC has got two buffers transmit and receive buffers. tt checks data received for any

error. It forms data frames inserting its own address and destination cards address.

NIC is responsible to prevent multiple systems on network from transmitting at the same time and

losing data due to packet collision. It does this function using appropriate Media Access Control
(MAC) mechanism. As it accepts parallel data from memory, it converts it to serial bits stream for
transmission over network medium. Next function to convert serial bits of data to appropriate media

is used for transfer over network.

Cable inter-face Ethernet medium (cable)

Transceiver electronics

Transceiver (drop) cable
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Socket for
boot ROM
(optional)

Node lD
ROM

Onboard RAM
size selection
jumper (JP1)

Cable connector
selection jumper

(JB 1)

Figure 4.6: Network card

Type 3
(RJ-type) cable
connector

Type 1

(DB 9)cable
connector

Status LEDs

ll.

In.

Status LED's: A network card usually has two indicator lights (LED's).

a. The green LED shows that the card is receiving electricity.
b. The orange (10 Mb/s) or red (100 Mb/s) LED indicates network activity (sendins or

receiving data).

Transceiver: To prepare data to be sent the network card has a transceiver. which transforms
parallel data into serial data.

MAC address: Each card has a unique address, called MAC (Address, assigned by the cards
Manufacturers which lets it be uniquely identified among all the network cards in the world.
Network cards have settings which can be configured. Among them are hardware inremrpm
(IRQ), the VO address and the memory address (DMA).

Socket: To ensure that the computer and network are compatible, the card must be suitable for
the computer's data bus architecture and have the appropriate type of socket for the cable.
F.ach card is designed to work with a certain kind of cable. Some cards include multiple
interface connectors (which can be configured using jumpers, DIP switches, or software). The
most commonly used are RI - 45 connectors.

lv.
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Connector: To ensure that the computer and network are compatible the card must be
compatible with the computer's internal structure (data bus architecture) and have a connector
suitable for the kind of cabling used.

Internal expansion slots: A NIC can only be installed in an internal expansion slot on the
motherboard for which the card was designed.

External connectors and cables: A wired NIC typically uses a RI45 socket for network
connections. The cabling used with an RJ45 conlector is called 'twisted pair' or 'l0BaseT'.
Older technologies include BNC connectors for use in coaxial 10Base2 networks and AUI
connectors for use in thicknet or 1OBase5 networks.

6.2 Functions of NIC

[\tllowing firnctions ure performed by NIC for getting data to and

fittm t'ttn1tu|(t' ()vL'r nc'tv'ork :

i. Data encapsulation: NIC and its drivers are responsible for
building the frame around the data generated by the network
layer protocol. For encapsulating the frame, NIC attaches its
own address to the frame.

ii. Signal encoding and decoding: NIC implements physical
layer encoding scheme. NIC converts binary data generated
by network layer into electrical signals. Such as voltages, light
pulses or whatever other signal type the network medium
uses. It also converts received electrical sienals to binarv data
to be used by network layer.

iii. Data buffering: NIC has two buffers as send and receive. It temporarily stores data in buffers
until a frame is complete and ready for processing.

iv. Data transmission and reception: The main function of NIC is to generate and transmit
signals over network and receive incoming signals. NIC reads destination address of each
incoming packet, if address is its own then it sends packet to network layer otherwise discards
the packet.

v. SeriaVparallel conversions: System buses of computers carries data in parallel format, i.e.
computer communicates with NIC in parallel whereas network communications are serial i.e.
NIC sends data over network cable in serial format. Therefore, NIC is responsible for
conversion between the two types of transmission (parallel to serial for sending data and serial
to parallel for receiving data).

Apr,20{3-54. r,
what is Nlc? Exp{ain
components and
tunctions of NlC.



vi' Media Access Control (MAC): The data link layer uses MAC to regulate the access to
network medium. This MAC is implemented by NIC.

) What is the Role of a Network Card?

A network card is the physical interface between the computer and cable. It converts the data sent by
the computer into a form which can be used by the network cable, transfers that data to another
computer and controls the dataflow between the computer and cable. It also translates the data
coming from the cable into bytes so that the computer's CPU can read it. This is why a network card
is an expansion card inserted into an expansion slot.

Role of the ldentifier

i' The card converts data and notifies the rest of the network of its address, so that it can be told
apart from the other network cards.

ii' MAC addresses: Defined by IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineer), which
assigns ranges of addresses to each manufacturer of network cards.

iii' They are inscribed on the cards chips, and as a result, each card has unique MAC address on
the network.

Network Card Functions

The computer and card must communicate so that data can travel between them. For this
reason,. the computer assigns part of its memory to cards that include DMA (Direct Memory
Access).

The interface card indicates that another computer is requesting data from that computer.
The computer's bus transfers the data from the computer memory to the network card.
If the data is moving too fast for the adapter to process, they are placed in the card,s buffer
memory (RAM)' where they are temporarily stored while the data is being sent and received.

6.3 Types of NIC

i. Ethernet (IEEE 802.3)

Ethernet is the most widely installed LAN technology, specified in a standard IEEE g02.3. It
was originally developed by Xerox from an earlier specification called Alohanet and then
developed fi.rther by Xerox, DEC and Intel.

i.

llt.
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An Ethernet LAN typically uses coaxial cable or special

grades of twisted pair wires. Three data rates are currently

defined for operation over optical fiber and twisted pair

cables:

a. 10 Mbps: 10 Base - T Ethernet

b. 100 Mbps: Fast Ethernet

c. 1000 Mbps: Gigabit Ethernet

Ethernet has survived as the major LAN technology because

its protocol has the following characteristics:

1. [s easy to understand, implement, manage and maintain.

2. Allows low-cost network implementations.

3. Provides extensive topological flexibility for network installation.

4. Guarantees successful interconnection and operation of standards compliant, products,

regardless of manufacturer.

Ethernet features

a. It is the most popular physical layer LAN'

b. It is popular because it strikes a good balance between speed, cost and ease of
installation.

c. It is currently the most popular network architecture. This baseband architechlre uses a

bus topology, usually transmits at 10 Mbps and relies on CSMA/CD to regulate traffic

on the main cable segment.

d. The ethernet media is passive, which means it draws power from the computer and thus

will not fail unless the media is physically cut or improperly terminated.

The following list summarizes ethernet features :

1. Traditional topology: Linear bus

2. Other topology: Star bus

3. Type of architecture: Baseband

4. Access method: CSMA / CD

5. Specifications: IEEE 802.3

6. Transfer speed: 10 Mbps or 100 Mbps

7. Cable types: Thicknet, thinnet, UTP.

2
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Types of ethernet

There arefour types of Ethernet;

Traditional ethernet

I. Cable: There are three types ofcables used:

o l0 Base 5 (thick Ethernet)

. l0 Base Z (thinEthernet)

2. Transceiver.. A transceiver is a special
or is on the interface board (10 Base 2)

3' Interface board: It contains a controller chip that transmits frames to and receives
frames from the transceiver.

4. RepeatertThe maximum cable length allowed is 500 mtrs by g02.3

J. Cable topologies

6. Encoding method

b. Switched ethernet

As more stations are added to an ethernet LAN. The traffic will increase to deal with
this increased load, switched ethernet can be used.

Fast ethernet: The basic idea of fast Ethernet was to keep all frame formats, interfaces
and procedural rules the same, but reduce bit time from 100 nsec to r0 nsec.

Gigabit ethernet: It supports two modes of operation:

1. Full duplex mode

2. Half duplex mode

The full duplex mode is used when there is a central switch. All lines are buffered so
computers can send frames whenever it wants to. On the line between a computer and
the switch, the computer is the only sender and hence no contention is possible.

Types of ethernet cables

For many applications, readymade ethernet cables may be purchased, and knowledee of the
construction of any ethernet cables is not required. However for other applicatiins it is
necessary to know the construction of ethernet cable. These cables may be ,x"a fo, different
applications.

a.

10 Base T

device that is either clamped to the cable

d.

AF|2012:' 5M ,',
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The Ethernet cables is as given below:

10 Base T Unshielded Twisted Pair 100 meters

10 Base 2 Thin CoaxialCable 180 meters

10 Base 5 Thick Coaxial Cable 500 meters

10 Base F Fiber Optic Cable 2000 meters

100 Base T Unshielded Twisted Pair 100 meters

100 Base TX Unshielded Twisted Pair 220 meters

Categories for Ethernet Cables

A variety of different cables are available for Ethernet and other telecommunications and

networking applications. These cables are described by their different categories,

They are as given below:

Category /.. This is not recognized by the TIA I E1A.It is the form of wiring used for standard

telephone wiring or ISDN.

Category2.. It is not recognized by the TtA / EIA. It is the form of wiring used for 4 MbiVs

token ring networks.

CategoryS: It is defined by TIA / EIA. It is used for data networks employing frequencies

upto 16 MHz. It was popular for use with 10 Mbps ethernet networks (100 Base-

r).

Category 4; Itis not recognized by TIA IEIA.It used on 16 Mbps token ring networks'

Category 5: It is not recognized by TLA, i EIA. It is widely used for 100 Base-T and

1000 Base-T networks as it provides performance to allow dataat 100 Mbps and

slightly more for ethernet.

Category 6.' It is defined by TIA / EIA. It provides more than double the performance of cat 5

cable allowing data at upto 250 Mbps to be passed.

Category 7: It isan informal number for ISO ltEC.Itcomprises four individual shielded pairs

inside an overall shield. It is aimed at applications where transmission of

frequencies upto 600 Mbps is required.

Ethernet network topotogies and structures

LAN's take on many topological configurations, but regardless of their size of complexity, all

will be a combination of only three basic interconnection structures or network building

blocks.



The simplest structure is the point-to-point interconnection, shown
network units are involved and the connection may be DTE to DTE,
DCE.

lii{iii. if,#l#,8

infigure 4.7. Only two
DTE to DCE or DCE to

DTE (Data Terminal Equipment)

DCE (Data Communication Equipment)

The cable in point-to-point interconnections is known as a network link.

Figure 4.7: Example of point.to-point interconnection

Ethernet uses a protocol called csMA/cD, this stands for carrier Sense
Collision Detection.

To understand what this means lets separate it into three parts:

Multiple Access with

Carrier sense: When a device connected to an Ethernet network wants to send data it
first checks to make sure it has a carrier on which to send its data.

Multiple access: This means that all machines on the network are free to use the
network whenever they like so long as no one else is transmitting

Collision detection: A means of ensuring that when two machines start to transmit data
simultaneously, the resultant comrpted data is discarded and retransmissions are
generated at differing time intervals.

Basic ethernet bus

Figure 4.8: Basic ethernet bus

a.

b.
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a. This is a coax based Ethernet network where all machines are daisy chained using
RG58 coaxial cable (sometimes referred to as Thin Ethernet or Thin - net)

b. Machine 2 wants to send a message to machine 4,but first it'Listens' to make sure no
one else is using the network.

c. If it is all clear, it starts to transmit data on to the network. Each packet of the data
contains the destination address, the senders address and the course the data is to be
transmitted.

d. The signal moves down the cable and is received by every machine on the network but
because it is only addressed to number 4, the other machines ignore 'd'.

e. Machine 4 then sends message back to number 2 acknowledging receipt of the data.

f. But what happens when two machines try to transmit at same time? A collision occurs,
and each machine has to "back off' for a random period of time before re-trying.

Collision: The collision destroys both signals and each machine knows this has happened

because they do not 'hear' their own transmission within a given period of time (this time
period is a propagation delay and is equivalent to the time it takes for a signal to travel to the

furthest part of the network and back again).

Figure 4.9: Collision

Both machines then wait for a random period of time before retyping. On small networks this

all happens so quickly that it is virtually unnoticeable, however, as more and more machines

are added, the network of collisions rises dramatically and eventually results in slow network

response.

The basic ethernet frame format

The IEEE 802.3 standard defines data frame format that is required for all MAC
implementations, plus several additional optional formats that are used to extend the protocol's

basic capability. The basic data frame format contains the seven fields shown infigure (4.10).
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Transmission order : left to riaht. bit serial

Fieldlength 7 1 6 6
in bytes

PRE :Preamble

SFD: $tart of Frame Delimiter

DA : Destination Address

SA: Source Address

4 l+- 46-1500 *+t 4

FCS : Frame Check Sequence

Figure 4.10: Basic IEEE 802.3 MAG Frame format

PRE (prearnble): Consists of 7 by'tes. The PRE is an alternating pattern of ones and

zeros that tells receiving stations that frame is coming and provides a means to
synchronize the frame reception portions of receiving physical layers with the incoming
bit stream.

b. SFD (Start of Frame Delimiter): Consists of 1 bfe. SFD is an alternating pattern of
0's and l's, ending with two consecutive 1-bits indicating that the next bit is the left
most bit in the left most byte of the destination address.

DA (Destination Address): Consist of 6 bytes. DA field identifies which station (s)

should receive the frame. The leftmost bit in DA field indicates whether the address is

an individual address (indicated by 0) or a group address (indicated by l).The second

bit from the left indicates whether the DA is globally administered (indicated by 0) or
locally administered (indicated by 1).

SA (Source Address): Consists of 6 bytes. The SA field identifies the sending station.

The SA is always an individual address and the left most bit in the SA field is always 0.

Length i type: Consists of 4 bytes. This field indicates either the number of MAC client
data bles that are contained in the data field of the frame or the frame type ID if the

frame is assembled using an optional format. If the length/t1pe field value is less than or
equal to 1500, the number of LLC bytes in the data field is equal to the lengthltype field
value. If the length/type field value is greater than 1536, the frame is an optional type

frame and the length/type field value identifies the particular type of frame being sent or

received.

a.

c.

d.

e.

FCS error detection coverage

FCS generation span

PRE SFD DA SA Length/type Data i Pad FCS
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Data: Data is a sequence of n bytes of any value, where n is less than or equal to 1500.
If the length of data field is less than 46, the data field must be extended by adding a
filler (a pad) sufficient to bring the data field length to 46 bytes.

FCS (Frame Check Sequence): Consists of 4 byte. This sequence contains a 32 bit
Cyclic Redundancy Check (cRC) value, which is created by the sending MAC and is
recalculated by the receiving MAC to check for damaged frames. The FCS is generated

over DA, SA, length/type and data fields.

ARCnet

The Attached Resource Computer Network (Arcnet) was developed by Datapoint Corporation
in 1977.It is simple, inexpensive, flexible network architecture designed for workgroup-sized
networks. The first ArcNet cards were shipped in 1983.

Figure 4.1 1: Simple star wired ArcNet network

ArcNet technology predates IEEE project 802 standards, but loosely maps to the 802.4

document. This specifies the standards for token passing bus networks using broadband cable.

An ArcNet network can have a star bus or bus topology.

Working of ArcNet

ArcNet uses a token passing access method in a star bus topology passing data at2.5 Mbps.
A successor to the original ArcNet, ArcNet plus, supports data transmission rates of 20 Mbps.
Because ArcNet is a token passing architecture, a computer in a ArcNet network must have
the token in order to transmit data. The token moves from one computer to the next according
to their numerical order regardless to how they are placed on the network. This means that the
token moves from computer 1 to computer 2 in order even if computer 1 is at one end of the
network and computer 2 is at the other end of the network.

g.



Figure 4.12: Token movement based on numerical order

The standard ArcNet packet contains:

a. Destination Address

b. Source address

c. Upto 508 b1'tes of data

Destination address
10101100

111010011

Source address
11010011

Figure 4.13: An ArcNet packet contains source and destination addresses

iii. Token Bus: IEEE 802.4

a. The IEEE 802.4 standard for media access control is known as Token bus.



b.

c.

d.

e.

Token bus is a Linear or tree shaped cable through which different stations are
interconnected.

Logically the interconnected stations from a ring is as shown in the below
figure a.la @). The physical topology is as shown inthefigure 4.14 (b).

Each station knows its own identification number on the identity of the stations
preceding and following it.

The sequence number and the physical location of a station on the bus are not related to
each other.

a---------

token passing (b) Physical topology in token passing

Figure 4.14: Token bus
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After initialization of a logical ring, the station bearing the highest number sends out the first
frame. After doing so, it passes a permission to its neighboring station that now the
neighboring station can send its frame. This permission is passed by sending a special control
frame called'Token'.

Media access control

The operation of tokes bus taken place as follows:

a. At any time, the station which holds the takes only can transmit its data frames on the
bus. Every frame contains source and destination addresses.

b. All the other stations are ready to receive these data frames.

c. As soon as the transmission time of a station is over, it passes the token to the next
station in the logical sequence. The transmission is then taken over by the next station.

| 950 K-------J 156 k-

(a) Logical sequence of

Look at the sequence of stations

figure a.Ia @). It shows that the
sequence.

Token

in the logical sequence of token passing as shown in
stations connected on a bus are ilranged in a logical
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d. In one cycle of operation,
same station can get more
addresses are assigned to it.

each station will get
number of chances to

Wjrerd and Wlrefess LANs

an opportunity to transmit once. The
transmit in one cycle if more than one

Frame format

The frame format as specified by

Number of Bytes -+ 1(min) 1

IEEE 802.4 is as shown infigure.

12-62_6 4 I

Preamble

SD

FC

DA

SA

DATA

FCS

ED

Bit Synchronization

Frame start Delimiter

Frame Control (Type)

Destination Address

Source Address

Data field

Frame check sequence

End delimiter

Figure 4.15: Format of IEEE 802.4 frame

a.

b.

c.

Preamble: It is at least one octet rong and used for bit syrchronization.
start delimiter: It is a unique one byte pattern which marks the beginning of a frame.
Frame control: It indicates the type of frame. It is one octet long and indicates if theframe is a data frame or control frame. Token is one of the contror fiames.
Destination address: It contains destination address and it is 2 to 6 bytes long.
Frame check sequence: This field contains a cRC code. It is 4 byte long and is used tocheck on DA, SA, FC and Data fields.

End delimiter: This is a one by'te unique bit pattern which marks the end of the frame.

Token Ring System [|EEE 802.5]

a. A token ring system is as shown infigure 4.16. It consists of a
connected to the ring through a Ring Interface Unit (RIU).

b' RIU is a repeater, therefore it regenerates the received data frames and sends them tothe next station after some delay.

d.

e.

tv.

number of stations

Preamble SD trn DA SA Data FCS ED
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Ring interface unit

Figure 4.16: Token ring system

Media access control

a. In token bus system, the access to the medium (i.e. who will transmit) is controlled by
the special control frame called token.

b. The token is passed from one station to the other round the ring. The sequence oftoken
passing is dependent on the physical location of the stations cormected to the ring.

c. A station which is in possession to hold the token only can transmit the frames. It may
transmit one or more data frames but before the expiry of Token Holding Time (THT).

d. Typically this time is of 10 msec. After the THT, the token frame must be handed over
to some other station.

Frame format

The IEEE 802.5 has standardized the formats for the token frame and data frame. Thev are as

shown inthefigure 4.17.

Token Frame

SDIACIED

SD:Start Delimiter

AC: Access Control

ED: End Delimiter

FC: Frame Control

DA: Destination Address

SA: Source Address

FCS: Frame Check Seouence

FS: Frame Status

ffi

Data Frame

SD AC FC DA SA Data FCS ED FS
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Access Control (AC) Field

Frame status (FS) Field

Figure 4.17: Format of IEEE 802.5 frames

i. Start delimiter: This is one by'te long containing a unique pattern which is used to
mark the start of the token or data frames.

ii. Access control: This is also one octet long. It consists of the priority bits (p), token bits
(T), monitoring bits (M) and reserved bits (R) as shown in above figure.

iii. Frame control: This is also one octet long used to indicate type of fram e, data frame or
control frame. It is also used to distinguish between different types of control frames.

iv. Destination address: It is 2 to 6 octets long indicating the destination address.

v. Source address: It is also 2 to 6 octetlong indicating the source address.

vi. Data field: There is no limitation on the size of this field. So it can have 0 or more
number of octets. The token holding time will decide the maximum size of the data
field.

vii. Frame check sequence: This field is 4 blte long. It consists of a CRC code for error
detection.

viii; End delimiter: This is one octet long field. It contains a unique bit pattem to mark the
end of token or data frame.

ix. f,'rame status: This is one byte long. It consists of two address recognized bit (A), two
frame copied bits (c) and preserved bits (X). Its shown in abovefigure.

) Comparison of 802.3, 802.4,902.5 IEEE Standard

P P P T M R R R

A X X A X X
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Performance

Stations often transmit
immediately under light
loads, but heavy traffic
can reduce the effective
data to nearly 0.

Stations must wait for
the token even if no
other station is
transmitting. Under
heavy load, token
passing provides fair
access to all stations.

Stations must wait for the
token even if no other
station is transmitting
under heavy loads, token
passing provides fair
access to all stations.

vt.
Maximum delay
before transmitting None

Bounded, depending
on distance soanned
and number of stations.

Bounded, depending on
distance spanned and
number of stations.
However if priorities are
used, a low priority
station may have no
maximum delay.

vil. Maintenance No control on
maintenance

Distributed algorithm
provides Maintenance

A designated monitor
station performs
maintenance:

vilt. Cable used Twisted pair, co-axial
fiber optic. Co-axial Twisted pgir is fiber optic

ix. Cable length 50 m to 2000 m 200 m to 500 m 50 m to 1000m

X. Frequency 10 to 100 Mbps 10 Mbps 4 to 100 Mbos.

xt. Frame structure 1500 bytes 8191 bytes 5000 bytes

7. Wireless LAN

The wireless LAN's are becoming more and more popular because
they can satisfy the requirements like mobility, relocation of user,
ad-hoc networking and coverage of locations which are difficult to
wire.

Earlier the wireless LAN's were costly, could support only low data rates, a license was required.
Hence there were limitations on the practical utility of wireless LAN's.

Applications of Wireless LAN

LAN extension

Cross building interconnection

Nomadic access

Ad-hoc networks.

Api. 2013 * 5M
Write a sho* note on
Wiieless LAN . ,ArChitecture.' :



) Wireless LAN: 802.11

This standard had to work in two different modes:

a. In the presence ofbase station.

b. in the absence of base station.

To the wired network

(a) With base station

7.1 tEEE aO2.11

ln wireless LAN, each computer and note book computer is
equipped with a short range transmitter and receiver to allow
communication between them.

ii. IEEE committee standardized the wireless LAN and the
standard was 802.11.

(b) Without base station

Figure 4.18: Wireless LAN

Architecture

An 802.1 1 LAN is based on a cellular architecture where the system
is subdivided into cells, where each cell (called Basic Service set or
BSS, in 802.11 nomenclature) is controlled by Base station (called
Access point or AP).

Even though that a wireless LAN may be formed by a single cell,
with a single Access Point (and as will be described later, it can also
work without an Access Point), most installations will be formed by
several cells, where the Access points are connected through some
kind of backbone (called Distributed system or DS), typically
Ethernet and in some cases wireless itself.
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The whole interconnected wireless LAN including the different cells, their respective Access points

and Distribution system is seen to the upper Layer of OSI Model as a single 802 network and is

called in the standard as Extended Service Set (ESS).

Thefollowingfig shows a typical802.11 LAN, with the components described previously:

Server or
gateway

BSS BSS

Figure 4.19: 802.11 LAN

The standard also defines the concept of portal a portal is a device that

802.1 1 and another 802 LAN.
inter connects between an

7.2 Frame Types

Tltere are three main types offrames:

i. Data frame: Data frame are used for data transmission.

ii. Control frame: Control frame are used to control access to the medium.

iii. Management frame: Management frame are the frames that are transmitted in the same way

as data frames to exchange management information, but are not forwarded to the upper

layer's.

Each of these types is as well subdivided into different subtypes, according to their specific function.



A I I 802. I 1 frames are compos ed of the following components ;

Preamble PLCP Header MAC data CRC

7.3 Frame Formats

) Preamble

This is physical dependent and includes:

i. Synch: An 80 bit sequence of alternating zeros and ones,

which is used to select the appropriate antenna, and to reach

steady-state frequency offset collection and synchronization

with the received packet timing.

ii. SFD: A start frame delimiter which consist of a 16 bit binary pattern 0000 1100 1011 1101,

which is used to define the frame timine.

> PLCP Header

The PLCP header is always hansmitted at 1 MbiVs and contains logical information that will be used
by the PHY layer to decode the frame, and consists of:

i' PLCP - PDU length word which represents the number of bytes contained in the packet, this
is useful for PHY to correctly detect the end of packet.

ii' PLCP signaling field which currently contains only the rate information, encoded in 0.5
MBPS increments from I MbiVs to 4.5 MbiVs.

iii. Header error check field which is a 16 Bit cRC error detection field.

7.4 MAC Sublayer

Figure 4.20 shows the general MAC frame format, part of the fields are only present on part of the
frames as described later.
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MAC header

. Figure 4.20: MAG header

Frame control field: The frame control field contains the followins information:

Figure 4.21

Protocol version: This field consists of 2 bit's which are invariant in size and placement
across following versions of the S02.LI standard and will be used to recognize possible
future versions. In the current version ofthe standard the value is fixed as 0.

Type and subtype: This 6 bits define the type and subtype of the frame.

ToDS: This bit is set to I when the frame is addressed to the AP for forwardine it to the

Distribution system. The Bit is set to 0 in all other frames.

From Ds: This bit is set to I when the frame is coming from the Distribution system.

More Fragments: This bit is set to 1 when there are more fragments belonging to the

same frame following this current fragment.

Retry: This bit indicates that this fragment is a retransmission of a previously
transmitted fragment, this will be used by the receiver station to recognize duplicate
transmissions of frames that may occur when an acknowledgment packet is lost.

More data: This bit indicates power management and it is used by the AP to indicate
that there are more frames buffered to this station.

Power managemenf: This bit indicates power management mode that the station will be

in after the transmission of this frame. This is used by stations which are changing state

either from power save to active or vice-versa.

I(EP:This bit indicates that the frame body is encrypted according to the WEP
algorithm.

c.

d.

e.

f.

o
6'

h.

Frame
control

Duration/
ID

Address
I

Address
2

Address
?

Sequence
control

Address
4

Frame
relay CRC
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i. Order: This bit indicates that this frame is being sent using the strictly - ordered service
class.

Duration / ID: This has two meanings

a. In power save poll message this is the station ID.

b. In all other frames this is the duration value used for NAV calculation.

Address fields: A frame may contain upto 4 addresses depending on the TODs and from DS
bits defined in the control field as follows:

Address 1: is always the recipient address. If TODs is set this is the address of the Ap, if
TODs is not set then this is the address of the end-station.

Address 2: is always the transmitter address. If from DS is set this is the address of the Ap. if
it is not set then it is the address of the station.

Address 3: is in most cases the remaining missing address, on a frame with 'from DS' is set
to l, then Address 3 is the original source address, if the frame has the TODs
set then Address 3 is the destination address.

Address 4: is used on the special case where a wireless distribution system is used, and the
frame is being transmitted from one access point to another, in this case both the
TODs and 'from DS'bits are set, so both the original destination and the original
source addresses are missing.

Sequence control: The sequence control field is used to represent the order of different
fragments belonging to the same frame and to recognize packet duplications, it consists of two
subfields fragment number and sequence number which defines the frame and the number of
the fragment in the frame.

CRC: The CRC is a32 bit Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC).

7.5 Addressing Mechanism

The local network addresses used in IEEE 802 networks and FDDI networks are called MAC
addresses; they are based on the addressing scheme used in early ethemet implementations. A MAC
address is a unique serial number. Once a MAC address has been assigned to a particular network
interface (typically at time of manufacture), that device should be uniquely identifiable amongst all
other network devices in the world. This guarantees that each device in a network will have a
different MAC address (analogous to a street address). This makes it possible for data packets to be

lv.
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tlclivcrccl to a destination within a subnetwork, i.e., hosts interconnected by some combination of
rcllcatcrs, hubs, bridges and switches, but not by network layer routers. Thus, for example, when an

lP packet reaches its destination (sub) network, the destination IP address (a layer 3 or network layer

concept) is resolved with the Address Resolution Protocol for IPv4 or by Neighbor Discovery

Protocol (IPv6) into the MAC address (a layer 2 concept) of the destination host.

Examples of physical networks are Ethernet networks and Wi-Fi networks, both of which are IEEE

802 networks and use IEEE 802 48-bit MAC addresses.

A MAC layer is not required in full-duplex point-to-point communication, but address fields are

included in some point-to-point protocols for compatibility reasons.

7.6 Bluetooth Technology

Bluetooth is a set of specification for physical layer of wireless LAN
using short distance radio frequency interface. It eliminates the need

for cables between a laptop and a mobile cellular phone with a low
cost short range radio link. This technology supports reliable data

and voice communication in ad-hoc wireless networks. Printers,

personal digital assistants, desktops, fax machines, keyboards and all
other digital devices are part of the bluetooth technology.

) Evolution

The idea that resulted in the bluetooth wireless technology was bom in 1994, when Ericsson Mobile
communications decided to investigate the feasibility of a low - power, low cost radio interface

between mobile phones and their accessories. The idea was that a small radio built into both the

cellular telephone and the laptop would replace the curnbersome cable used today to connect the two

devices. A year later, the engineering work began and the true potential of the technology showed

possibilities to become a universal bridge to existing data networks, a peripheral interface and a

mechanism to form small private ad-hoc groupings of connected devices away from fixed network

infrastructures.

In February 1998, The Special Interest Group (SIG) was formed. The assignment of the SIG was to

monitor the technical development of short range radio and to create an open global standard, thus

preventing the technology from becoming the property of a single company. This work resulted in

the release of the first bluetooth specification in July 1999.

Today, bluetooth is the implementation of a protocol defined by the IEEE 802.15 standard.
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) Need for Bluetooth

The recent development in the field of networking and the mobility among people have increased the
demand for a system that could easily connect devices for transfer of data and voice over short
distances, without cables.

Features of Bluetooth

Inter-operability: There should be inter operability between different devices from various
manufacturers as long as they share the same profile.

ii. Compliance: The bluetooth qualification program guarantees global inter - operability
between devices, regardless of the vendor and regardless of the country in which they are
used. Hence. all bluetooth devices are globally compliant.

Usage Models: bluetooth specification mainly addresses usage mod.el, concerning the telecorn
and computing industries.

) Working of Bluetooth

Bluetooth is an open specification for short range wireless transmission of voice and, data.It provides
a simple, low cost seamless wireless connectivity between Personal Digital Assistants (pDAs),
cellular phones, laptops and other portable handheld devices.

Bluetooth supports transmission of voice and data over 2.4 GHz radio frequencies, using a
frequency-hopping scheme with a maximum of 1600 hops per second, resulting in a new frequency
being used to transmit each packet. This scheme allows for smooth operation inspite of fading due to
reflecting obstacles or excessive distance and inspite of noise due to Electro Magnetic Interference
(EMI), such as that generated by microwave ovens. In addition, bluetooth uses short packets and fast
acknowledgements to increase reliability and employs forward effor corection to reduce the effects
of random noise. Bluetooth also includes encryption and authentication mechanism. The entire
Bluetooth technology is implemented in a single g-millimeter-by-g-millimeter chip. Bluetooth voice
transmission can use upto three concurrent synchronous 64 kbps voice only channels or one channel
that simultaneously supports both asynchronous data and synchronous voice transmission. The voice
channels use the continuous variable slope delta modulation coding scheme.

) Bluetooth Architecture

Bluetooth communication occurs between a master radio and a slave radio. Bluetooth radios are
symmetric in that the same device may operate as a master and also the slave. Each radio has a 48-bit
unique device address (BD-ADDR) that is fixed.

llt.

I
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two types of networks.

Piconet architecture: Generally, Bluetooth network is small

so it is called as a, 'smallnet' or 'piconet'. A piconet can have

upto 8 stations, one of which is called 'primary' or 'master'
station and the other stations are called 'secondary' or 'slave'
stations. All the secondary stations symchronize their clock
and hopping sequence with primary station. Piconet can have

only one primary station.

Apr.13, 11;5M,
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The communication betvreen primary and secondary station may be either one-to-one or one-

to-many. Piconet can have 7 maximum secondaries, an additional 8 secondaries can be in the

parked state. A parked secondary station is synchronized with the primary but cannot

participate in communication until it is moved from parked state. Only 8 stations of piconet

can be activated that means they can take active participation in communication. All the 7
active nodes of piconet should be placed within 10 meter distance.

Piconet is just following the centralized TDM system. Master controls the clock and

determines which device gets to communicate in which time slot. All communication is in
between master and slave, direct slave-slave communication is not possible.

Slave Slave

Figure 4.22: Piconet

Scatternet architecture or scatternet: Interconnected collection ofmany piconets is called,

'scatternet'. There are two possible connection of scatternet.

Master
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A secondary station of one piconet can be a primary station of other piconet. This
station can receive messages from the primary in the first piconet, and deliver them to
secondaries in the second piconet.

One station can be member in two piconet that is called as a, 'Bridge slave' In each

piconet there can be 7 active nodes. ln all sactternet, there can be 255 parked,nodes.

Slave#Master

Piconet Diconet

Figure 4.23: Scatternet

Applications

Data exchange: This service enables a bluetooth user to synchronise his phone to his pC

without taking his phone out of his pocket. Bluetooth allows synchronization to start when the
phone is brought into the range of the pC.

ii. LAN connection: Due to non-requirement of line-of-sight, bluetooth is well suited to
wirelessly connect a device to a wired LAN.

iii. Dial-up networking: By emulating EIA ITIA 232 connection bet,rieen a portable computer
and a mobile phone, dialup connection to the internet is possible. The mobile phone can be in
movement, limited to the range without breaking the dial - up - connection.

iv. Voice application: A synchronous voice channel is a native feature of bluetooth specification. z
bluetooth has the ability to reserve bandwidth for carrying the digital voice data. ,

b.

i.
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) Difference between Bluetooth and IEEE 802.11x
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Bluetooth hop frequency is 1,600 hops/
second.

IEEE 802.11x hop frequency is 2.5
hoosiseconds.

il, Data transfer rate is 1 Mbos. Data transfer rate is 11 Mbos.

ilt. Transmission range is 10 n.
Transmission range is 15-150 n indoor and
300m outdoor.

IV, Bluetooth uses lower transmission power. IEEE 802.1 1 uses more transmission power
than bluetooth.

It is used to connect devices that are in
close proximity such as palm computing
devices attached to smart phones,
notebooks to printers.

It is a full LAN connectivity solution designed
to provide full network service at ethernet data
rate.

vt.
It is being a standard for short time
network.

It is a standard for LAN and is for longer time
network.

vii.
Bluetooth uses GFSK (Gaussian
Frequency Shift Key) modulation
technique.

It uses CCK (Complementary Code Keying)
modulation technique.
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l. What is NIC? Explain components and functions of NIC.

2. Write a short note on Wireless LAN Architecture.

3. Write a short note on Wireless Fiedelity.

4. ExplainBluetoothArchitecture.

5. What is full form of NIC? List its types. Explain any one in
detail.

6. Explain the architecture of IEEE 802.1I (wireless LAN).

7. Explain Ethernet with reference to features and types.

8. Explain Bluetooth architecture with applications.

9. Describe the functions of NIC.

10. Explain frame format for wireless LAN (IEEE 802.11).

11. What is NIC? Explain its types.

12. Write short notes on Bluetooth.

13. Explain Wireless LAN Architecture (IEEE 802.11).
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Gategories of Gonnectivity Devices

1.1 Hub

i. A hub is a small, simple, inexpensive device that joins
multiple computers together at a low level network protocol
layer.

i. A hub is aphysical layer device.

ii. Most hubs manufactured today support the ethernet standard.
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iv. A hub is a small rectangular box as shown in.figure 5.1 often constructed mainly of plastic,

that receives its power from an ordinary wall outlet. A hub joins multiple computers (or other

network devices) together to form a single network segment'

v. On this network segment, all computers can communicate directly with each other.

vi. Ethernet hubs are by far the most the most common type, but hubs for other tlpes of networks

(such as USB) also exist.

vii. A hub includes a series of parts

computers. They contain four or

24 parIs.

that each accept a network cable. Small hubs network four

sornetimes five parts. Larger hubs contain eight,12,16 and

Figure 5.1: An illustration of hub in operation

) What Hub does?

A hub is a multiport repeater, therefore, hubs are a subset ofrepeaters. They receive data and then

repeat it out at all ports. Hubs can be purchased in many different configurations with a fixed number

of ports. Hubs are utilized in star physical topologies, hence have one PC per port.

) Working of hub

Hubs can support different media types-ethernet and can operate over unshielded twisted pair, thick

and thin co-axial cable and fiber optic. This ability to support multiple media types enables the

integration of network segments, having different cabling, with reiative ease.

) Xey Features of Hubs

i. Hub operates at physical layer in OSI model.

ii. At the physical layer, hubs can support little in the way of sophisticated networking.

HUB
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iii' Hubs do not read any of the data passing through them and are not aware of a packet,s sogrce
or destination.

iv. A hub simply receives incoming packets, possibly amplifies the electrical signal, and
broadcasts these packets to all devices on the network (including the one that sent the packet).

) Types of Hubs

Active hub: An active hub is a powered distribution point
with active devices which drive distant nodes upto 1 km away.
It can be cascaded to connect 8 connections to which passive
hubs: file servers or other active hubs can be connected.
Maximum distance covered by an active hub is about 2000
feet. Active hubs require electrical power to run.

Active hub takes active participation in data communication within the network / LAN. They
receive signal (data) from the input port and stores it for sometirne before forwarding it, this
feature allows the hub to monitor the data it is forwarding, some hubs come with a feature that
helps in transmitting datathat has high priority before the data that has lower priority. Some
hubs help in synchronizing data communication and some active hubs come with a feature that
rectify the data / signal before forwarding it in the network / LAN.
Active hubs also help in troubleshooting at certain level.

Passive hub: As the name suggests it is a passive distribution point which does not use power
or active devices in a network to connect upto 4 nodes within a very short distance. Maximum
distance covered by a passive hub is about 300 feet. Passive huL ao not require electrical
power to run.

Passive hub works just as an interface between the topology and does not provide any
additional feature. These types of hubs do not help in rectiffing / enhancing the signals they
pass on in the network. They do not help in enhancing the performance of network / LAN. It is
very hard to get any help from the passive hubs while troubleshooting in case there is any fault
in the hardware or the network.

A passive hub simply receives signals on input ports and broadcasts it on output ports without
even rectifying it. They do not amplify the electrical signal of incoming packets before
broadcasting them to the network.

Hybrid hub: Advanced hubs that will accommodate several different types of cables are
called as hybrid hubs. A hub based network can be expanded by connecting -or" than one
hub' Hubs remain a very popular device for small networks because of theii low cost. Hubs
are versatile and offer several advantages over systems that do not use hubs. In the standard
linear bus topology, a break in the cable will take the network down. With hubs, however, a
break in any of the cables attached to the hub affects only that segment. The rest of the
network keeps functioning as shown infigure 5.2.

ll.

ul.
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Figure 5.2: A break or unplugged cable takes down only the unplugged computer

1.2 Repeaters

A repeater is the simplest facility used for network interconnection,
whose major function is to receive a network signal from one LAN
terminal cable segment and to regenerate and retransmit the signal as

it is in its original strength over one or more other cable segment.

Basically repeater regenerates the strength of the signal before

transmitting it.

Repeaters operate in the OSI model physical layer and are

transparent to all the protocols operating in the layers above the

physical layer.

A specific LAN implementation usually places a limit on the physical size of a single cable segment.

The limit is based on the physical medium and transmission techniques used.

Repeaters allow a network to be constructed to exceed the size limit of a single, physical, cable
segment. The number of repeaters that can be used in tandem is generally limited by a particular
LAN implementation. Using a repeater between two or more LAN cables segment requires that the

same physical layer protocol be used to send signal over all the cable segments.

Example of how this work

Two LAN cable segments in an ethernet LAN that use baseband transmission could be corurected
with a repeater. Different tlpes of physical transmission medium can be connected using a properly
designed repeater as long as they handle similar type of signal.

Advantages

Sirnple to connect.

Cost effective.

Ability to strengthen signal.

l.

ii.

iii.
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Disadvantages

Repeaters provide no method for isolating traffic generated on one cable segment from traffic
generated by the other cable segment.

When network uses a repeater to connect cable segment A to segment B whether or not there

is a station in sesment B. i.e.. the destination of the sisnal.

) Working of Repeater

A repeater works at the OSI physical Layer to regenerate the network's signals and resends them out

on other sesments.

Weakened si Repeater

Regenerated signal

Figure 5.3: Repeaters regenerate weakened signals

A repeater takes a weak signal from one segment, regenerates it and passes it to the next

segment. To pass data through the repeater in a usable fashion from one segment to the next,

the packets and Logical Link Control (LLC) protocol must be the same on each segment.

Repeaters do not translate or filter anything. For a repeater to work, both segments that the

repeaters joins must have the same access method. The two most common access methods are

CSMA/CD and token passing i.e., they cannot translate an ethernet packet into a Token Ring
packet.

) A repeater

i. Connects two segments of similar or dissimilar media.

ii. Regenerates the signal to increase the distance transmitted.

iii. Functions in the physical layer of the OSI model.

iv. Passes all traffic in both directions.
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A Bridge is an electrical device which connects and passes packets befween two network segments.

i. A bridge is a hardware device that connects LANs together.

ii. It can be used to connect LANs of the same type, such as two Token Ring segments or LANs
with different types of media such as Ethernet and Token Rins.

iii. It operates atData link layer of OSI reference model.

iv. It is a networking component used either to extend or to segment networks.

v' They can be used both to join dissimilar, media such as Unshielded Twisted pair (UTp)
cabling and fiber optic cabling, and to join different network architectures such as Token Rins
and Ethernet. -

A bridge can join segments or workgroup LANs. However, a bridge can also divide a network to
isolate ttaffrc or problems. For example, if the volume of traffic from one or two computers or a
single department is flooding the network with data and slowing down the entire operation, a bridge
could isolate those computers or that department.

Bridge can be used to

Expand the distance of a segment.

Provide for an increased number of computers on the network.

Reduce traffic bottlenecks resulting from an excessive number of attached computers.

Take an overloaded network and split it into two separate networks, reducing the amount of
traffic on each segment, making each network more efficient.

v. Link unlike physical media such as twisted pair and co-axial Ethernet.

vi' Link unlike network segments such as Ethernet and Token Ring and forward packets between
them.

) How Bridges Work?

Bridge work at data link layer of OSI model.
contained in the higher levels of OSI model
distinguish,

i. Between one protocol and another.

Because they work at this layer, all information
is unavailable to them. Therefore, they do not
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Bridges simply pass all protocols along the network. Because all protocols pass across bridges,

it is up to the individual computer to determine which protocols they can recognize.

The Data link layer has two sub layers, the logical link control sub layer and the media access

control sub layer and are sometimes referred to as media access control layer bridges.

A Media Access Control Layer bridge

a. Listens to all traffic

b. Checks the source and destination addresses ofeach packets'

c. Builds a routing table as information becomes available.

d. Forwards packets in the following manner

. If destination is not listed in the routing table, the bridge forwards the packets to

all segments or

r If the destination is listed in the routing table, the bridge fotwards the packets to

that segment (unless it is the same segment as the source).

02608C1 33561

Figure 5.4: The routing table keeps track of addresses



A bridge works on the principle that each network node has its own address. A bridge
forwards packets based on the address ofthe destination node.

Bridges actually have some degree of intelligence in that they know where to forward data. As
ttafftc passes through the bridge, information about the computer addresses is stored in
bridge's RAM. The bridge uses this RAM to build a routing table based on source addresses.

Initially, the bridge's routing table is empty. As nodes transmit packets, the source address is
copied to the routing table. With this address information, the bridge learns which compurers
are on which segment of the network.

) Creating Routing Table

Bridges build their routing table based on the addresses of computers that have transmitted data on
the network' Specifically, bridges use source addresses the address of the device that initiates the
transmission to create a routing table.

when the bridge receives a packet, the source address is compared to the routing table. If the source
address is not there, it is added to the table. The bridge then compares the destination address with
the routing table data base.

i' If the destination address is in the routing table and is on the same segment and the source
address, the packet is discarded. This filtering helps to reduce network traffic and isolate
segments of the network.

ii' If the destination address is in the routing table and not in the same segment as the source
address, the bridge forwards the packets out of the appropriate port to reach the destination
address.

iii' If the destination address is not in the routin g table, the bridge forwards the packet to all of its
ports, except the one on which it originated.

In summary, if a bridge knows the location of the destination node, it forwards the packet to it. If it
does not know the destination, it forwards the packet to all segments.

) Types of Bridges

There are 3 types of Bridges;

i' Transparent bridge: Derives its name from the fact that the devices on the network are
unaware of its existence. A transparent bridge does nothing except block or forward data
based on the MAC address.
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There are two types of transparent bridge modes:

a. Store-and-Forward: Stores the entire fiarne and verifies
, the CRC before forwarding the frame. If a CRC error is

detected, the frame is discarded.

b. Cut-Througft.' Forwards the frame just after it reads the
destination MAC address without performing a CRC
check.

2
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The transparent spanning tree bridge: These bridges use a subnet of the full topology to
create a loop free operation. The received frame is checked by the bridge. The destination
address of arrived frame is checked with routing table in the database. Here more information
is required for bridge so the bridge port is also stored in the database. This information is
known as port state information and it helps in deciding that, a port can be used for this
destination address or not. The port can be in a block state to fulfill the requirements of
spanning tree operations or in a forwarding state. If the port is in forwarding state the frame is
routed across the port.

The port can have different status such as; it may be in "disabled" state for the maintenance
reason or may also be unavailable temporarily if databases are being changed in the bridge
because of result of the change in the routed network.

To construct the spanning tree follow following spanning tree algorithm:

1. First of all select the root bridge. The root bridge is the bridge with the lowest serial
number (this number is provided by the router manufacturer). All ports which are
coming to the bridge or going out from the bridge are designated port. In our given
example in figure the root bridge is 'A' and the ports coming from LAN 1 and LAN 2
are the designated ports.

2. Then select a root port for the non-root bridge. Root port for the non-root bridge is the
port with the lowest palh cost to the root bridge. In our example the incoming port to
bridge 'B' is lowest cost path. Same logic applies for the other bridges.

3. Select a designated port on each segment. The designated port has the lowest cost to the
root bridge. In our example the outgoing port from bridge 'B' is designated port which
has the lowest cost to the root bridge. Same logic applies for the other bridges.

4. After spanning tree algorithm determine the lowest cost spanning tree, it enables all root
ports and the designated ports, and disables all other ports.

5. The spanning tree algorithm continues to run during normal operation.
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ii. Source route bridge: Used in token ring networks. The

source route bridge derives its name from the fact that the

entire path that the packet is to take tkough the network is
embedded within the packets.

iii. Translational bridge: Used to convert one networking data

format top another,for example, from token ring to ethernet
and vice versa.

Today, bridges are slowly but surely falling out of favour. Ethernet switches offer similar
functionality. They can provide logical divisions or segments, in the network. In fact switches are

sometimes referred to as multiport bridges because of the way they operate.

) Advantages

Bridges have simple configuration modes.

Bridges are simple to use and they are relatively inexpensive.

It can prove to be an alternative to switches and help resulting
in micro segmentation.

Bridges help to lower the data load over the data link layer.

It appears to be translucent over the MAC layer.

vi. Bridges can be effectively programmed to disallow packets from meticulous networks.

vii. Bridges are more reiiable if one wants to lower the bandwidth utilization.

V.

i.

V.

vi.

lv.

Disadvantages

All bridges are unable to read specific IP address; they are more concerned with the MAC
addresses.

Bridges cannot help to build a communication network between the networks of different
architectures.

Bridges transfer all types of broadcast messages, thus bridges are unable to limit the scope of
these messages.

Extremely large networks cannot rely on bridges; therefore the large networks as WAN which
are IP address specific can not make use of it.

Bridges are expensive if we compare the prices of repeaters and hubs to it.

Bridging is most suitable to be used for LAN network traffic data load. It is unable to handle
more complex and variable data load such as occurring from WAN.
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Bridges operates by sensing the source MAC addresses of the transmitting nodes on the network and

automatically building an internal routing table. If the bridge knows which segment a packet is

intended for, it forwards the packet directly to that segment. lf the bridge doesn't recognize the
packet's destination address, it forwards the packet to all connected segments except the one it
originated on. And if the destination address is in the same segment as the source address, the bridge
drops the packet. Bridges also forward broadcast packets to all segment except the originating one.

1.4 Routers

A router is a physical device that joins multiple networks together.
In an environment consisting of several network segments with
differing protocols and architectures, a bridge may not be adequate

for ensuring for communication among all of the segments.

A network needs a device which not only knows the address of each segment but can also determine
the best path for sending data and filtering broadcast traffrc to the Local segment. Such a device is
called a router.

Routers work at Network Layer of the OSI model. This rneans they can switch and route packets

across multiple networks. They do this by exchanging protocol specific information between

separate networks.

Routers read complex network addressing information in the packet and, because they function at a

higher layer in the OSI local than bridges, they have access to additional information.

Routers can provide thefollowingfunctions of a bridge:

i. Filtering and isolating traffic

ii. Connecting network segment

Routers have access to more information in packets than bridges and uses information to improve
packet deliveries. It is used in complex network situations because they provide better traffic
management than bridges and do not pass broadcast traffic. Routers can share status and routing
information with one another and use this information to bypass slow or malfunctioning connections.

) Working of Routers

In an heterogeneous environment, such as networks, a need of connection devices which would
interconnect two different technologies is essential, the router is that device.
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Figure 5.5: lllustration of working of router

The router also serves as a routing switchboard. Routers connects two or more networks and forward

data packets between them. When data arrives from one of the segments, the router decides,

according to its routing table to which segment to forwards that data as shown in above figure. Even

though each of the routers connections is to one physical network, that one network could connect to

other networks through the use of other routers. This way, many networks can be interconnected.

To understand how routing occurs in such networks, refer to thebelow figure givenbelow:

A --+ Simple network configuration
ffil

H 
*> Router

Q-+Networt<

Figure 5.6: Gomputer network and router

Router is actually a special computer, which is dedicated to the task of interconnecting networks.

moves information from its source to its destination regardless of the middleware.
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) Types of Routers

i. Static routers: must have their routing tables configured matttrally with all network address

and paths in the internetwork. It requires an administrator to manually set up and configure the

routing table and to specify each route. Always it is considered more secure because the

administrator specifi es each.

ii. Dynamic routers: automatically create their routing tables by listening to the network traffic.

That is it automatically discovers the route and therefore has a minimal amount of set up and

configuration. They are more sophisticated in that they examine information from other

routers and make packet by packet decisions about how to send data across the network.

{.5 Switches

A switch is a small device that joins multiple computers together at a low level network protocol

layer. Technically, switches operates at layer two (Data link Layer) of the OSI model.

Switches look nearly identical to hubs, but a switch generally contains more 'intelligence' than a

hub. Unlike hubs, switches are capable of inspecting the data packets as they are received,

determining the source and destination device of that packet, and forwarding that packet

appropriately, by delivering messages only to the connected device that it was intended for. Switches

conserve network bandwidth and offer generally better perfornance than hubs.

) Working of Switches

PC PC

Figure 5.7: lllustration of working of switch
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A switch is a networking component used to connect workgroup hubs to form a larger network or to
connect computers that have high bandwidth needs as shown infigure 5.7.

The switches provide superior performance to hubs but are more expensive.

When a signal enters a port of the switch, the switch looks at the destination address of the frame and
internally establishes a logical connection with the port connected to the destination node.

Other ports on the switch have no part in the connection. The result is that each port on the switch
corresponds to an individual collision domain, and network congestion is avoided.

) Types of Switches

i' Layer 2 switch: Operates at data link Layer of OSI model and are based on bridging
technologies. They establish logical connections between ports based on MAC addresses.
Layer 2 switches are used for segmenting existing network into smaller collision domains to
improve performance.

ii' Layer 3 switch: Operates at the network layer of the OSI model and are based on routing
technologies. They establish logical connections between ports based on network addresses.
These switches are used for connecting different networks into an internetwork. Layer 3
switches are sometimes called 'routing switching' or multilayer switches.

At present there are 3 basic architectures for data link switches:

Cut through: Where the frame is transmitted to its destination as soon as the switch has read
the destination address in the frame. Cut through switches begin forwarding the frame as soon
as the switch has read the destination address. It will forward the data before it has completed
receiving the frame. These switches will function at wire speed, forwarding traffic as fast as it
receives it. Nearly all cut through switches have no RAM buffer for storing frames.

Store and forward: A switch performing store and forward will wait to forward a frame until
it has received the entire frame. It is most often used in environments supporting receivable
physical or data link protocols. Where the frame is copied into a buffer and the FCS is
checked for errors before being retransmitted. Once, verified the packet is forwarded from the
buffer to the appropriate destination device.

Hybrid switches: These combine the best of both cut-through and store- and- forward by
acting as a cut through switch while monitoring the traffic for errors. The switch reads only
the first 64 bytes of the frame into buffer before forwarding it. If the number of errors on any
given port reaches a pre-determined threshold, the hybrid switch will set the offending pon ro
a store-and-forward mode to protect the rest of the network. The error threshold is normallv
configurable

l.

ll.

lIl.
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{.6 Gateways

A gateway is a network point that acts as an entrance to another

network. on the Internet, a node or stopping point can be either a

gateway node or a host (end-point) node. Both the computers of
internet users and the computers that serve pages to users are host

nodes.

N6tw0rk Connectivity.Devicee

) Difference between Switch and Hub

,ffuh

A switch learns which
devices are connected to its
ports (by monitoring the
packets it receives), and
then forwards on packets to
the appropriate Port onlY.

Hub is multi-port repeater.
This type of device simPlY
passes on (repeats) all the
information it receives, so
that all devices connected to
its ports receive that
information.

il.

Switch allows simultaneous
communication across the
switch, improving
bandwidth.

Hubs pass on traffic to the
network regardless of the
intended destination;
consume more bandwidth.

ilt.

The switches divide the
network into smaller, less
congested sections.

The hubs extend the network
by providing more Ports

tv.
Switch divide the collision
domain.

Hub can't divide the collision
domain.

Switches works on OSI
Layer 2 and 3.

Hubs works on OSI LaYer 1.

vt,
Switch is more intelligent
device.

Hub is less intelligent device.

vil.
Switch is more costlY
solution.

Hub is less expensive.

vilt.

When the network gets
larger (about 50 users), You
may need to use a switch to
divide the groups of hubs,
to cut down the amount of
unnecessary traffic being
generated.

In a small network (less than
30 users), a hub (or collection
of hubs) can easilY coPe with
the network traffic aenerated
and is the ideal Piece of
equipment to use for
connecting the users.
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The computers that control traffic within the company's network or
at the local lnternet Service Provider (ISp) are gateway nodes.

In the network for an enterprise, a computer server acting as a
gateway node is also acting as a proxy server and a firewalr server.
A gateway is often associated with both a router, which knows
where to direct a given packet of data that arrives at the gateway,
and a switch, which furnishes the actual path in and out of the
gateway for a given packet.

A network gateway is an intemetworking system capable ofjoining together two networks that use
different base protocols. A network gateway can be implemented completely in software, completely
in hardware, or as a combination of both. Depending on the types of protocols they support, network
gateways can operate at any level of the OSI model.

Because a network gateway, by definition, appears at the edge of a network, related capabilities like
firewalls tend to be integrated with it. On home networks, a broadband router typically serves as the
network gateway although ordinary computers can also be configured to perform equivalent
functions.

Figure 5.8: Gateway

Gateways make communication possible between different architectures and environments. They
repackage and convert data going from one environment to another so that each environment can
understand the other environments data.
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A gateway repackages information to match the requirements of the destination system. Gateway can
change the format of a message so that it will conform to the application progiu* at the receiving
end ofthe transfer.

For Examp.le, Electtonic mail gateways, such as x. 400 gateway, receives message in one format,
translates it and forwards in x. 400 format used by the receiver, and vice versa.

A gateway linl<s tyvo systems that do not use tlte same;

i. Communication protocols

ii. Data formatting structures

iii. Languages

iv. Architecture

) Working of Gateway

Figure 5.9: Gateway strips off an old protocol stack and adds a new protocol stack

Gateway

ffiShipped packet
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Gateway are task specific, which means that, they are dedicated to a particular type of transfer.

They are often referred by their particular task name (Windows NT server to SNA gateways).

The gateway takes the data from one environment, stripes off its old protocol stack and

repackages it in the protocol stack from the destination network.

a. Decapsulates incoming data through the network's complete protocol stack.

b. Encapsulates the outgoing data in the complete protocol stack of the other.

2. Network Security Devices

Network security basically means protecting data and system's
resources from access by ilnauthorized users. Why is this necessary?

Consider the following:

1. People outside the company might try to access network
resource anddata.

2 Upper management, middle management and other workers have different needs in terms of
the information to which they have access. Network security can control the access given to
various groups or individual usiers.

For example, information about employee salaries are perforrnance appraisals might be stored
on a network; with access restricted only to a few users.

3. People might accidentally move or erase important information.

4' Former employees who are fired or other people might wish to harm your company in some
way.

Individual computers in a-network are free to decide who they want to communicate with, what
information they want to allow access to and which services they will rnake available, called as 'host
based security'. Internet is designed in this way. In actual individual computers are not good at
defining and securely enforcing a consistent security policy. They run very complex, error prone
software systems, which are very difficult to ensure security.

This situation may be adequate where individual users on a network have a similar level of trust,
little chance or motive for a user to subvert host securitv, like a small companv network where
everyone with physical access is trusted.
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once network is connected to other networks where trust relationships simply don't er.r.isr
way' other mechanisms need to be put in place to provide adequate security by protecli
on the trusted nefwork from potential access by attackers on the un-trusted part of th,; '

rn titr same

Iti l'r'SOUfCgS

r ork.

2.1 Firewall

A set of programs that monitor ail communication passing into and
out of a corporation's intranet.

Helps prevent, but doesn't eriminate, unauthorized access.

nRrk
Figure 5.10

This is done by partially breaking connectivity at the network level so that nodes on the trusted andun-trusted parts of the network can no longer freely exchange information in an unfettered way.Device which dies this is called as 'firewall'.

A firewall disrupts free communication between trusted and un-trusted networks, attempting to
manage the information flow and restrict dangerous free access.

There are different kinds of technique employed by a firewall in order to correctly identify a
conversation and act on it.

The technique used by firewall have an impact on the accuracy with which it can identify traffic,
level of sophistication of the checks it can implement, also complexity and cost.

Firewall is a piece of software or hardware that filters all networks traffic between a personal
computer, home network or company network and the internet as shown infigure 5.1''.
In addition to the danger of information leaking out, there is also a danger of information leaking in.In particular, viruses, yorms and other digital pests can breach security, destroy valuable data andwaste large amounts of administrator,s time trying to clean up the mess they leave.
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HTTP DNS
server server

Figure 5.11: Basic firewall function

Firewalls are just a modern adaptation of that old medieval security standby: digging a deep lnoat

around your castle. This design forced everyone entering or leaving the castle to pass over a single

drawbridge, where they could be inspected by the I/O police. With networks, the same trick is

possible: a company can have many LANs connected in arbitrary ways, but all traffic to or from the

company is forced through an electronic drawbridge (firewall) as shown in figure 5 . I 2 .

Facket Application
filtering router gaieway

Packei
filtering router

Connections
to outside
network

Inside LAN Outside LAN

Corporate
network

Security
perimeter

Figure 5.12: A firewall consisting of two packet filters and an application gateway

The.firewall in this configuration has two components:

1. Packet filtering: It is a standard router equipped with some extra functionality. The extra

functionality allows every incoming or outgoing packet to be inspected. Packet meeting some

criterion are forwarded normally. Those that fail the test are dropped.
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ln tlre above figure the packet fllter on the inside LAN checks outgoing packets and the one on

the outside LAN checks incoming packcts. Packets crossing the first hurdle go to the

application gateway for further examination. Thc point of putting the two packet filters on

different LANs is to the ensure that no packet gets in or out without having to pass through the

application gateway: there is no path aror.rnd it.

Application gateway: The gateway operates at the application level. A mail gateway, for e.g.

can be set up to examine each message going in or coming out.

For each one the gateway decides whether to transmit or discard the message based on header

fields, message size or even the content.

In principle, application firewalls can prevent all unwanted outside traffic from reaching

protected machines.

) Limitations of Firewall

Information security professionals often find themselves working against misconceptions and

popular opinions formed from incomplete data. Some of these opinions spring more from hope than

fact, such as the misguided notion that simply deploying a firewall can solve all network-secttrity

problems. While firewall deserve a high spot on the agenda for organizations that have, or are

creating, a connection between their network and others, firewall are not the whole answer. Matry

threats remains outside the scope of the firewalls capabilities.

Many of the hacking incidents reported by the media have very little to do with the internet itself.

Social engineering, one of the most widely used hacking techniques, involves tricking someone into

revealing something that compromises security, such as a network password. And phone lines

intended for data, such as remote-maintenance lines and field office access lines, offer avenues of
access to internal systems even without an internet connection.

Firewalls also do not address insider attacks, since they provide defense for external attacks only.

Firewalls are not general-purpose access-control systems and do not control insiders' abuse of
authorized access-perhaps the greatest risk of all. Information security surveys consistently report

that more than half of all incidents are insider attacks, and many seasonal security professionals

believe that insiders cause more security problems than the outsiders.

2.2 Proxy Server

Proxies are mostly used to control or monitor outbound traffic. Some application proxies cache the

data requested. This lowers bandwidth requirements and decreases the access time for the next user

while accessing the same data. It also gives unquestionable evidence of what was transferred. Proxy



server functions as a middle man between the client and the server for a particular service (such as
FTP, HTTP)' A firewall might run individual proxy servers for each of the applications needed by
the client system. It is an application that runs on a computer with registered Ip address, while the
clients use unregistered IP address, causing them to remain invisible from the internet.

client applications are configured to send their internet service
requests'to proxy server and then proxy server relays the request to
the internet server, using its own registered Ip address. On receiving
a response from the Internet server, proxy server relays it back to the
original client. So clients must be configured with address of proxy
server, if he wants to use proxy server. A most common form of
proxy server used is for the web. A firewall may use a single proxy
server product for each application as shown in the figure 5. t 3 (a) or
may use a single proxy server product for each application as shown
infigure 5.13 (b).

Email
proxy server

Figure 5.13

Drawback of proxy servers are:

i. That you need an individual server for every application.

ii. Each client should be configured to use it.

Gateway controller

p11-pp 3--Eeu---; 
"rp
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Types ofproxy servers:

i. Application proxy: The best example is a person telneting to another computer and then

telneting from there to the outside world. Only with an application proxy server, the process is

automated. As you telnet to the outside world, the client sends you to the proxy first. The

proxy then connects to the sefl/er requested (the outside world) and returns the data to you.

As the proxy servers are handling all the communications, they can log everything that you do.

For HTTP (web) proxies, this would include URL that you see. For FTP proxies, this includes

every file you download. They can even filter out 'inappropriate' words from the sites you

visit or scan for viruses.

Application proxy serl/ers can authenticate users. Before a connection to the outside network

is made, the server can ask the user to login first. To a web user, this would make every site

look that it required to login.

ii. Socks proxy: Socks are the cross platform mechanism that establishes secure communications

between client and server computers. The socks proxy service supports socks version 4.3a and

allows users transparent access to the internet by means of proxy server. The sock proxy

service extends the redirection provided by the Winsock proxy service to non-windows

platforms.

It uses TCPiP and can be used for Telnet, FTP, Gopher, and HTTP. The socks proxy service

does not support applications that rely on the UDP protocol.

Socks proxy clients establishes a connection to the proxy selver computer and the socks proxy

service relays information between the client and the internet server. Security is based on IP

addresses, port numbers and destination hosts.

Figure 5.14
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1.

2.

3.

Explain active and passive hub.

Write a note on Source Routing Bridges.

Explain_ h_ow Proxy Servers and Firewalls help in maintaining
Network Security?

What is Bridge? What are its types? Explain advantages and
disadvantages of Bridges.

Write short note on Firewalls.

What is bridge? What are its types? Explain any one.

Write short note on Gateways.

Explain bridge with its advantages and disadvantases.

Write a short note on Repeaters.

Explain Gateways.

Write a short note Hubs.

Define Firewall. What
Techniques available?

Define

i. Hubs ii.

are several types of Firewall

Repeaters iii. Routers
iv. Bridges v. Gateways

14. Explain Network Security Devices.

15. Compare Switch and Hub.

16. What is Bridge? Explain its types.
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Goncept of Intranet and Extranet

1.1 Intranet

An intranet is a private network that uses Internet protocols to
securely share any part of an organization's information or
operational systems within that organization. The term is used in
contrast to internet - a network between organizations and instead
refers to a network within an organization. Sometimes the term
refers only to the organization's internal website, but may be a more
extensive part of the organization's information technology
infrastructure.
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Characteristics of Intranet

An intranet is built from the same concepts and technologies used for the internet, such as
client-server computing and the Internet Protocol Suite (TCP/IP). Any of the well known
internet protocols may be found in an intranet, such as HTTP (web services), SMTp (e-mail),
and

FTP (file transfer). Internet technologies are often deployed to provide modern interfaces to
legacy information systems hosting corporate data.

An intranet can be understood as a private version of the intemet, or as a private extension of
the internet confined to an organization by a firewall. The first intranet websites and home
pages began to appear in organizations in 1990-91. Although not officially noted, the term
intranet first became common-place with early adopters, such as universities and technology
corporations, in 1992.

Intranets are also contrasted with extranets; the former are generally restricted to employees of
the organization, while the latter may also be accessed by customers, suppliers, or other
approved parties. Extranets extend a private network onto the internet with special provisions
for access, authorization, and authentication.

An otganization's intranet does not necessarily have to provide access to the internet, when
such access is provided it is usually through a network gateway with a firewall, shielding the
intranet from unauthorized external access. The gateway often also implements user
authentication, encryption of messages, and often Virhral Private Network (VPN) connectivity
for off- site employees to access company information, computing resources and internal
communications.

Uses of Intranet

Increasingly, intranets are being used to deliver tools and applications, for example,
collaboration (to facilitate working in groups and teleconferencing) or sophisticated corporate
directories, sales and customer relationship management tools, project management etc., to
ad.rance productivity.

Intranets are also being used as corporate culture-change platforms. For example, latge
number of employees discussing key issues in an intranet forum application could lead to new
ideas in management, productivity, quality and other corporate issues.

ln large intranets, website traffic is often similar to public website traffic and can be better
understood by using web metrics software to track overall activity. User surveys also improve
intranet website effectiveness, larger businesses allow users within their intranet to access
public internet through firewall servers. They have the ability to screen messages coming and
going thus keeping security intact.

lv.

I
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When part of an intranet is made accessible to customers and others outside the business, that
part becomes part of an extranet. Businesses can send private messages through the public
network, using special encryption/ decryption and other security safeguards to connect one
part of their intranet to another.

Intranet user-experience, editorial and technology teams work together to produce inhouse
sites' Most commonly, intranets are managed by the communications HR or CIO departments
of large organizations, or a combination of these.

Benefits of Intranets

Workforce productivity: Intranets also help users to locate and view information faster and
use applications relevant to their roles and responsibilities. With the help of a web browser
interface, users can access data held in any database, the organization wants to make available,
anytime and subject to security provisions - from anywhere within the company workstations,
increasing employees ability to perform their jobs faster, more accurately, and with confidence
that they have the right information. It also helps to improve the services provided to the users.

Time: With intranets, organizations can make more information available to employees on a
'pull' basis (i'e. employees can link to relevant information at a time which suits them) rather
than being deluged indiscriminately by emails.

Communication: Intranets serve as powerful tools for communication within an organization,
vertically and horizontally. From a communications standpoint, intranets are useful to
communicate strategic initiatives that have a global reach throughout the organization. The
type of information that can easily be conveyed is the purpose of the initiative and what the
initiative is aiming to achieve, who is driving the initiative, results achieved to date, and who
to speak to for more information. By providing this information on the intranet, staff have the
opporfunity to keep up-to-date with the strategic focus of the organization Some examples of
communication would be chat, email, and lor blogs. A great real world example of where an
intranet helped a company communicate is when Nestle had a number of iood processing
plants in Scandinavia. Their central support system had to deal with a number of queries every
day (Mc Govern, Geny). When Nestle decided to invest in an intranet, they q,rictty realized.
the savings. McGovern says the savings from the reduction in query calls was substantially
greater than the investment in the intranet.

Web publishing allows 'cumbersome' corporate knowledge to be maintained and easily
accessed throughout the company using hypermedia and W"b technologie s. Examplei:
employee manuals, benefits documents, company policies, business standards-news feeds, and
even training, can be accessed using common inteinet standards, acrobat files, flash files, CGI
applications. Because each business unit can update the online copy of a document, the most
recent version is always available to employees using the intranet.
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v. Business operations and management: lntranets are also being used as a platform for

developing and deploying applications to support business operations and decisions across the

internet worked enterprise.

vi. Cost effective: Users can view information and data via web-browser rather than maintaining

physical documents such as procedur6 manuals, internal phone list and requisition forms. This

can potentially save the business money on printing, duplicating documents, and the

environment as well as document maintenance overhead. 'PeopleSoft, a large software

company, has derived significant cost savings by shifting HR processes to the inkanet' Gerry

McGovern goes on to say the manual cost of enrolling in benefits was found to be USD

109.48 per enrollment. 'Shifting this process to the intranet reduced the cost per enrollment to

$21.79; a saving of 80 percent'. PeopleSoft also saved some money when they received

requests for mailing address change. For an individual to request a change to their mailing

address, the manual cost was USD|7.'77. The intranet reduced this cost to USD4.87, a saving

of 73 percent.' PeopleSoft was just one of the many companies that saved money by using an

intranet. Another company that saved a lot of money on expense reports was Cisco. 'In 1996,

Cisco processed 54,000 reports and the amount of dollars processed was USD19 million'.

vii. Promote common corporate culture: Every user is viewing the same information within the

Intranet.

viii. Enhance Collaboration: With information easily accessible by all authorized users,

teamwork is enabled.

ix. Cross-platform Capability: Standards- compliant web browsers are available for Windows,

Mac and LrNX.

Buitt for one Audience: Many companies dictate computer specifications which, in turn, may

allow Intranet developers to write applications that only have to work on one browser

(no cross-browser compatibility issues).

Knowledge of your Audience: Being able to specifically address your 'viewer' is a great

advantage. Since Intranets are user specific (requiring databaselnetwork authentication prior to

access), you know exactly who you are interfacing with. So, you can personalize your Intranet

based on role (ob title, department) or individual ('Congratulations Jane, on your 3'o year with

our company!').

Immediate Updates: When dealing with the public in any capacity,laws / specifications /
parameters can change. With an intranet providing your audience with 'live' changes, they are

never out of date, which can limit a company's liability.

Supports a distributed computing architecture: The intranet can also be linked to a

company's management information system,/or example, a time keeping system.

inis$letBe$ic$
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An extranet is a private network that uses internet protocols, network connectivity ancl possibly the

public telecommunication system to securely share part of an organizatiotr's information or

operations with suppliers, vendors, partners, customers or other business. An extranct can be viewed

as part of a company's intranet that is extended to users outside the company, usually via the internet.

It has also been described as a 'state of mind' in which the internet is perceived as a way to do

business with a selected set of other companies (Business-to-Business, B2B), in isolation from all

other internet users. In contrast, Business-to-Consumer (B2C) models involve known servers of one

or more companies, communicating with previously unknown consumer users.

An extranet can be understood as an intranet mapped onto the public internet or some other

transmission system not accessible to the general public, but managed by more than one company's

administrator(s). For example, military networks of different security levels may map onto a

common military radio transmission system that never connects to the Internet. Any private network

mapped onto a public one is a Virtual Private Network (VPN), often using special security protocols.

For decades, institutions have been interconnecting to each other to create private networks for

sharing information. One of the differences that characterizes an extranet, however, its

interconnections are over a shared network rather than through dedicated physical lines. With respect

to lnternet protocol networks, RFC 4364 states "if all the sites in a VPN are owned by different

enterprises, the VPN is a corporate intranet. If the various sites in a VPN are owned by the same

enterprise, the VPN is an extranet. A site can be in more than one VPN;/or Example, in an intranet

and several extranets. We regard both intranets and extranets as VPNs. In general, when we use the

term VPN we will not be distinguishing between intranets and extranets. Even if this argument is

valid, the term'extranet' is still applied and can be used to eliminate the use of the above description.

In the quote above from RFC 4364, the term 'site' refers to a distinct networked environment. Two

sites connected to each other across the public internet backbone comprise a VPN. The term 'site'

does not mean 'website'. Thus, a small company in a single building can have an 'intranet', but to

have a VPN, they would need to provide tunneled access to that network for geographically

distributed employees.

For smaller, geographically united organizations, 'extranet' is a useful term to describe selective

access to intranet systems granted to suppliers, customers, or other companies. Such access does not

involve tunneling, but rather simply an authentication mechanism to a web server. In this sense, an

'extranet' designates the 'private part' of a website, where 'registered users' can navigate, enabled by

authentication mechanisms on a 'login page'.
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An extranet requires network security. These can include firewalls, serve management, the issuance
and use of digital certificates or similar means of user authentication, encryption of messages and the
use of virtual Private Networks (vpNs) that tunnel through the public network.

Many technical specifications describe methods of implementing extranets but often never explicitly
define an extranet. RFC 3547 presents requirements for ..rnot. access to extranets . RFC 2709
discusses extranet implementation using lPsec advanced Network Address Translation (NAT).

Advantages

Exchange large volumes of data using Electronic Data Interchange (EDI).
Work is done quickly as compared to past manual systems.

Improve company efficiency and output by automating procedures.

Automation decreases scope of mistakes.

Information can be modified, updated and changed immediately. Instant access to the most
advanced information.

vi. Improve relationships with main
efficient information.

or potential customers by giving them correct, precise and

vii. Access services provided by one company to a group of other companies.

Disadvantages

Expensive to implement and maintain within an organization.

Security of an extranet can be a concern.when hosting valuable or proprietary information.
System access must be carefully controlled to secure seisitive data.

Protection problem- when dealing with precious information system access should becontrolled and checked properly to protect the system and information going into the correct
hand.

Decrease personal face-to-face contact with clients and business partners.

2. lnternet Information Server (lls)

Internet Information Server (IIS) is a Microsoft's web server that runs on windows NT platforms. A
powerful web servet, Internet lnformation Services (IIS) 6.0 provides a highly reliable, manageable
and scalable web application infrastructure for all versions of windows server 2003.

,.i.;ljtrr.'i
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IIS helps organizations increase website and application availability
while lowering system administration costs. It is a set of internet

based services for selvers created by Microsoft fbr use witlr
Microsoft windows.

Features of llS

File publication: To publish existing files from file servers.

Support of common internet standards: To support Common Gateway Interface (CGI) and

PERL, which are common languages for developing web applications?

Network management: To monitor and record network activity and provide client with
access to valuable network resorrces like HTML pages, shared files and printers, databases

and legacy systems.

Security: To provide clients with secure access to internet and intranet resources.

Back office applications: To support integration with back office applications like Microsoft
SQL Server and Microsoft SNA Server. Back office support provides businesses with the

ability to deliver commercial solutions on the web to customers.

) Benefits of lls

Benefits of IIS are:

IIS (Internet Information Server) is a group of internet servers

(including a web or hlpertext Transfer protocol server and a file
transfer protocol server) with additional capabilities for Microsoft's
Windows NT and Windows 2000 Server operating systems. IIS is
Microsoft's entry to compete in the Internet server market that is also

addressed by Apache, Sun Microsystems, O'Reilly and others. With
IIS, Microsoft includes a set of programs for building and

administering web sites, a search engine, and support for writing
web-based applications that access databases. Microsoft points out
that IIS is tightly integrated with the Windows NT and 2000 Servers

in a number of ways, resulting in faster web page serving.

> lls Benefits

i. Reliability: IIS uses a new request-processing architecture and application isolation
environment that enables individual Web applications to function within a scll'-contained

worker process.
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ii. Scalability: IIS introduces a new kernel-mode driver for Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
parsing and caching that is specifically tuned to increase web server throughput and scalability
of multiprocessor computers.

iii. Security: IIS includes a variety of security features and technologies to help ensure the
integrity of the Web and File Transfer Protocol (FTP) site content, as well as the data that is
transmitted through the sites. These security features and technologies include Advanced
Digest authentication, improved access control, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption,
centralized certificate storage, and detailed auditing capabilities.

iv. Manageability: To meet the needs of a diverse set of organizations, IIS provi,iles a variety of
manageability and administration tools.

Main types of seruices IIS supports is

q HTTP

b. FTP

c. GOHPER

IIS allows dffirent application to be build using

a. HTTP

b. ASP

c. ISAPI

d. Internet Database Connector

3. Web Server

A web server is a piece of software that enables a website to be
viewed using HTTP. HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) is the key
protocol for the transfer of data on the web. You know when you're
using HTTP because the website URL begins withhttp:ll '(example
http: I I www. quackit. com)

You might be thinking 'I always thought a web server was a special, high-powered computer'. Well,
you'd be right too. Some high powered computers are refered to as web servers as they have been
built with web hosting in mind. But in most cases, when someone refers to a web server" thev are
referring to a piece of software that you install on a computer.
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brought the page to your

Your browser connects to a
server and a requests a page

The server sends back
the requested page

Your machine running
a web browser Server machine

running a web server

Figure 6.1 : Web seryer

Your browser formed a connection to web seryer, requested apage and received it.

) What does a Web Server look like?

It depends on which web server you choose to install. Here's an example of Microsoft's internet

Information Services (lIS) 5. | .
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Figure 6.2: Internet information services
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The left pane represents the various website, FTP sites, and SMTp virhral servers. When an item in
the left pane is selected, the contents are displayed in the pane on the right hand side.

In the above screen shot, there is one website (called 'Default Web Site'), one FTp site (called
'Default FTP Site') and one SMTP virtual server (called'Default SMTP virtual server,).

J:Y T." 
right click on an item to display its properties. For example,you can right click on 'Default

web site'to display (and configure) the properties of that website.

) Features

There is a common set of features that you'll find
built specifically to host websites, their features
maintaining a website's hosting environment.

Features are as follows:

i. Create one or more website.

ii' Configure log file settings, including where the log files are saved, what data to include on the
log files etc.

iii' Configure websites/directly. For example, which user accounts arelaren,t allowed to view the
websites, which IP addresses arelaren'tallowed to view the website etc.

iv. Create an FTP site. An FTP site allows users to transfer files to and from the site.

create virtual directories and map them to physical directories.

Configure/nominate custom effor pages. This allows you to build and display user friendly
enor messages on your website. For example, you can specify which page is disilayed when a
user tries to access apage that doesn't exist (i.e., a,404 error').

Specify default documents. Default documents are displayed when no file name is specified.
Fot example, if you open'http:llLocal host', which file should be displayed? This is typically
'index'html' or similar but it doesn't need to be. You could nominate 'ind.ex.cfm, if your
website is using cold fusion. you could also nominate.

) How Web Servers Work?

Whenever you view a webpage on the internet, you are requesting that page from a web server, when
you type a URL into your browser.

For example, 'http:llwww.quackit.com/htmt/tutorial/index.cfm), your browser requests the page
from the web server and the web server sends the page back:

on most web servers. Because web servers are
are typically focused around setting up and

vi.

vll.
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Figure 6.3: Working of web server

The above diagram is a simplistic version of what occurs. Here's a more detailed version:

i' Your web browser first needs to know which IP address the website www.quackit.com
resolves to- If it doesn't already have this information stored in its cache, it requests the
information from one or more DNS servers (via internet). The DNS server iells the browser
which IP address the website is located at. Note that the IP address was assigned when the
website was first created on the web server.

ii' Now the web browser knows which IP address the website is located at, it canrequest the full
URL from the web server.

The web server responds by sending back, the requested page. If the page doesn't exist, it will
send back the appropriate error message.

Your web browser receives the page and renders it as required.

Advantages

Your local website behaves more like the live one.
You can use server-side scripting languages.

. Allows you to standardize your coding.

. Increases knowledse.

Figure 6.4
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The World Wide Web is a system of internet servers that supports

hlpertext to access several Internet protocols on a single interface.

The World Wide Web is often abbreviated as the web or WWW.

The WWW was developed in 1989 by Tirn Berners-Lee of the European Particle Physics lab

(CERN) in Switzerland. The purpose of the web was to use networked hypertext to facilitate

communication among its members, who was soon spread beyond CERN, and a rapid growth in the

number ofboth developers and users ensued. The use ofthe web has reached global proportions and

has become a defining element of human culture inanamazingly short period of time.

In order for the web to be accessible to anyone, certain agreed upon standards must be followed in

the creation and delivery of its content. An organization leading the efforts to standardize,the web is

the World Wide Web (W3C) consortium. Take a look at the W3C consortium web site to get an idea

of its activities. A lot of the material is technical because, after all, the web is a technical

phenomenon.

The WWW is an information space in which the items of interest, referred to as resources, are

identified by global identifiers called Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI).

Examples such as the following travel scenario are used throughout this document to illustrate

typical behavior of web agents-people or software acting on this information space. A user agent acts

on behalf of a user. Software agents include servers, proxies, spiders, browsers and multimedia

players.

The World Wide Web (WWW) is a global hlpertext system that was initially developed in 1989 by

Tim Berners Lee.

The www is a repository of information linked together fiom points all over the world. It has a

unique combination of portability, flexibility and user-friendly features that distinguish it from other

services provided by the internet.

4.1 WWW Architecture

WWW is a distributed client/server service, in which a client using a browser can access a servlce

using a server. However, a server provided is distributed over many different locations called sites.
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Each and every site holds one or more web documents, referred to as

web pages. Web page contains a link to other web pages in the same

site or at other sites. The web pages can be retrieved and viewed by
using browsers. The client needs to see some information that it
knows belongs to site A. It sends a request through its browser, a

program that is designed to fetch web documents. The request

among other information, includes the address of the site and the

web page, called URL (Uniform Resource Locator). The server at

site A finds the document and sends to the client. When the user

views the document, he finds some references to other documents

such as web page at site B. The reference has the URL for the new
site. The user is also interested in seeing this web document. The

client sends another request to the new site, and the new page is
retrieved.

WWW architecture includes: servei, client (browser), URL and cookies.

Figure 6.5: Architecture of WWW

Server: The web page is stored at the server. Each and every time a client request arrives, the

corresponding web document is sent to the client. Servers normally stores requested

files/information in a cache memory. A server can also become more efficient through

multiprocessing or multithreading. In such a condition, a server can answer more than one

request at a time.
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ii. Client (browser): Each and every browser usually consists of the following parts:

a. Controller

b. Client protocol

c. Interpreter

The controller receives input from the keyboard or any input device and uses the client
programs to access the document. When the document has been accessed, the controller uses
one of the interpreters to display the document on the screen. The client protocol can be one of
as HTTP or FTP. The interpreter can be Java, HTML or javascript depending on the type of
web document.

Uniform Resource Locator (URL): A client that wants to access web page needs the address
of the web page. To facilitate the access of documents distributed throughout the world, HTTP
uses locators. The URL is a standard for specifying any kind of information on the internet.
It defines 4 things protocol, host computer, port and path.

Cookies: The www was originally developed as a stateless entity. A client sends a request and
then a server responds. Their relationship is over. The original design of www, retrieving
publicly available web documents, exactly fits this purpose. Some functions of web are given
below:

a. Some websites need to allow registered clients only.

b. Some websites are just advertising.

For these purposes, the cookie mechanism was devised.

) How WV\'W Works?

The Web consists of all client and server applications that communicate over the internet using the
client/server protocol Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), as well as the resources that reside on
those servers and are accessed by those clients. These resources are generally referred to as 'Web
Sites' and consist mainly of text files formatted in Hypertext Markup Langtage (HTML) and
associated image, sound, multimedia, script and other files. Each HTML file is called as Web page
and pages in a site are generally linked in a hierarchical fashion, starting with the home or top page,
using anchor tags. Web sites are stored on web servers, which run software that handles the server
side of HTTP, such a lnternet lnformation Services (IIS) for Microsoft windows 2000. Users access
web sites on the internet by using client software, typically called a web browser (such as Microsoft
lnternet Explorer).
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4.2 Web Documents

The documents in the ww can be grouped into three broad categories;

The category is based on the time at which the contents of the

document are determined.

i. Static documents: Static document are fixed conrent

documents that are created and stored in a server. The client

can get only a copy of the document. In other words, the

contents of the file are determined when the file is created, not
when it is used. Of course, the contents in the server can be

changed, but the user cannot change them. When a client

accesses the document, a copy of the document is sent. The

user can then use a browsing program to display the

document.
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Figure 6.6: Static documents

Dynamic documents: A dynamic document is created by web server whenever a browser
requests the document. When a request arrives, the web server runs an application program or
a script that creates dynamic document. The server returns the output of the program or script
as a response to the browser that requested the document. Because a fresh document is created

for each request, the contents ofthis document can vary from one request to another.

Server
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Figure 6.7: Dynamic HTML, document

Active documents: For many applications, we need a program or a script to be run at the
client site. These are called as active documents. For example. Java applets, JavaScript.

5.

llt.

Search Engines

A search engine is a tool that searches the information available on
the internet.

Enormous amount of information is at your fingertips with the click
of mouse with the millions of web sites on the Internet.

Search technique discusses how to classify, categoizing and
indexing the required sources for easy retrieval by the users.

Selection of the correct search engine depends upon the information for what you are looking for,
best search result includes only relevant information, search tips to locate the information more
quickly.

) Types of Search Engine

There arefive types of search engine;

i' Directory: Directory is the indexed listing of specified categories of web pages. They are
scrolled during the search and updated after review.

Client
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Search engine crawl: This type of search engines crawl the web site searching for the web

pages automatically. They have spiders to index the web pages and to do the revisits to the

sites. Search engine makes just the queries to its database and detects the web pages that

contain the inforination specified by the user.

Meta search engine: This is the program that search with the number of search engines at a

time. It provides best results than the others. It gives too many matches that overwhelm the

user.

Free text query engine: It accepts the query in the form of text question. It gives specific

results with the defined level of comfort. Many times it gives question and answer approach to

find the desired results.

Hybrid search engine: This type has search engines with a related directory. Hence it is

called'Hybrid Search Engine'.

) Working of Search Engine

Working of the search engine depends upon the type of search criteria for indexing pages and

returning results. Size of the index, review of web pages, links with the priorities, Meta tags,

importance of pages are the categories for getting the different search approaches of the search

engines. Hence, we get different results on the different engines. Frequency, with which the word

appears on the page, locations ofthe searched word are also considered during the search.

Figure 6.8: Search engine



lnternet Service Providers (lSp)

To take an internet connection, firstly we need to approach an Internet Service provider (ISp), who
gives us an internet connection. Depending upon users need the type of connection to be taken is
decided. Also depending upon users need, you need to decide which service provider to choose. As
in case of any other service providers like mobile service providers (like Airtel, idea Reliance), each
provider has its own services and facilities that they offer to their customers.

Each mobile service provider offer different services like one may provide Re. 1 per local call from
mobile to mobile whereas one may provide a free local call between two similar mobiles. Each
mobiles coverage area is also different i.e. how much large area they can cover. Few may offer free
talk time in late night etc. also charges of each mobile service providers are different. Few providers
have better quality service. Here user will decide which provider to choose depending on how much
usage of mobile talk he needs and which one is affordable to him.

Exactly the same idea applies here when one needs to take an internet connection. First of all ISp
form a pyramid of service providers, from large backbone network at the top of pyramid, providing
intemet services to all other ISPs at lower level than it. Each of these ISp, then in furn, also provides
service to other ISPs at low level than them. Once again, it turns, these ISps provide service to other
ISPs at low level than them or provide.service to individual home user or to corporate office site.

From top level towards bottom each ISP sells bandwidth to low level ISp or directly to user. At the
top level, there are large backbone networks that are connected to regional networks and they sell
Internet bandwidth to regional ISPs, which in turn split the band width into smaller units and resell it
to other ISPs or end users, as shown infigure 6.9.

Providers at higher level in pyramid use high bandwidth connections to the backbone. These high
bandwidth connections are called 'fat data pipes', and they can handle all traffic generated by their
client ISPs. In turn, the client ISPs use comparatively smaller bandwidth connections.

For example, alocal ISP that provides only dial-up connection may have a T1 connection running at
1.544 mbps to its own provider, which in turn, it sub divides into a number of 56 kbps connection to
its provider, which can support 25-30 user connections at 56 kbps speed and ISp might sell it to 50
or more users. ln this case, it may happen that few users are unable to connect, if all lines are in use.
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Figure 6.9: Pyramid structure of ISP

) How lSPs connect to the Internet?

Just as their customers pay them for internet access, lSPs themselves pay upstream ISPs for internet

access. In the simplest case, a single connection is established to an upstream ISP using one of the

technologies, and the ISP uses this connection to send or receive any data to or from parts of the

internet beyond its own network; in turn, the upstneam ISP uses its own upstream connection, or

connections to its other customers to allow the data to travel from source to destination.
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7. HTTP

The Hypbrtext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is an application-level protocol for distributed,
collaborative, hypermedia information systems. This is the foundation for data communication for
the World Wide Web (i.e., internet) since 1990. HTTP is a generic and stateless protocol which can
be used for other purposes as well using extension of its request methods, error codes and headers.
It provides a standard for web browsers and servers to communicate.

HTTP defines how messages are formatted and transmitted, and what actions web servers and
browsers should take in response to various commands. For example, when you enter a URL in your
browser, this actualiy sends an HTTP command to the web server directing it to fetch and transmit
the requested web page.

7.1 HTTP Transaction

A request sent from the browser to.the server and the corresponding response from the server to the
browser, both sent using HTTP. This round-trip communication path allows the browser rc requesr a
resource (URL) and receive a response from the server. It may include content sent by the browser
(data entered in form fields, uploaded files) and content retumed from the server (web page,
image, etc).

An HTTP client can have multiple concurrent sessions, and each session can have multiple
transactions.

A transaction represents an interaction between an HTTP client and an HTTp origin server. An
HTTP transaction is a two-way communication between the client and the server: a client requests
and a server responds. In a basic HTTP transaction, the client sends a request to the server, and the
server processes the request and sends a response back to the client.

Figure 6.10 describes the general HTTP client structure for sessions and transactions.
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Figure 6.10: HTTP sessions and transactions

An HTTP transaction is implemented using the Osp::Net::Http::HttpTransaction class. The request

and response portions ofa transaction are composed ofa header and an optional body. The header is

a collection of header fields defined by and accessed through the Osp::Net::Http::HttpHeader class.

Header fields can be created. read. modified. and removed throush this class" and each field can have

multiple values.

The request portion of the transaction specifies an HTTP method that describes the type of operation

that the client wishes to invoke on the origin server. It also states the URI, which specifies the

resources held on the server where the HTTP method is to be invoked. The response portion of a
transaction contains an HTTP status code and a message, which indicates the success of the method

or the state of the resources following the method.

The transaction can be submitted using one of thefollowing modes:

i. Non-chunked mode (default): To send an HTTP request in non-chunked mode, add a header

field Content-Length: body-length to a request header.

ii. Chunked mode: To send an HTTP reqiest in chunked mode;

a. Add a header field Transfer-encoding: chunked to a request header.

b. Use the HttpTransaction::EnableTransactionReadyToWriteQ method.

c. Implement the OnTransactionReadyTowriteQ event handler to send the chunks. An
empty chunk is considered as the last chunk.

) Simple HTTP Transaction

A simple HTTP transaction is one where the client makes a single request for HTTP content.
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4. Wait 5. Load

i. DNS lookup: The client tries to resolve the domain name for the request.

a. Client sends DNS Query to local ISp DNS server.

b. DNS server responds with the tp address for hostname.com

'ii. Connect: Client establishes TCP connection with the IP address of hostname.com

a. Client sends SYN packet.

b. Web server sends SYN-ACK packet.

c. client answers with ACK packet, concluding the three-way

il1.

lv.

establishment.

Send: Client sends the HTTP request to the web server.

Wait: Client waits for the server to respond to the request.

Web server processes the request, finds the resource, and sends the response to the client.
Client receives the first byte of the first packet from the web server, which contains the HTTp
response headers and content.

Load: Client loads the content of the response.

a. Web server sends second TCp segment with the pSH flag set.

b' Client sends ACK. (Client sends ACK every two segments it receives from the host)

c. Web server sends third TCp segment with HTTp_Continue.

Close: Client sends a FIN packet to close the TCp connection.vt.
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7.2 Persistent HTTP connections

The server must support this first of all, I cannot think of a server which is not supporting this at the

moment. The header used to announce we want a persistent connection is:

Connection: Keep-Alive

The response from the server must contain the same header if the server supports keep-alive mode

(persistent HTTP connections), and also, if we're using the HTTP v1.1, the server may also return

information on how many HTTP requests may be sent via that same opened TCP stream, and what's

the timeout period until the TCP stream closes if nothing is sent over the wire to the remote server.

Advantages

Faster content delivery: Less round-trip time, everything is served via the same TCP stream

which obviously saves a lots of time. When adding HTTP pipelining support to this, things are

even faster. This is also extremely beneficial when it comes to secure delivery using the SSL

protocol, which require extra round.

Less CPU usage: We're involving a less amount of low level OS routine calls.

Reduced network congestion: Less packets on the line, and more control for TCP to handle

the congestion in a single stream.

) Disadvantages

i. Possible scalability issues: ln case of a traffic burst, all the 'slots' on the web server

(the connections pool) are kept busy by few users, while everybody else waits for a server

response. This also happens with non-persistent connections as well, however the time to
serve a different HTTP request is lower than with persistent connection, because there's no

time-out period.

ii. No simplicity friendliness: A server serving simple one time files has no reason to serve

HTTP content via persistent connection, because the one-time required content can be served

using one HTTP request and the client will be gone.

Persistent connections allow the browser / HTTP client to utilize the same connection for different

object requests to the same hostname. The HTTP 1.1 protocol supports persistent connections

natively and does not require any specific HTTP header information. For HTTP 1.0, persistent

connections are controlled via the Keep-Alive HTTP header.
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DNS Lookup: Client tries to resolve the domain name.

1, Client sends DNS query to local ISP DNS server.

2. DNS server responds with the Ip address to hostname.com

Connect: Client establishes TCP Connection (1) with the IP address of hostname.com

1. Client sends SYN packet.

2. Web server sends SYN-ACK packet

3. Client sends ACK packet, concluding three way TCP connection establishment

Send: Client sends the HTTP request to the web server.

Wait; Client waits for the server to respond to the request.

Load: Client loads the content of the response.

Send: Client sends the HTTP request to the web server

Wait: Client waits for the server to respond to the request.

Load: Client loads the content of the resnonse.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g-

h.

7.3 Non-persistent l{TTp Gonnection

As the browser receives the Web page, it displays the page to the user. Two different browsers may
interpret a Web page in somewhat different ways. HTTP has nothing to do with how a Web page is
interpreted by a client. The HTTP specifications define only the communication protocol between
the client HTTP program and the server HTTP program.
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We define the round-trip time (RTT), which is the time it takes for a small packet to travel from

one client to server and then back to the client. The RTT includes packet-propagation delays,

packet-queuing delays in intermediate routers and switches, and packet-processing delays.

Advantages

Possibly more scalable: Depending on the design of the application and the usage patterns

(like mentioned in the disadvantages for persistent HTTP connections), more clients can be

served ifthey require content from the server sporadically.

Simple server architecture: The server may be a bit faster if it doesn't require the

implementation of the persistent HTTP connections and the pipelining support.

Disadvantages

Possibly less scalable: Depencling on the type of traffic the server gets, serving individual

HTTP requests on their own TCP stream may quickly starve the server's resources.

More CPU usage: There are low level operating system routines involved in opening a new

TCP stream for each request. This puts the web server under more work.

l.

ll.

i.

ll.
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Explain intranet and extranet in detail.

Explain in details:

i. Web Servers ii. Search engines

Write short note on Internet Information Server (IIS).

Explain the architecture of www.

Write a note on ISP.

Explain the following terms:

i. Web Server ii. Web Documents

What is WWW? Explain its architecture.

What is lnternet Information Server? Explain with benefits.

Write a short note on Search Engines.

Write a short note on WWW.

Explain www Architecture.

Explain Intranet and Extranet.

Explain working of Web Server.

What is lnternet Information Server (IIS)? Explain with
benefits.
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